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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI_ FOR _0NAUTICS
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PHYSICAL DATA ON CERTAIN ALLOYS FOR
HIGH TF/MPF/_ATURE APPLICATIONS
By A. E. White, J. W. Freeman, and F. B. Rote
aJ
The data given in this report constitute a summary of the
physical properties of 120 samples of metal alloys, representing
86 different compositions which have been investigated for their
suitability as turbosupercharger wheel materials. The reported
data include the chemical composition, fabrication procedure,
tensile-test sm_d hardness values at room temperature, and tensile
and rupture-test characteristics at 1200 ° F. Comments of contribu-
tors of the test materials concerning the workability and machln-
ability of the alloys have been included.
Since the data obtained are very extensive, comparison sheets,
given in Figures l, 2, and 3, are included. In these sheets the
chemical analyses, processing procedures, hardness values, yield
strengths at room temperature, stresses for rupture in 100 and
1000 hours at 1200 ° F., and ductility characteristics are presented
in a manner which permits comparison of the properties of the various
alloys.
INTRODUCTION
In October, 1941 the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautlcs retained the Department of Engineering Research of the
University of Michigan to conduct an experimental metallurgical
investigation to find improved materials for use in exhaust gas
turbines. The Committee also appointed a Special Subcommittee on
Metals for Turbosupercharger Wheels and Bucksts which is charged
with directing the Committee's activities in the field. The member-
ship of the Subcommittee is as follows:
Mr. W. L. Badger, General Electric Company, Chairman
Mr. Lewis S. Bergen, Crucible Steel Company
Mr. V. Bromine, Alleghs_y Ludlum Steel Corporation
Mr. C. T. Evans, Jr., Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
Mr. Russell Franks, Union Carbide & Carbon Research Labo-
ratories, Inc.
lh'. MarcusA. Gross_m!nn,C_neg!e-lllincis Stee_ Corporation
Dr. Geo±geW. Lewis, NACA(ex officio)
Mr Russell G. Robinson, _AC..:_(ex officio)
An advanceconfidential report entitled "Physical Data on
Certain Alloys for Hig]l Temperattu-eApplications" w_tscompiled by
the Coord:inatlon Office of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
r_utics in October, 19A2 based upon data obtained by the University
of Michi_ze_up to that tim,_. Nitrogen analyses have been madefor
several of the materials presented in th,s October, 194_ report, and
in addition the namesof several of the alloys have been changed to
prevent confusing them with materials tested later in the program.
For these reasons it was believed advisable to include in this pres-
ent report all materials that have been tested at the University of
Michigan in this research. Therefore th_.s present report supersedes
.the report prepared by the Committee in October, 1942.
The investigation is being conducted for the p,Arposeof devel-
opir_ _alloys with the best possible combination of load-carrying
ability at 1200° F., and yield strength at room temperat_u-e. These
qualities were selected since they are ind_catfive of the properties
required in materials for turbosupercl_mrgsr wheels.
Full cognizance is taken of the _mpo_:tanceof developing alloys
_:hich contain the least possible amo_nutof strategic metals and yet
l_ve the necessary properties to withstand tua'bosupercharger wheel
service. Forgeability and machin_bility, likewise_ are receiving
consideration. No information is presented on such factors as
weldability, and production practice, although they have received
consideration by the Subco_z_ittee.
The results of the investigation indicate that both the load-
carryir<_ ability at 1200 ° F. and the room-temperature properties of
most of the alloys can be increased by mechanically working the
alloys at temperatures below the no_nual hot-workir_ temperatures.
Since it appears that this factor has more influenc9 than compara-
tively wide variations in chemical composition for a given type of
alloy, the research is now being extended to include an intensive
investigation on the effect of treatment on the strength character-
istics of s_veral materials that are shown by these present tests
to be of sp<_:cial interest.
The materials used in this investigation were supplied by the
Allegheny Ludltau Steel Company, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation,
Crucible Steel Compargfj General Electric Company, International Nickel
Co_ipany, Inc., Timken Roller Bearir_ Compargv, Union Carbide and Carbon
Research Laboratories, Inc., and Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation.
The cooperation of these s_eel companies in preparing experim_nt_l and
production steels contributed greatly to the investigation.
3The steel manufacturers who contributed specHmensfor testing
in NACAresearch on high temperature materials have _ndioated that
they will be pleased to discuss the alloys described in this report
with any qualified person acting as a representative of a contractor
to the United States Government. Therefore, if additional informa-
tion on these alloys is required, it is suggested that such informa-
t__onbe requested from the proper manufacturer.
eLe
TABULATED DATA
The information given in the following pages of this report
includes (1) the chemical composition of the sample, as reported
by the manufacturers; (2) the fabrication procedure; (3) the hardness
at room temperature before and after completion of the longest dura-
tion time-for-_.pture test; (4) short-time tensile properties at room
temperature and at 120U ° F; and (5) the rupture-test data, including
ductility values, obtained at 1200 ° F0 In addition, the stresses to
cause rupture in l, lO, lO0, and 1000 hours at 1200 ° F. are given.
The m_pture strengths were determined by logarithmic plots of
the stress versus rupture-time data. Even though the duration of
the longest test may have been considerably less than 1000 hours,
the values reportedare based on extrapolations which have proved
to be reasonably reliable for this test. In ceztain cases the
rupture tests were not continued for time periods longer than
200 hours because the samples were not considered good enough to
warrant further testing. The Stressorupture time _alues from a few
samples gave a scatter of points instead of the usual straigh_ line
when plotted to logarithmic coordinates. In such cases the reported
rupture strengths -_ere obtained from the best average straight line
through the points.
Figures i, 2, and 5on pages 2523 255, and 2,54 mn_marize the
data for the samples from each manufacturer. In addition to compo-
sitions and fabrication procedures, the hardness and yield stresses
at room temperature, stresses for rupture in 100 and 1000 hours at
1200 ° F., and ductility characteristics are presented in these fig-
ures. These physical properties _re selected for presentation
because they permit evaluation of the suitability of the alloys for
turbosuperoharger wheel service.
Comments on Data
The manufacturers of the experimental materials from which the
data were obtained submitted comments on the forgeability and
machinability of their alloys. This information has been incorporated
in the data sheets. It is extremely difficult to evaluate these
properties for even on_ application of the alloys, and tlms all
statememts contained in this report in regard to forgeabillty and
machinability must be considered as relative to other similar high-
strength alloys.
The reader will note that most of the alloys described herein
have been handled only on an__e.x_erimental, basis. The manufacturer,
therefore, in describing an alloy as commercially forgeable and
_.
mach;_nablej m_y not have been able to take into account the di.xl-
culties that m_ght be encountered if that alloy is produced on a
"to,usage" basis.
In every case ti}edat______anj_e_sgnted in this re_ort are the results
of a series of tests on one particular heat of alloy with one particu-
l___"see ue.z.ceof treatments, It is intended that this report be only
a factual presentation of test results plus comments on workability
supplied by the manufacturers. In the materials obtained from small
experimental induction heats, it should be recognized that production
heats processed under commercial practice may have a different level
of properties.
In those cases where erratic stress versus rtrp+ure-time._ data were
obtained, the sample may have been nonuniform. There are, however,
certain alloys in which a scatter of results is characteristic of the
material and is believed to be associated with structural changes in
the metal during testing. The agreement between the duplicate tensile-
test results is a good measure of the uniformity of the material. For
this reason the individual test results have been used in Figures l,
2, and 5.
The dimensions Of the test specimens used in the investigation
are given in Figure 4 on page 255. The mlpture test specimen was
arbitrarily sc!ected, by the Subcommittee as being of convenient size
to use in makir4 a large number of tests, These specimens were taken
from the bar stockat a y_oint midway between the center and surface.
The tests were run in accordance with ASTM recommended procedure
for tension testing at room temperature and at elevated temperatures.
The yield strengths and proportional limits were obtained from stress-
strain curves plotted from st!_in' data obtained with an extensometer
system having a sensitivity of 0.000003 inch per inch in a two-inch
gage section.
In a few cases the tensile properties are incomplete because
insufficient bar stock was available for the necessary specimens.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
The objective of the investigation was to develop metals with
a combination of high rt!pture strength at 1200 ° F. and high yield
strength at room temperature.
The most importa.nt factor in determining the yield strength
appeared to be fabrication procedure. Variations in chemical com-
position did not seem to have much effect except for carbon content
in such alloys as 19-9W-Mo. With one exception_ yield, strengths at
room temperatua,e in excess of 100,O00 pounds per square inch com-
bined with high rupture strength at 1200 ° F o were developed only by
mechanical working of the metal at intex_ediate temperatures. This
"hot-cold" work also resulted in an increase in m_pture strength at
1200 ° F. over that of the anneai6d condition. The possible range in
both yield and rupture strengths of a given nominal composition
resulting from variations in the fabrication procedure was generally
more than that caused by wide differences in chemical composition.
The data presented in this report indicate that the effects of
variations in fabrication procedure may be summarized as follows:
1. There appears to be an optimum amount of "hot-cold" work
for each analysis at each temperature.
2. The highest properties are probably associated with the
optimum amount of "hot-cold" work at some one temperature
for each analysis.
3. The thermal history_ particularly the inclusion or omission
of a solution heat treatment, appears to affect the properties.
Variations in properties are apparently caused by differences
in fabrication procedures for the following reasons:
1. Most of the alloys are subject to complex structural reactions
of the precipitation hardening type which, in part, control
the properties °
2. The strength properties are also influenced by the amount of
strain hardening obtained by "hot,cold" work.
5. Variations in the amount and temperature of "hot-cold" work
and in the times, temperatures, and sequences of thermal
treatments result in variations of the structural reaction
characteristics and residual strain hardening.
L
64. In addition to the above factors, there probably are addi-
tional variations which the data given in this report have
not taken into consideration.
No systematic variation in proL_rties with variations in co_-
position has been noted in the data given in this report. The fol-
lowing compositions_ however_ exhibited outstanding strength properties:
i. High alloyed materials designated 6_@43 224M, 1M, 16-25-6,
N153, N154, N155, N156 and Age Hardenable Inconel. Many of
the modifications of these alloys also has as high or higher
properties.
2. Lo_ alloyed materials designated as 19-gw-Mo and 4Mn-18Cr-4Ni
types and their modifications. These had very high rupture
strengths, but somewhat low yield strengths.
5. A heat-treatable alloy designated as Age Hardenable !nconel.
This alloy was the only one found to develop high rupture
strength and high yield strength without mechanical working
at intermediate tempera_Ire.
It is important that the follow_ng factors be considered in
appraising the above outstal_ing alloys:
1. Other alloys may develop equal or better properties under
the proper, but as yet unknown, fabrication procedure.
2. It is not known whether the reported properties represent the
ultimate which may be obtained in the outstanding alloys.
5. The degree of reproducibility of their properties, particu-
larly in _heel forgings, is unknown except for such alloys as
16-25-6 in which considerable production experience is
available.
4. Most of the alloys in the lists havebeen handled only in
small experimental heats as bar stock.
5. With the exception of Age Harder_ble Inconel, the high yield
strengths were developed by approximately 25 percentreductlon
in area by rolling at 1200 to 1700 ° F. Because of their good
high-temperature strength, these alloys are very resistant to
deformation in this temperature range. It will be difficultp
therefore, to obtain this amount of reduction in commerical
practice. Certain of the samples were prepared by methods
which were, possibly, more representative of ordinary com-
mercial practice than the alloys giving the highest strength
4
7properties. For this reason the lower properties of such
apparently less pyomislng alloys may be more representative
of those which can be obtained by ordinary commercial
practice.
Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corporation
Crtlcible Steel Company of
America
Carnegle-Illinois
Steel Corporation
List of Alloys
AIIo___y Pag____e
$495 12
$497 14
AM 16
BM 18
Ticonlum 1014 20
Halcomb 217 22
4274 24
4276 26
4277 28
4275 30
4480 32
4461 54
4275 36
234-A-8 38
4237 40
RezistalVR 42
L2-TI 44
L2-T2 46
L2-T5 48
LS-TI 50
LS-T2 52
L3-T5 54
8Carnccie-!llinois
Steel Corporation
Cont'd.
International Nickel
Company3 Inc.
Universal-Cyclops
Steel Corporation
List of Alloys (Cont'd.)
26O5
26O6
2C07
2608
Alloy
L4
L7
LI -TI
L! -T2
LI -T5
Age Hardenable Inconel
Nimonic 80
17W-Anne ale d
17W-Kot Roli_d
17W,-"Co id" Worked
17W-Hot Worked
17W-"Cold" Worked (R16_4)
17W-NM
iVW-Cb
Low Carbon 17W-Annealed
Low Carbon ITW-Hot Worked
Low Carbon 17W-"Cold" Worked
T_mken 16-2S-6 Annealed
Timken !6-25-6 Hot Worked
Timken 16-25-6 "Ccld" Worked
Gamma Columbium-Ar_lealed
Gamma Columbium-Hot Rolled
Gamma Columbi_-Hot Worked
Gamma Columbi_-"Cold" Worked
Non-magne t ic
E-447
Pa__ge
56
58
6O
62
64
66
68
7O
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
9O
92
94
96
98
i00
102
104
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ii0
i12
114
4
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Cont' &.
Union Carbide and
Carbon Research
Laboratories_ Inc.
List of Alloys (Cont'd.)
Alloy
R-I058 Annealed
R-I058 "Col&" Worked
18-14 S-Mo
19-9 W-Mo (B7050)
19-9w-Mo (mso )
19-9 W-Mm (R1956)
19-9 _-Mo HC2
19 -9 W-Mo 1,4
19-9 W-Mo
19 -9 W-Mo 4M
9
9M
5
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1
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8
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2
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Union Carbide and
Carbon Research
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Cont'd°
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m_A t
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H557
H479
I{,!96
H_IA
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Htil2
H497
H554
H416
H417
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HAl8
H723
H&80
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H559
H_:-59
H650 (Low carbon Gamma
H651 Columblum)
H62A
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Cont 'd.
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 628 ( _419)
H629 (Fr419)
N153-Annealed
N155-Eot Worked
N155- "Cold" Worked
N154-Annealed
N154-Hot Worked
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N155-Annealed
N155-Hot Worked
N155-"Cold" Worked
N156-Annealed
N156-Hot Worked
N156-"Cold" Worked
ll
Pag____e
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NACA
AI/_0Y
MANUF_ACTURER
C 0MP0 S IT ION
TRFAT_NT
HA_RDNESS
$495
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
0 48_C, 0.56% Si_ 0.55%Mn, 15.68%Cr, 20.06%Ni,
4.14/_Mo, 3.56%W, 4.59% Cb
Melted in an induction furnace as a 50 pound heat;
cast in 3-inch square Ingot and forged at 2200 ° F to
0.9-inch square bar_ Cooled in air, reheated to
1400 ° F and forged to 5/A-inch square bar.
290-291 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(OF)
8O
1200
TENSr_E PROPERTLES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in.)
(ib/sq In.) 0.02% 0.2 9
146,750 85,000 155_000
147,750 80,000 156,000
Proportlonal Elongation Reduction
limit (%In 2 in.) of area
(ib/ qin.) (%)
55,000 7.5 50.7
55,000 6.0 21.7
87,625 723200 57,500 24.0 34.5
75_000 60,500 52j500 25.0 25.7
STEESS-EUFESEE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(ib/sq in.) rupture
(hr)
78,000 0.15
70,000 0.50
62_000 1.55
42,000 21'5
52_000 200.
26,000 854.
Elongation Reduction
(% in i in.) of area
(%)
ii.0 24.5
21.0 59.4
26.0 40.8
22.0 27.2
!5.0 16,1
7.0 10.8
Vickers Hardness : As received - 292
After 200 hours at 1200 ° F - 294
,e
g15
Alloy $495 continued
ST_._SS-_TPTUI_ P_0PERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
i 63j000
I0 47j000
i00 _5,000
I000 Z6,O00
COF24ENTS SUPPLIED BY THE iv'_ICU-FACTtq_ER
FORG_IL!TY
MACRIN_B!LITY
After initial forging can be hot-rolled and subse-
quontly cold rolled or cold drawn successfully.
Commercially machinable.
14
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ALLOY
MA_0-_CTUP_R
COMPOSITION
T_AT_NT
HARDNESS
SA97
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
0o_2% c, o.sl%si_ o._7% _,% 15,66%Cr, 19.50% _i,
19.oo% co, s.8_% Mo, 4.28% W, _._1% Cb
Melted in an electric arc fuz_ce as a i0 ton heat.
Cast in 900-pound ingot 8 _nches square. Keated to
2200 ° F and forged on hammer to 0.9-inch square bar.
Reheated to 1400 ° F and forged to 5/4-inch square bar.
511 Brine!l
_SiLE PROPERTT_,S
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in. )
(lb/sq i_.) 0,02% O.2%
15A,750 101,000 158:500
152,500 102,500 !56:G(_%
Proportional Elongation Reductlon
limit (%in 2 in.) of area
(ib/s_in.) (%)
573500 10.5 25.5
57,500 12.0 26.0
1200 96,750 75,200
i03_625 89_800
99,625 87_600
15,000 20.0 59.3
15,000 22.0 25.9
27,500 20.0 25.7
STIqESS-RLWTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(lb/sq in.) rupture
(hr)
88,000 0.58
78,000 1.65
50,000 60.5
38,000 360;
55,000 1099.
Elongation Reduction
(% in 1 in.) of area
(%)
ii.0 29.3
22.0 58.5
10.0 6.1
ll.O 12.6
6.0 7.4
Vickers Hardness: As received - 514
After 1099 hours at 1200 ° F - 551
15
Alloy $497 continued
STRESS-RUPTUI_E PR0_ERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
1 80,000
I0 60,000
i00 45,000
i000 33,500
FORGEABILrI_
MACHINABILITY
COMMENTS SUPPLB_D BY THE MANUFACTURER
Metal must be hot-forged from the ingot to a rela-
tively small cross section before it can be hot-
rolled or subsequently cold rolled or cold drawn.
Com_rcially machinable.
16
NACA
ALLOY AM*
I&iI_JFACT:GI_R Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
CO_,D?OSiTION 0.40% C, 0.575% Si, 0o:_1% Mm, 17.85% Cr, 4.08% Ni,
2.62% o.o!a? p, o.o19%s, o.12%
Ti_A _MENT Melted in an electric _3.rcfurnace in a 900 pound heat.
Cast in a 7- by 7-inch ingot weighing approximately
750 pounds. Ingot heated to about 210C ° F and lolled
to 51-inches squaro billet on a 2 high reversing
2
blooming mill. Reheated ar_ rolled on a 12-inch rod
mill to 0.94-inch square bar. Reduced at 1200 ° F to a
5/4-inch square bar. Annealed at 2100 ° F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 209 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
1200
T_{SILE PROPERT._{S
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in.)
Proportional Elongation Reduction
limit ( %in 2 in°) of area
(ib/sq in. ) ( _$
i_8_500 62,750 72,5!30 52,500 47_0 5A.2
121,500 60,000 70_000 42,500 40.0 _2._
76,500 52_000
77,000 55;500
20,000 22.0 24.9
17,500 22.0 25.5
ST_SS-RUPT,_ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stre ss
(lb/sq in_) rupture
(hr)
Time for Elongabion Reduction
(_!n 1 in.) of area
(%)
65,000 0._2 ii.0 15.1
55,000 1.18 6.0 19.6
55,000 29.7 1.0 1.0
50,000 225.7 2.0 6.7
27,000 512. 1.0 12.1
Vickers Hardness: As received - 224
After 512 hours at 1200 ° F - 429
17
Alloy AM continued
STRESS-__ PR01_ETIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
i 58,000
i0 42,500
I00 31,700
I000 25_400
CON/MENTS SUPPLED BY THE MANUFAC_D-BER
FORGFABILITY Can be rolled either hot or cold with ease. Does not
require forging at any stage°
MACHI_ABILITY In the austonitic or annealed condition, machinability
is about the same as for similar austenitic steels but
in the hardened condition is extremely difficult to
machine. _klrther study of heat treatment may improve
this condition.
OTHER NOES Metal is of interest for use in the cast condition.
*Alloys AM and BM are from the same heat and differ only in processing
procedure.
18
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" "TAL_O • BM_
_£qLrUFAC.%XIP_I{Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
COMPOSITION 0.40% C, 0.575% Si, 0' o"•'±]2o5tn, 17.85% Cr, 4.05% Ni,
2.62%Mo, 0.01_ P, 0.0i.9% S, 0.].2%N 2.
TI__A*T_iENT Melted in an electric arc fuzmace in a 900 pound heat.
Cast in a 7- by 7-inch In4.'otweighing approximately
750 pounds. Ingct heated to about 2100 ° F and rolled
to 51--inch square billet in 2 high reversing blooming
2
mill. Reheated snd rolled on a 12-inch rod mill -5o
0.94-inch square bar. Reduced at 1200 ° F to a 3/4-1nch
square bar.
EAIKDNESS 418 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(OF)
60
1200
T_NS!LE Pi<0FERT_S
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in.)
(lb/sq in.) 0.02% 0.2%
207_ 000 i16,250 !60_ 250
203_ 5C0 i17,500 161_ 000
Proportional Elongation Reduction
ifmit (_in 2 in.) of area
(ib/ q ) (
87,500 15.0 21,6
85,000 ii. 0 ii. 7
96,500 75;,500 _5,000 16.5 28o4.
94,875 ............ 17.0 51.7
ST_ESS-RUPTUP_ DATA AT 1200 ° F **
Stress Time for Eiongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (% in 1 in.) of area
60,000 7.16 i$.0 10.5
40,000 50.8 7.0 10.9
30,000 155. !5.0 iio0
20,000 64_. 18.0 !9.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 425
After 644 hours at 1200 ° F - i89
• o'
Alloy BM continued
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STEESS-RUFETEE PROPFJf2IEB AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
r_ipture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
1
lO 55,000
lO0 52,000
1000 19,000
FORGF_BILITY
MACHINABILITY
CO_S SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
Can be rolled either hot or cold with ease. Does not
require forging at any stage.
In the austenitic or annealed condition, machinability
is about the same as for similar austenitic steels but
in the hardened condition is extremely difficult to
machine. Further study of heat treatment may improve
this condition.
OTHER NOTES Metal is of interest for use in the cast condition.
*Alloys AM and BM are from the same heat and differ only in processing
procedure.
**Rupture test specimens for this metal were 0.300-inch diameter with
a 1-inch gage length.
2O
NACA
ALLOY
MAh_IFACTUEER
COMPOSITION
TREA.T_NT
HARDNESS
Tlconium (1014)
Allegheny Lud!um Steel CorT_oration
0.08s% c, 0.272% si, 0.80% Mr,, 22.96% Cr, 55.00% _i,
50.84%Co, 5.SZ%Mo, O.O00%P, 0.014%S
Melted in electric arc furnace, cast in 6- by lO.-inch
ingot weighing 558 pounds. Heated to 2150 ° F a_.d forged
to a 1-inch square bar. Reheated to 1400 ° F and forged
to 3/4-inch square bar between 1400 and 1200 ° F.
585 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(o;)
8O
].200
TENSILE PROFERT T_,S
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in.)
(lb/sq _n.) 0.02% 0._%
162,250 126,500 161,_50
185,750 251,000 165,000
Proportional Elongation Reduction
limit ( %in 2 in.) of _rea
(ib/sq in. ) (%)
90_000 15.0 49,5
i00_000 15.0 49.5
i17_125 92,500
121_500 I00,000
20,000 6.0 15.0
25,000 2.0 14,.5
STI_SS-RUP[TrRE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture ( % in 1 ino) of area
(hr) (%)
lOOjO00 1.57 6.0 9.7
87_000 5.68 2.0 7.8
60,000 86.0 4.0 5.8
50_000 115. 7.0 8,5
42,000 210. 5.0 7.2
55,000 967. 5.0 7.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 582
After 967 hoars at 1200 ° F -- 547
21
Alloy "Ticonlum" (1014) continued
STP_SS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
1 100,O00
i0 84,000
i00 52,500
i000 ' 55,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Extremely difficult to forge. Requires special
technique and a number of reheatings.
Difficult to machine but can be machined with
regular high speed tools.
22
NACA
ALLOY Ha!comb 217
M_AUFACTUHER C_c!ble Steel Comp_zy of America
COMPOSITION 0.58% C, 1.08% Si, 0.54% Mn, 7.56% Cr, 7.87% W
TREA_T Melted in a commerlcal arc furnace, 12-inch square
fluted _ngot. Alloy was hammer cogged at 2050 to
2100 ° F to 6_ inches square, reheated and cogged to
4_ inches square, then annealed. Mill recogged at
2
2000 to 2050 ° F to l_ inches square, annealed and con-
ditioned. Hammered at approximately 1950 ° F to a
3/4-1nch square bar. Amnealed by slow cooling from
1650 ° F. No_nmalized at 2050 ° F for 3 minutes, then
drawn at 1300 ° F for 1 hour.
_DI_SS 330 Brinell
TwiNSII_ PROPERTIES
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
Tens ile
strength
(ib/sq )
173,500
174,500
Yield stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) limit ( %in 2 in.) of area
0.02% o.2% (lb/s in.)
105,000 122,000 92,500 ll.5 17.7
106,000 128_000 90,000 12.0 19.5
1200 53,125
47,625
37,500 i0,000 40.5 79.5
56,500 i0,000 41.0 77.3
STHESS-RUPTVI_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(lb/sq in.) rupture
(hr)
E_ongation Reduct ion( %In 1 in.) of area
(%)
40,000 0.58 38.0 74.4
54,000 1.50 46.0 76.8
20_000 72.0 42.0 47.4
15,000 165. 50.0 49.7
13_000 245. 29.0 41.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 362
After 243 hours at 1200 ° F - 259
23
Alloy Halcomb 217 continued
ST!___S-RIrPT[rREPROPF/qTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sqin.)
(hr)
1 57,200
i0 29,000
i00 18,000
i000 7,900
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
About equal to 18-4-i high speed steel.
Commercially machinable.
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NACA
ALLOY
MA_J_JFACTU_qER
COMPOSITION
TI___T_NT
i_IP_ONESS
A274
Crucible Steel Company of America
1o06% C_ 0.30% Si, 0.59% _n, 15.18%Cr, 12.87%Ni,
o,62% Me, 2.18% w
50 pound induction furoace ingot° Forged 1950-
!900 ° F to 5/4 inch square. Cooled _o 1500-1200 ° F
and finished with a few blows.
S00 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(OF)
80
1200
TENSILE PROPEIYf IES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in.)
(ib/sq in.) 0.02% 0.2
148,000 81,000 107,500
148,125 79,000 106,000
Proportional Elongation Peduction
limit (%in 2 in.) of area
(lb/sq (%)
52,500 17.5 25.8
52,500 17.0 25.0
95,750 71,900
97,750 71_250
45, O J0 16.0 18 o_
50,000 5.0 i0.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(lb/sq in.) rupture
(hr 
80,000 1.42
75_ 000 3.52
50,000 108.
40,000 537_
57,000 401.
Elongation Reduction
(%in i in.) of area
5.0 6.2
4.0 4:9
6.0 10.9
6.0 8.5
6 .O 6.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 518
After 401 hours at 1200 ° F - 552
25
Alloy 4274 continued
STi_.0SS-_J!_-i_2_,._PROPERTIES AT 1200° F
(E,_timated f?,_m plot of test data)
TiEs for Stress
r_._u_e (lb/sq in. )
i 8_ 000
i0 65_ 000
I00 5!_ O00
i000 313500
COM3_VNTS Sb_PF_LE_DBY THE MJ_ATCFACTUI_ER
FOR_AB!L_£Y
MACH!NABILITY
Forged without difficulty as a small ir_iuction heat.
Eo information on forge_.bility of cozmeccial heats.
Metal turned and threaded with difficulty.
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NACA
ALLOY 4276
MAN_TFAC_R Cr_Icib!e Steel Company of America
C0_II°0SITION 0,53%C, 0.%5% Si, 12.3(_% _Jn, 20.39% Cr, 1.88_W,
Z.Sl% Me
TItE&T_IEI_]T 30 pound Induction furnace i<_dot. Forged 1950-1900 ° F to
3/_ inch _!quare. Cooled to 3.1,00-1200° F and finished
with a fev blows.
HAPJD_'ESS 280 _rinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
ature s tren_th (ib/sq in. )
80 133_750 57,500 93_125
135,750 45,6"25 87,500
Pro!,ortional Elongation Reduction
i<mit (%in 2 in.) of area
in.) (%)
27,500 15.5 24.1
22_500 14.0 16.3
1200 51;500 38,125
56_000 38j000
15,000 40.0 54.1
12,500 24_0 29.1
STBESS-IT_TLq_ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture ( %in 1 in.) of area
45,000 1.00 36.0 46.0
38_750 6.55 45.0 55.7
28,000 63.0 44.0 58.7
20,000 498.0 35.0 47.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 291
After 498 hours at 1200 ° F - 465
Alloy 4276 continued
ST_,gS-F/JPTD'P_P_0.VERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimate& f_'omplot of test data)
Time for Stress
rukture (ib/sq in. )
i 45_000
I0 3?_500
i00 26,000
i000 18.,000
C01_TS SUFPI._D BY TEE M.&k_rFACTtS_R
FOR_BILITY Forge& wi+.,hout difficulty as a small in&uotion heat.
No i_:for_ation on forgo_bility of co_ercis.l heats.
MACH_ABlV_ITY Metal turned and threa&ed without difficulty.
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NACA
ALLOY
I_ U-FACI_ R
COMPOSITION
TEAT_NT
H_RD_SS
4277
Crucible Steel r'om--,_-,-p:._ of America
1.05%c, 0.59%si, 12._¢%_:__,20.43%cr,2.22%Mo,
1.92%w
_nJ_c_on furnace _n_ct. Forged 1950-1900 ° F30 pound " _ _
to 3/4 inch square. Cooled tc 1500-1200 ° F and
finished with a few blous.
340 Brinell
Tempe r-
(°F)
8O
1200
Tg=_[S!LE PROFERT YES
Tensile Yleld stress
strength (ib/sq in°)
(r-_.'sqin..)o.02}_ o.%_{
Rropoz_cional Elongation Reduction
limit (%in 2 In.) of area
(__b,'_ -n. ) (%)
151_000
156,500
65j000 I02,5C0
65,000 102,200
82;750 58,750
81,250 683750
42,500 2.0 1.9
40,000 5.0 5.8
55,000 16.5 20.6
57,500 7.5 2.Z
STKESS-_qUP'±-%_ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(lb/sq in.) rupture
(_r)
76,000 0.68
68,000 4.55
56,000 lll.O
50,000 199.0
42,000 684.0
Elongation Reduction
(%in i in.) of area
(%)
ll.0 19.0
25.0 27.7
14.0 51.8
16.0 22.4
9.0 15.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 586
After 684 hours at 1200 ° F - 467
Alloy 4277 continued
STI_2SS-IVJIYlL_REP_0_RTIES AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in. )
1 ,_!7 _,000
i0 65,000
i00 56 _000
i000 59 _000
CO_/_NTS SUPPLV_.,DBY THE MA_,_JFAC_
FORGE_BILITY
MACHLNABILITY
Forge& without difficulty as a small induction heat.
No information on forge_bility of commercial heats.
Metal turned and threaded with difficulty.
I
3O
NACA
ALLOY 4275
MAI'UJFACIt_ER Crucible Steel Company of America
C05_3_LIOl{'.q"_ - 0.25% C, 0.31% Si, 5.98% M.n, 18._i!% Cr, _.lO%Ni,
5.u% Me
T_.REAT.ME_ff 30 pound "ndl_.ction furnace i_'u)t. Forged 1950-1900 ° F
to 5/4 inch square. Cooled i.',>1300-1200 ° F and
finished with a few blows.
EAP,D_{ESS 258 Brineli
."_N_ ILE PR0_RTT¢S
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
ature strength (Ib/'_q in.) l._Lt ( ,%in 2 in.) of arsa
(o_) (_lV'_:_ in ) o.o2':_ o,'_ % (_/s,, :m.) (S_)
80 137,750 78_125 96,875 55,000 52.0 42.8
137,550 70,000 90,000 55;000 25.0 24.1
1200 70,250 55j750 50,000 54_0 58.5
72,500 55_000 52,500 27.5 57.8
STBESS-RUPT_JP__ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(ib/sq in.) _pture (% in 1 in.) of area
(hr) (%)
65_000 0.77 26.0 48.5
60,000 2.57 30.0 51_0
_5,000 90. 32.0 64.8
40,000 560. 50.0 62.5
57,000 782. 24.0 _5.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 298
After 782 hours at 1200 ° F - 317
Alloy 4275 continued
S_SS-}_/PI_JI4_PROPE.I_TIESAT 1200° F
(Estinated f_.omplot of test data)
Tiz]e for Stress
rui;ture (ib/_q in.)
1 65_000
!0 55>500
100 45,000
lO00 56_000
CON2_TITS SL_PLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORG_BILITY
MACHIL_ABILITY
Forged without d_fficultv s_s a small induction heat.
No informat-o:J on forge,_bility of commercial heats.
Metal turned and threaded _zithout difficulty.
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NACA
ALLOY 4480
MANJFAC'IU_R Cmzcible Steel Compau_- of A_erica
COMPOSITION 0.65% C_ 0.44% Si, 4.24% Nm, 17.47% Cr, 4.05%Ni,
T_%T_,_ 50 pound inductlon furnace _r_ot. For_gd !950-1900 ° F
to 5/4 inch c_jta_e. Coolod ho 1500-1200 ° F and
finished with a f,_w blows.
H/_ SS 502 Brine!l
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
TEI_S_U_E PROPERTIES
Teusile Yield. stress
_trength (lb/_q in. )
145 _£._9 65,750 °.,9,700
li, n.,O"O, 65,000 90,300
Proportional Elongation Reduct ion
l]mit ( %in 2 in.) of &tea
( !b," ": ! in. ) (_)
2,500 12.0 15.0
45,000 14,0 12.5
76,750 49,600
81,875 65_000
20,000 25.0 38.2
_, 500 18.5 59 .i
STRESS-_ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (% in 1 in.) of _rea
(%3
70,000 1oi7 12.0 9.7
65,000 4.50 9.0 7.3
52,000 160.0 ii.0 12.7
45,000 427.5 Ii.0 ii.4
40,000 717.5 14.0 16.'7
40,000 ii17_0 9.0 9.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 558
After 1117 hours at 1200 ° F -590
4 53
Alloy 44=80 continued
STEESS-I_LPIW/RE PiIOPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Est!m_t_J_ifrom plot of test data)
Time for Stress
ru_ _ur_ (it/sq in.)
, i 70,000
i0 6_,000
i00 55,000
i000 40_ 000
COMM_NTS SUPPLYED BY THE MANUFAC_
FO_ABIL ITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged without difficulty as a small induction heat.
No information on forg_ability of commercial heats.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
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NACA
ALLOY 4481
_L&NUFACT_JEER Crac!ble .... i Ccmpany of America
COMPOSITION
TREATN_NT
0.89% C, 0.44% Si, 4.21% V_, 17_65% Cr, 4.05% Ni,
2.95%Mo
30 pound induction furnace _ngo;. Forged 1950-1900 ° F
to 3/4 inch square. Cooled _o 1500-1200 ° F and
finished with a few blows.
HARDNESS 531 Brinell
TENSILE PROFERTIES
Temper-
ature
(OF)
80
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
strength (ib/sq in.) li_it (% in 2 in.) of area
(!h,'sq in.) 0.02% 0.2% (lb/sq zn.) (%)
159,000 69,509 iO&,500 47,500 9.5 9.3
155;000 69,000 90,500 45,000 4.5 5.0
1200 86,000 55_000 12,500 18.0 19.2
79,125 58,000 12,500 21.0 32.1
STRESS-RUPTVRE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in_) rupture (% in 1 in.) of area
(hr) (%)
70,000 0.82 14.0 9.1
65,000 2.63 25.0 54.5
50,000 52.5 52.0 59.9
43_000 301.0 14.0 26.2
45,000 228.5 29.0 42.8
_/8,000 495.0 24.0 43.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 560
After 495 hours at 1200 ° F - 399
Alloy 4481 continued
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ST_SS-_UBTb_EEPEOFEI<TIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Tiz_efor Stress
ruptu_ (lb/sq __n.)
(hr)
1 70_00
i0 56 _C )')
i00 eS, 500
i000 56,500
C0_NTS Sb_P?L_D BY TP_ ½_CU-FACTLT<ER
FOEG_%DILIT Y
},_CIK[NABILITY
Forged without difficulty as a small induction heat.
No infox"mation on forgeability of commercial heabs.
Metal turned and threaded _-ithout difficulty.
56
ALLOY 4-275
yf,I,_C¢);:_C_m_RCrucible Steel Company of America
C0YEosrTIoN 1.08% C, 0.<'S% Si, 4.04% Y_, 18.5_ Cr, 4.05% _:i,
5. O0 % Me
T_ATI_'.UT 50 _ound induction furnace ingot. Forged 1950-1900 ° F
to 5/4 inch square. Cooled _o 1300-1200 ° F and
finished, with a few blows.
HARDIneSS 526 Brine ii
TENSILE PROPE_2 72_S
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
atur_ strength (Ib/sq in,)
o.2%(lo,/sq in.) 0.03 _'
80 ]5_,000 60,000 94_650
155_000 67_500 97_500
1200 90,000 65_000
88_ 000 oo,_"125
ProFcrtional Elongation Reduction
ii_it ( %in 2 in.) of _,rea
]- l(. o, !n.)
50,000 7.5 7.0
_7,500 6.0 5.8
45,000 15.0 17.5
40,000 17.5 19.9
STEESS-RUP_TIKE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture ( % in 1 in.) of area
(hr) (%)
80,000 0.45 15.0 16.6
72,000 i •95 I0.0 12.1
52,000 158.0 14.0 20.2
45_ 000 641 o0 23.0 24.5
42,000 852.0 i0.0 22.2
Vickers Haziness : As received - 544
After 852 hours at 1200 ° F - 421
Alloy 4275 continued
5?
ST_SS-_jP_ PRO_RTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test d_ta)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sl in. )
!0 64, _"(:'-)
100 54_ ,.JO0
i000 42_ 000
FORG_BILi_Y
MACHINABILITY
COM_TS SUPPLIED BY THE _L_VdFAC_YEER
Forged without difficulty as a small induction heat.
No information on forgeability of commercial heats.
Metal turned and threaded with difficulty.
4
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NACA
ALLOY
MA_U]FAC'IUP_B
COMPOSITION
TREATIv_T
HARDNESS
25&-A-5
Crucible Steel Company of _erica
0,38%c, 0.304si, 4.174_, lS.$29or, 4.55%I{i,
1.554Mo, 1.344W, 0.57% Cb
150 pound induction beato hs,._mgred, finishing "cold"
at about 1200 ° F and stress :_'_l_ved for one hour at
1200 ° F
292 Brinell
Temner-
ature
(°F)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROPERTT_.S
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
strength (lbl/Z _ ln_) limit ( % in 2 in.) of area
(_,_q ino) o._ o,_,o°_ (ib_'t i_.) (%)
i51j000 87_500 106,000 62,500 15_2 15.4
155;500 81_800 i06_700 5S_000 22.5 51.i
78;000 65,000 30,000 20,0 48.2
79,500 67,500 52,500 i9.5 4,1.7
STEESS-IZJPT0-RE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stre ss
(ib/sq in.) rupture
(hr)
Time for Elongation Reduction
(%in 1 in.) of ar_a
(%)
68_000 0.54 22.0 49.2
62;000 2.96 18.0 56.9
55_000 54.0 26.0 60_0
50;000 85.0 27.0 60.9
&8, O00 251.5 16.0 46.5
_5_000 468.0 18.0 41.8
40_000 535.0 12.0 39.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 518
After 555 hours at 1200 ° F - 515
Alloy 254-.A-5 continued
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_TLV3SS-_,_rP_±%IIKEPR0-r_!r_'£YIK_SAT 1200 ° F
(E_timated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rapture (ib/sq In. )
! 65_ _,0
i0 58, _.-'_O
i0O 50j CO0
1000 59,000
COI,_._-_TSDUFi_LL_DBY TP2E_M_Z_TFACTUHER
FORGE.&DILITY Good _.
_CHh-_ABILITY Excellent.
i
4O
I:ACA
ALLOY
i_{qY_T_.C_CEz,R
COMPOSITION
TREAT[_NT
HARDI_SS
4257
Cr_tcible Steel Company of America
" _a _I .37% Cr, 3_.62%Ni, 2o64_ Ti0.59% C, ± .... /o Nm, 26 , '
50 pound induction furnace :_ngot. Forged 1950-1900 ° F
to 5/4 lnc, n sq.,ar_ Cooled to ]500-1200 ° F and
finished with _ f_._wblo_,_s.
249 Brine Ii
Temper-
atur_
8O
1200
T__.-,_oIj._ PR01_EIYfI-E_S
Tensile Yield stress Pr_po_ __.onal Elongation
strength (ib/sq in.) limSt ( % in 2 in.)
, .. .(lo/_,_ in.)(l_/.s,_ in.) 0.02% o.29 _ '_
]_2Zj250 76..<:"5 98,125 62;500 1_.5
126j750 77_Z00 102j000 62,500 18.0
99j5C0 84_575 52,500 i'_.0
Reduction
of s_rea
(,_
3,i, 7
36 _
19.5
ST_SS-RU_?_JI_; DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(Ib/sq in.) _apture (% in I in.) of area
(hr) (%)
88,000 0.15 iA,0 25.5
78,000 0.28 15,0 51.5
68_000 3.42 15.0 55.4
50,000 51.5 7.0 12.0
42;000 91,0 _.0 12.0
40,000 156.0 6.0 7.8
55_000 819.0 6.0 8.5
Vickers Hardness : As received - 267
After 819 hours at 1200 ° F - 555
Alloy 4237 continued
dl
STEESS-!_jlq_ PROPE_TIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stre_s
rupture (!b/s_i in. )
i 74 _:)0
I0 60,000
i00 45,000
i000 3a-,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTbqtER
FOR_ILITY Forged without difficulty as a small induction heat.
No information on forgeability of commercial heats.
_/ACHINABILITY Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
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NACA
ALLOY RezisbalVl9
_,iA!_CFACI-Z/R_RCzmcible Steel Con_)anyof America
C0M?0SITI0N 0.43% c, 0.82% si, 0.s5% _, 23.°_,oo_cr, _.79% Ni,
2.7o% _._o
TREATI_T Melted in a comm_rcia! electric arc furnace, 7-inch
square ingot. HmmmQr cogged at about 1900 to 2000 ° F
to a 2_,-inoh square bil].et with two or t_hree reheatings.
A
Then rolled at about 1900 to 2000 ° F to a 1-inch round
bar. Heated to 1400 ° F for 16 hours.
HARDneSS 5Z2-$77 Brinell.
Temper-
ature
(oF)
8O
1200
TENSILE PPDPE_T YES*
%:_nsile Yield stress
strenomth (lb/sq in. )
s(lb,'s_ in.) 0.02_ 0.2%
170_G00 73_500 105,600
164;000 65;000 ]08_500
P_Ji,o_,'tlonal Elongation Re&uction
limit (%in 2 in.) of area
(zb/_ in. ) (,%)
57,500 0.5 i.0
57,500 0.5 1.0
7_;000 41;000 15,000 17.5 24.7
STRESS-I_jPTUIKE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Zeduction
(ib/sq in.) rupture (% in i in.) of area
(hr) (%)
65_000 0.50 20.0 16.7
52,000 1.88 34.0 39.8
50_000 56.0 51.0 45.7
25,000 87.0 57.0 51.4
20,000 195. 29.0 58.0
Vickers Hardness: As receive! - 45G
After 195 hours at 1200 ° F - 448
Alloy Rezlstal VR continued
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STYi,:ESS.-_P_OT_EPI 0PERTXESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Ti_e for S_z'ess
rupture (Ib/sq in.)(hr)
i 56_";0
]0 _5 07.9
i00 _4,500
i000 12,200
C01'_7_'_TSSUI-_PLIED BY T_ _/_U/FAC_fftER
FORC_&BILITY About equal to AISi Type 518.
Y_kCHINAB]ILITf Co_mercially machinable.
*Short-time tensile tests were made using an a!icy of tho following
analysis: 0.45% C, 0.82_, 25.58% Cr, 4°78% Ni, and 2.,_o°gMo.
The method of treatment was the same as given, Hardness value -
405 to 597 Brinell.
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N_\CA
ALLOY
I_d{UFAC_JRER
COMPOSITION
TREAT_L_{T
HARDI_SS
L2-TI*
Ca_negie-lllinois Steel Corporation
o.12% c, o._o,o si, 0.60% _n, 18.o% cr, 8.0% _i, 2.o% c5
Y._ited in induction furnace; 20 pound heat, 21-inch
square ingot. Pressed or • ....._ed to 1-inch square bar
at 2050 ° F. Quenched in wa:,_r from 2100 ° F.
191 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation
ature strength (!b/sq in.) ]_mit ( % in 2 in.)
• . (lo/_q in.)
80 i00,875 28100D 37,500 i5_000 48.0
98,750 25,000 56,000 15_ 000 45.0
I_00 55_575 23,000 7,500 29.5
Reduct ion
of are_
62.5
62.9
59 .!
_(T _ T_"STY_-RU_I_'F DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (% in 1 in.) of area
(hr) (%)
52_ 000 1.13 22.0 50.5
50,000 3.70 2.0 !. 7
42_000 45.0 2.0 7.5
25,000 127 _ 4.0 12.i
50,000 495. 6.0 6.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 191
After 495 hours at iZ00 ° F - 200
45
Alloy L2-TI continued
ST_ESS-_L_IWJREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot 6f test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (!b/sq in.)
i 52, £'.i'O
I0 48; (.'£0
iO0 57 _0,'0
I000 27_ 000
CO]yt_ANTS SUPPL_--_D BY THE MAh-JFACTUqKER
FOI_]F__.BIL I_£Y Geod
MAC HINABILITY C_od
*Alloys L2-TI, L2-T2, and L2-T5 are from the same heat and differ
only in the processing following hot work.
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NACA
ALLOY
M_fYoFAC_JRER
COMPOSITION
TREAT_NT
HARDNESS
L2-T2*
Carncgie-lllinois Steel Corporation
o.1._0, o.SOToSi, o.6o}_, ]8.O%Cr, 8.0%Ni, 2 0%Cb
M_tea in induction furnace; 20 pound heat, 2 -lnch
square ingot. Pressed or fcrged to 1-inch square bar
at 2050 ° F, Queachod into _r<<::erat 2100 ° F. Area
reduced S_o in one pass through rolling mill at 1200 ° F.
199 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°2)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROF_,RT_TES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional r longation Reduction
stre_6th (Ib/s_1 in.) limit ( % in 2 in.) of area
ir .)
101,250 49.,000 65.000 57,500 '_0.5 60.5
105,750 49,750 65_500 52,500 45.0 65.1.
58,000 50,000 32,000 16.0 55.7
STRESS-IVhYPTUi_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(Ib/sq in.) rupture ( % in i in.) of area
(hr) (%)
56,500 1.07 8.0 21.2
55,000 2.9 5.0 12.1
45,000 5A.O !.0 2.5
5S,000 75.5 2.0 12.1
55,000 149.5 2.0 5.8
50,000 586. 2.0 0.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 204
After 586 hours at 1200 ° F - 259
Alloy L2-T2 continued
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STP_.SS-RUP'IUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
(hr)
i 56,C_'O
i0 52,000
i00 37,000
i000 26,000
CON_TS SUPPLIEDBY THEMANUFACTURER
FOR_kBILITY Good
MACHINABILITYGood
*Alloys L2-TI, L2-T2, and L2-T5 are from the sameheat and differ
only in the processing following hot work.
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NACA
ALLOY
MA_YJFACTV._ER
C0_0SiTION
TREATi_NT
IIARD_SS
L2-T5*
Carnegie-illinois Steel Corporation
o.1_; c, o.s_; si, o.6_; _,_, z8.o%cr, 8.o?Ni, 2.o%cb
Molted in induction furnace; 20 pound heat, 2_-inch
square ingot. Pressed or fc_g_d to 1-inch square bar
at 2050 ° F. Quenched into _._tar at 2100 ° F. Area
reduced l0 to 12 _ in one pa_s through rolling mill at
1200 ° F.
225 Brinell
TLNSIL_ PROPERTIES
Temper-
a_ure
(°F)
80
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
strength (l_.i,_.__in.) limit (% in 2 in.) of area
(l_/_ i_.)o°o2% o.2__o (lb/_q in.) (%)
107,750 55,500 76,500 50, 0@0 57.5 57.5
llO, 500 58:750 77j500 40,000 40.0 65.4
1200 62,000 57,000 42_500 12.0 31.i
STIKESS-RUPTLrlIE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(lb/sq in.) rupture
(hr)
Time for Elongation
(_ in 1 in.)
60,000 1.81 2.0
58_000 5.61 2.0
45,000 29.0 2.0
55,000 92.5 1.0
50_000 591. 1.0
Reduct ion
of area
12.1
4.2
6.i
1.0
5.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 257
After 391 hours at 1200 ° F - 245
49
Alloy L2-T3 continued
...... _-_....... PROPER_L_ 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
m-,_._,_.,._,_,_ for oo_osO_....
ruptuz e (Ib/sq _n. )
(hr)
i 62_ ( ,':,.O
i0 52_ C.','_O
!00 57,000
1000 26., 000
CO!_£_ENTS SUPPLIED BY TT_, M_NUFACTLrP_ER
_ a T_VF0_GE,LBIL ..... Good
M__CHINAB]]LITY Good
*Alloys L2-TI_ L2-T2, and L2-T3 are from the same heat and vary only
in the processing following hot work.
5O
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTD_ER
COMPOSITION
TREATI,_ENT
HARDneSS
LS-TI*
Carnogie-lllinais Steel Corporation
o.12%c, 2.o%si, o.6o%_, 18.o_;cr, 8.o%_i, 2.o_cb
Melted in induction furnace; 20 pound heat, 2_-inch
O
square ingot. Prsssed or forged at 2000 F to 1-inch
square bar. Quenched into vmtsr from 2100 ° F.
20_ Brinell
Temper-
ature
_0
1200
I_NSILE PR0_RTTZ_S
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation
strength (ib/sq in.) limit (_ in 2 in.)
(ib/_ i_.)o.o2_ o.2_ (ib/_cji___.)
I16_3-25 55,750 _6,500 22,500 44.0
115,875 55,750 _6,250 20,000 44.0
57,500 50, O00 i0,000 58.0
Reduction
of area
56,2
55.7
50.7
STRESS-RDL_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation
(ib/sq in.) rupture ( % in i in.)
(hr)
55,000 1.20 18.0
50,000 _.51 16.0
42,000 45.5 6,0
52,000 160. 6.0
28_000 577. 4.0
Reduct ion
of area
(_o1
27.2
20.7
6.1
9.1
Ii .5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 210
After 577 flours at 1200 ° F - 215
51
Alloy L3-TI contlnued
.....o-_..........PR01mEI_T_S AT 1200° F
(Esbimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in, )
(llr)
i 54_300
i0 45,0L0
I00 56,090
i000 25,700
CO_ENTS SUPPLIED BY TEE._NL_ACTURER
Fo__ABIL__ _ Good
MACHINABILiTY Good
*Alloys I,Z-TI_ L3-T2, and TA'T_ _.refrom the same he_t end differ only
in the processing following hot work.
52
NACA
ALLOY
MAAiU!ACTUP_I_
COMPOSITION
TP_AT}_}_
Z%2DI_SS
LS-T2*
Carn_gle-llllnois Ste_l Corporation
0.12%c, z.0%s_., 0.60f; m, !8_0%Cr, a.0%Ni, _.0%Cb
furnace; 20 pound heat, 2_-inch squareMelted in induction
ingot. Pressed or forged to 1-inch squ&re bar at 2050 ° F.
Quenched into water at 210@ <. F. Area reduced 5% in one pass
through rolling mill at 120J ° F.
228 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper-
_ture
60
Tensile Yield stress
(_/stied o....,_:_ o._;,_
118,750 58,500 7,<,500
101,250 54_ 000 71,500
Proportional Elongation Reduction
limit (% in 2 in.) of area( lb L,q i_,) (%)
40,000 40.0 52.2
40,000 40.0 55.5
1200 59,875 48,150 25,000 26.0 45.2
STRESS-R[_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (% in 1 .in.) of area
(_°) (_)
58,000 1.55 II.0 24.5
56,000 4.07 6.0 17.2
45,000 54.5 4.0 6.2
35,000 176. 1.0 2.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 225
After 176 hours at 1200 o F - 261
5Z
Alloy L3-T2 continued
o--,_:_-_ uI_T_ _EOPL_TIE_ AT 1200 ° F
•Uil •(_st!mated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
I 60;000
I0 55:000
I00 38j000
i000 27,000
COMME_S SUPPLIED BY THE Y_t_YJFACTURER
FC_ABiI,ITY Good
_CH±NABIL__Y Good
*Alloys Y_3-TI, LS-T2, and LS-T5 are from the
in the treatment following hot work.
I II
J54
_ACA
ALLOY
_TACTDT_ER
CO_OSITION
TReATmeNT
HARDNESS
L3-TZ*
Carnsgie-lllinois Steel Corporation
0.12%C, 2.0%8i, 0.60%Mu, !8.0%Cr, 8.0%Ni, 2.0%Cb
Melted in induction fur mace; 20 pound heat, 2_-inch square
ingot. Pressed or forged to b-inch square bar at 2050 ° F.
Quenched into water at 210C ° F. A_-'ea reduced lO to 12% in
one pass t_'ough rolling mill at 1200 ° F.
265 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Propertiozml Elongs, tion Reduction
atturo strength (ib/sq in,) limit (% in 2 in.) of area
(o_ (lb,/s_ in._____)0,()_ _,'.> '-
80 122_750 70,500 88,750 42,500 58.0 55.0
127> 000 72j500 95,000 42,500 58.0 55.2
1200 67,000 63,000 57,500 20.0 42.2
STI_ESS-RUPTDT_E DATA AT !200 ° F
Stress Time for
(Ib/sq in.) rupture
65,000 i.i0
63,000 2,58
48,000 50.25
58,000 122.5
52,000 558.
Elongation Reduction
(% in 1 in.) of area
(%)
18.0 32.0
7.0 19.5
io0 2.4
5 °0 i .0
2.0 3.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 285
After 558 hours at 1200 ° F = 275
SS
Alloy L3-T3 continued
ST_IESS-RUPTURE PROFEET_S AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Timo for Sti'ess
rupture (Ib/sq _n. )
1 6S_0C0
I0 59,000
I00 4].,500
I000 28,700
COM_S SUPPLED BY THE MAi_JJFAC_qW/EER
FORGEABILITY Good
_CHINABILITY Good
*Alloys L3-TI, L3-T2, and LS-T3 are from the same heat _tnd differ only
in the trsatment following hot work.
|
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NACA
ALLOY
_NtVFACTUI_R
C0_,_0SITt0N
TP_AT_ZNT
HARD_SS
2605
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation
0.i57oC, 0.25_oSi, 0.85"/o _v_b 1_.00% Cr,
3.00?°Mo, 2.00_ W
52. O0/o Ni,
Melted in induction furnace; 30 pound heat. Ingot pressed
or forged to 1-inch square bar. Initial forgi_ done at
2000 to 2100 ° F. Final wor_-_ng done at relativel2 low
temperaturo in order to apl.r'oach the kind of "cold work"
desired. No ftu-ther heat treatment.
238 Brineil
Temper-
ature
80
1200
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yie],? stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
strez_zth (ib/sq in.) IL_it (7_ in 2 in.) of area
in.___!
120_000 68_000 82,000 52,500 30.5 51.9
123,750 72,000 88,750 57,500 27.0 51.7
87,500 58,750 _5,000 19.5 24.3
81,750 52,500 32,500 15.0 16.!
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(lb/sq in.) rupture
(hr)
75,000 0.78
70_000 1.20
50,000 59.0
40,000 146.
Elongation Reduction
(_ in 1 in.) of area
(%)
15.0 23.9
14.0 16.8
8.0 12.1
6.0 9.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 247
After 148 hours at 1200 ° F - 235
57
Alloy 2605 continued
S_SS-RUPT'uT_ PROPEI£TIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
(_)
,,, _ [7
1 75,500
100 45,090
i000 28_500
COMMENTS SO.PLIED BY THE MAhXSFACTUEER
FORCEABILITY Fair
_&CHINABiLI'_-__ Fair
I
58
NACA
ALLOY
MA}_'ACTU2ER
C0_{POSITION
TIIEATM_Yf
HAIKDNESS
2606
Carr_egie-lllinois Steel Corporation
O.lS%c, o.25%si,o.55_m, 13.oo%cr,32.oo%m,
2._o%co,_.oo%_,_o,_ooo%_r
Melted in induction furnace_ 30 pound heat. Ingot pressed
or forggd to 1-inch square _r. Initial forging done at
2000 to 2i00 ° F. Final wet -_ng done at relatively low
temperature in order to al_pz'oach the kind of "cold work"
desired. No further heat treatment.
201 Brinell
Ten_per-
ature
__(°F)
80
1200
TENSILE .PR02F24TIES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (Ib/sq in. )
(l_,/sq i:_.)o.o2fS o.z%
Proportional Elongation Reduction
l_'mit (% in 2 in.) of area
(I_I_9.i_.) ___
50,000 51,0 55.6
55_000 56.0 58.5
I!5,000 57,500 71_000
112,500 61,000 70;000
77,000 41,250
76,750 48,500
25,000 15.0 17.5
27,500 11.0 18.1
STEESS-EL_TLrI{_ DATA AT ].200° F
Stress Time for Elongation Eeduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (% in 1 in.) of area
(i_) (%)
75_000 1.45 i0.0 9,6
68,000 4.58 I0.0 19.5
50;000 58.0 I0.0 9.1
58,000 2].1. 7.0 13.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 212
A_'ter 211 hours at 1200 ° F - 224
Alloy 2606 continued
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ST_SS-RUPT_L..w_E_PROPE_RTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
1 751500
lO 62,000
i00 42_500
ICO0 29,000
C0_¢_h_S SUPPLED BY T_E M_NL_FACTURER
FOEGEABILiTY Fair
MACHii',_ABILITY Fair
6O
NACA
ALLOY
CO} h_OSITION
T_REATI{g:_T
H_q_RDr_SS
2607
Carno_!e-Illincis Stoel Corporation
_ o.85o:_; lS.OO%cr, 3z.oo%m, 3.oo¢Mo,0.30%0, 0._5/ Si, ,_
2.00% I'$
I_','._itsdin :iuductJon f_mac9; 50 pound heat. Ingot pressed
or fcrged to 1-inch squarc bsr. Initial forgi[_ done at
•-_0_( be 2100 ° F _inal ncrking do:le at z'elativ_ij low
temi;erattue :'n order to approach the kiud of "cold work"
desired. _O ftu-thor heat t_._eatme:_.
231 Erinsl!
Temper-
ature
, (°F)
8O
1200
TE_'Slll,]PI]0PEPTIES
Tensile YieTd stress
.L - '
st_eng_h (io/sq in, ]
(lb/sq in,) 0,0_}_ O,sn
P].oportional Elongatio_ iReduction
].:n?it (% in 2 in.) of area
7 !
i15;g50 40,500 62;500 25j000 28_0 45.g
i19,750 58,500 78;000 40,000 g8.0 44.0
81,500 47,500
85,500 56j500
30,000 14.0 17.3
3g,500 14,0 14.8
ST_SS-I_IPTDi_ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Tim_ for
(lb l_q in. ) __t_.,,re
(:_)
75_000 0,19
65,000 7,7_
50_000 gg.4
53,000 666.
Elon._ation Reduction
(% in I in.) of area
24 o0 36.0
2°0 6_I
15.0 16.1
6.0 7.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 249
After 666 hours at ig00 ° F - 227
iAlloy 2807 continued
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........ _.,-. ........ _.... _,_...:_i_._,o AT 1200 ° F
(Estimai_ed from T,!ot of tCS_ ,_ *_
.L.J. f,Dr St_e SS
ruo4 ___ ( Ib lq, i.a, )
_k-,. ¢
i _9_500
!O 60_000
!00 43_000
i000 51,000
CO},_,IEI_fSSLEPL]]_D BY T_ },tq}K]FACTUI_R
FORGEf_!LITY Fair
MACHIN2_!LiTY Fair
62
NACA
ALLOY
FANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
T-_P2ATN_I_T
HAPleSS
2608
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation
0.50%C, 0.25%8i, 0.857_&u, 15.O0%Cr, 32.00% Ni,
2.50%00, 3.oo_Mo, 2.oo%,_
Melted in "_ _' "_"
_n,',.uc_lonfuzz_ace; 50 pound heat Ingot
pi_ssed or forged to 1-inch square bar. Initial
forging done at 2000 to 2].00° F, Final working done
at relativ.-.ly low temperature in order to appz-oaeh
the kind of "cold work" desired. No further heat
tre atment.
219 Brlne]l
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation Redmction
ature strength (!b,/sq in.) ii_lb (% in 2 in.) of area(oF) (ib/_q _.) o.o_ o.2_ (lb/sq i_) (_
80 i22_250 66_0C0 85,000 52,500 26o0 40ol
117,500 60,000 73,500 45_000 24.0 59.8
1200 86,375 63,500 35,000 ii.0 13.i
88,250 61,500 37,500 12.0 16.1
ST_ESS-_/P_JEE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation l_eduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (% in 1 in.) of area(_) (%)
78.000 0.12 25.0 21.2
70_000 0,95 15.0 34.4
66_000 2.80 8.0 16.7
50,000 56.75 14.0 25.4
55,000 i¢05. 6.0 9.1
Vickers Hardness: As received - 225
After 1405 hours at 1200 ° F - 240
65
Alloy 2508 continued
ST_SS-_JI_J-RE PRO_I2_'_,S AT 1200 ° F
(Estimate& from plot of test data)
Ti-me for Strsss
ru_-,tu:'e (Ib/sq in
(kr)
1 70_000
I0 5'3_ OOO
i00 4z_,600
iCO0 Sa_, 000
.)
COMHENTS SUPPLIED BY TFE M__2KTFACTURER
FOR_AB!LITY Fair.
MACHINABI_-ITY Fair.
| @
64
NACA
ALLOY LA
_&_RUFAC_R Carnegie-Illinois Stoel Corporation
CO_OS _TION 0.11% C, 0° _&'." .67/o.n, 12.56/ Cr, 52
lO.e5?co, 2.L  ow, o.o67zo 2
TD_T_NT Melted in an induction furnace, 20 pound ingot. Hot
forged to about 1-inch squ_re bar. l_ated i hour at
2050 ° F and quenched in rater. Reheated to 1200 ° F
and reduced in area approximately 10% by roiling.
HARDNESS 232 Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
TA_SILE PEOPERT_S
Tensile Yield stre_s ?ro_,o_tional
strenghh (lb/sq in,.) !imit
115,500 66_e00 85,500 A2,500
!15,750 72_200 89_000 40_000
85_000
65,250
67_500 20_000
65,500 27_500
Elongation Reduction
(% in 2 in.) of area
28 o5 55.2
27.0 57.3
9.0 16.7
12.0 17.7
ST_r{ESS-EU?TJP_ DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(lb/sq in.) rtlpture
(hr)
Time for Elongation Reduction
(% in i in.) of area
76,000 0.95 2.0 i5.i
68_000 1.60 !.0 7.5
47,000 22.0 1.0 9.7
44_000 i00.0 5.0 2.5
55,000 695.0 1.0 1.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 247
After 495 hours at 1200 ° F - 252
Alloy L4 continued
65
S_ZSE-I<L_2TL_EFROPILRTI_SAT 1200° F
(Estim_toa f__.mplot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupttre (ib/sq in. )
!0 56_000
iO0 42_000
i000 32,000
COM_I'ITS SUPPLIED BY T_ _JFACTI_ER
FORG_%DFLITY Good.
MACHINABILITY Good.
66
NACA
kLLOY
C0iv/-'OS IT ION
TP_EA.T_
H_DNESS
L7
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation
Melted in an induction furnace, 20 pound ingot.
Hot forged to about 1-inch square bar. Heated
to 2050 o F for 1 hour ar_ water quenched. Re-
heated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 10% by
rolling. Air cooled.
507 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(o_)
8O
TE_!:S_E _ROPEI_T l_o
Tensile Yield _ _J:o_s Prorortional
strength (!b/sq in. ) .L_hnit
(ro/s_ in.) ooo2% o.2% (J_b/_. i_.)
14A,.o0 I07_000 12 7_000 95;000
151,000 1061500 150,500 90,000
1200 89,250 77,000 57,500
Elcr_ation Reduction
(% in 2 in.) of area
(%)
17.5 50.6
8.5 21._
4.5 6.5
STP,ESS-RUPTDRE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(ib/sq in.) r_pture
(_r)
80,000 .95
72,000 5.00
50;000 179.5
45_000 284.0
40,000 265.5
Elongation Reduction
(_o in i in.) of area
.....(5)
1.0 2.4
O. 0.
_.0 5.7
1.0 1.2
4.0 4.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - SA5
After 565.5 ho_rs at 1200 ° F - 274
h ,,
Alloy L7 continued
87
S=. ES_,-RD._ITJT/LPROP_TIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimate@ from plot of te,_t date)
T_ne for Stress
rupt_i_._ (ib/sq in. )
i 80_000
1O g5,000
iCO $2,000
1OOO 36;000
C0_{Z,_S SL_PLIED BY THE _%_?JFACTDIgER
FORG_<B!LITY Fair.
NL_CHINABIL!TY Good.
68
}_ACA
ALLOY
MAh_ffFACTURER
CO_4POSITION
TRF_TMENT
HARDNESS
L].-TI*
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation
o.3o% c, o.6o%si, o.5o,_I_, 13.o% cr, 33.o%_i,
3.5% _o, 2.1%w
10.5% Co,
I
Melted in induction furnace; 20 pound heat, 2_-inch
sguare ingot. Pressed or forged to 1-inch square
bar at 2050 ° F. Quenched into water from 2100 ° F.
197 Brinell
TENSILE PROP_TIES
Temper- Tensile Yield st.ross Proportional Elongation
ature streugth (le/sq mn ) limit (% in 2 in. )
0.0_t_ O_2p (]b/sq in°
80 1i5_825 37,500 54_500 ....L_O00 36.0
114,625 A5j500 54,500 37,500 35.0
1200 82,500 42,500 12.0
86_500 62,500 20_000 15.0
Reduction
of area
(_:;1..
70.1
52.8
15.2
A.I
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for
(ib/sq in. ) ruptture
(_)_.
70_000 0.97
65,000 4.10
50;000 28.5
40,000 155.
35,000 589.
Elongation Reduction
(% in i in.) of area
__2_)
6.0 10.8
--- 12 .I
16.0 22.7
ii.0 8.5
ll. 0 3.4.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 261
After 589 hours at 1200 ° F - 234
69
Alloy L1-T1 continued
S._,2_oS-R,_q_T.._b_=P20PERTIESAT iZ00° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Ti_8 for Stress
rupi,_._:_3 (lb/sq in. )
1 70_000
l0 58_000
1O0 43_0C0
i000 3_,500
COM_.,L_'_TSUPPL'_,D BY TH33_N_g_ACTURER
FORGE;_,,BILITY Fair.
MACHIEABILITY Fair.
*Alloys L1-TI, LI-T2, and L1-T3 are from the same heat and differ
only In the processing following hot work.
70
NACA
ALLOY
FANUFACTURL_
COMPOSITION
TREATME_r
HARD_YESS
LI-T2*
Carnegie-lllinois Steel Corporation
," _ _o_ .0% Cr, 33.0% Ni,0.30% C_ 0.60_ SJ, .....j_Mn, 15
r " 2.1% W10.5% Co, 5._'i_Mo,
Melted in induction furnace; 20 pound heatj 2_-inch
square ingot. Pressed or forged to 1-inch square
bar at 2050 ° F. Quenched into water from 2100 ° F.
Area reduced 5% in one pass through rolling mill at
1200 ° F.
251 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(oF)
8O
1200
._±.._±_,:s PROPERT I_nS
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Elongation Reduction
strength (ib/sq in.) limit (% in 2 in.) of area
]ib/sq in.) 0.02{ 0.2'%__ _sq _n.) ({)
124;250 73_000 9i_000 55_000 28.0 51.5
129,875 82,000 102,000 GO,O00 22.5 58.5
95,125 82,500 45,000 5.0 6.6
STi2ESS-RL_TURE DATA AT 12.00° F
Stress Time for Elor_aticn Reduction
(Ib/sq in.) rupture (% in I in.) of area
( ) (
72_000 i._2 1.0 9.7
65,000 5.03 1.0 5.8
50_000 8_,0 5.0 4.5
40,000 544. 6.0 6.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 262
After 344 hours at 1200 ° F - 251
Alloy LI-T2 continued
71
STRESS-R_rPTT_E P20PERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(F.st_mated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
_ ..... (Ib/sq in.)
1 74- _000
lO 6;.::.j 000
lOO ¢8 j 500
1000 55 j 500
C0,_NTS SUPPLIED BY THE _I&hWJFACTL_RER
FORGEABILITY Fair.
MACHIN_B!LIT..Y Fair.
*Alloys LI-TI, LI-T2, and LI-T5 are from the same heat and differ
only in the processing following hot work.
i72
NACA
AI,LOY
I_NUFA CTUfiEI_
COHPOSITION
HARDNESS
L!-TZ*
Carne_ie-lliinois Steel Corporation
0.bC)$ C, 0.6.<$ Sz, 0.5C% Mn, 13.(_/_ Cr, 55.0% Ni,
in =/, 3. _' "
.... _ Co, _/_ MO, 2.1_ W
Melted in induction furnace; 20 pound heat, 2_-inch
2
square ingot. Pressed or forged to l-lnch square bar at
2050 ° F° Quenched into water from 2100 ° F. Area reduced
i0 to 12% in one pass through rolling mill at 1200 ° F.
291 Brinell
T emp er-
ature
T_S ILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield. stress Pz'o._o_-tional
s_re_.nh__. (l%/'sq in. ) limit
ir .) o.os  in.)
8O Iz:3,250 102,000 125,000 70_000
142,750 102,500127,500 72,500
1200 101,875 90,625 55,000
E!ongat ion Reduction
(_,o in 2 in.) of area
17.0 32.1
17.5 38.4
5.5 9.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Elongation Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture (_ in 1 in.) of area
80_000 0.37 3.0 4.8
75_000 0.85 3.0 2.3
68,000 1.57 2.0 4.8
50;000 110.5 4.0 5.7
_0,000 538. 4.0 3.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 315
After 558 hours at 1200 ° F - 277
_ 73
Alloy L1-T3 continued
STRESS-R_/PTUREP_0PERTIESAT 1200o F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupttu'e (lb/sq in.)
1 7¢_C00
I0 62,000
100 50:000
1CO0 57_000
COMMENTS SL[±_PL!ED BY THE MANL'FACTURER
FORG_BILITY Fair.
MACH_7/_-ABILITY Falr.
*Alloys LI-TI, LI-T2, and L1-T3 are from the same heat and differ
only in the processing following hot work.
74
NACA
ALLOY
I_ANUFACTUR_R
COMPOSITION
TRFATME_
HARDNESS
Age Hardenable Inconel
International Nickel Company,Inc.
1.4.40% Cr, 0o6b_% A1, 2.77% Ti, 6.17% Fe, .007% S.
Hot-roiled 7/S-Inch round bar.
at 19S0 o F and water quenoh,gd.
at iSO0 o F.
Heated 2 hours
Aged 16 hours
508 Brinell
TENS___E PROP',_TTES
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
Tensile Yield stress Proportional
strength (Ib/sq in. } ]._:,_it
0-_/,_ i_,_..) o. o_.,;.:_9._2D_ !L"._.,'._- i_. )
178,500 I07_S00 llg_O00 70,000
177_500 i01_000 I18_300 70_000
Elongation Reduction
(% in 2 in.) of area
(%),
28.5 41.5
27.5 58.9
1200 123_500 108,800 50,000
130;SOO i07;500 47;500
6.0 11.6
7.E i0.3
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress T_s for Elongation Reduction
(ib/sq in.) rup_.tu'e (% in ! in.) of area
ii0_000 .42 S.O 12,!
909000 4.85 4.0 i0.0
60,000 88.0 5.0 15.2
50_000 288.0 1.0 1.2
45_000 377.0 O. 1.2
44_000 49C.5 2.0 O.
Vickers H_rdness: As received - 330
After 490.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 558
75
Alloy Age Hardenable Inconel continued
STRESS-RUPTI_EPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
i I03,0C0
i0 84,C00
i00 59_000
!000 38,000
COMMENTSSUPPLIEDBY THEMANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Billets to be forged should be heated rapidly to
_,_u to _cu- F a_'] not allowed to '_soak'_. The
metal should be charged into a fttrnace at tempera-
turs and should not be h_ld longer than 1/2 hour
aft_;r reaching temperature. The heat i1_ furnace
atmosphere should be slightly reducing. An excess
of __ C is recommended.
The best heating temperature for forging is 2225
25 ° F and workil_must be discontinued _'hen the
piece cools to 1900-2000 ° F range. The metal must
then be reheated for further forging.
Provision _ be _oa_ to _i _^ metal from the
hot-working temperature to a black heat in less
than three minutes,
The 0.02% offset yield strength at room temperature
can be increased by as much as 50% by heating to
1200-i_00 ° F and reducing 15% under a hammer.
Annealed stock has been cold formed at room tempera-
ture without difficulty in standard dies and presses.
_CH_tBILITY Machine with high speed or carbide tools at reason-
able speeds such as must be used on any metal of
similar hardness and yield strer_th.
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NACA
ALLOY
FANL?ACTL_
C0_OSITION
T_EATIC_.,NT
HARDh_SS
Nimonic 80
International Nickel Company, Inc.
o.o_o c, o.49'__.i, o.s6%_._, o.o4¢ Ou, 74.23%Ni,
_]._s% Or, 0.635A1, 2.4_ Ti, 0.3S¢_e, O.OOS%S,
Hot-relied 1-inch round be_r. Heated 2 hours at
1950 ° F and :_ater quenched. Aged 16 hours at
1500 ° F.
260 Br ine!i
Temper-
ature
(_)
8{_3
12;_0
TZN,:CILE Pr_0PEPTIZS
Tensile Yield :,tress Proportional
strength (Ib sq In.) limit
149_500 82,300 88;5_0" 753000
153;000 80,200 83,800 75,000
97,500 77,000 30,000
93_00C 76,800 30,000
E1 ongat ion
(_ in 2 In.)
14.5
9.0
Reduction
of area
39.8
33,6
20.8
15.1
STRESS-RUPTLqE DATA AT 1200 ° F
T ime for Reduction
rupt _,"e _!o_at ion of s.rea
(h_) (_ i_1 i_.) (,%)
82,000 0.22 1.0 9.7
73,000 ii.03 8.0 12.1
60_000 68.0 1.0 1.8
5C,000 297.5 2.0 5.5
44,000 SO.O 1.0 0
44_000 376.0 2.0 1.2
42j000 87.5 3.0 2.4
42,O0n 252.5 2.0 1.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 280
After 252,5 hours at 1200 ° F - 508
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Alloy _imonlc 80 continued
SrEFSS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(E,_timated from plot of test data)
Time fo_" Stress
rurture (lb/sq in. )
i 78_C00
i0 6!_000
i00 4-UjO00
i000 59,000
COMMENTSSI_PLIEDBY THE_[_ACTURER
FORGE.IBILITY Billets to be forged shored be heated rapidly to
20_0 to 22g0° F _L&not a!!c_cd to "soak". Th9
.... bemetal ,_nc_u.a charged into a furnace at tempera-
ture and should not be held longer than 1/Z hour
after reachi_z taLpsratr_e. The heating furnace
atmosphere should be slightly reducing. An excess
of 2%C is recommended.
The best heating temperature for forging is 2225
• 25° F and wor_ing must be discontinued whenthe
piece cools to 1900-2000° F range. The m3tal must
th_n be reheated for further forging.
Provision must be madeto cool the metal from the
hot-workirg temperature to a black heat in less
than three minutes.
The 0.02% offset yield strength a%room temperature
can be increased by as muchas 50_ by heating to
1200-1400o F and reducing 15%under a hammer.
Annealed stock has been cold formed at room tempera-
ture without difficulty in standard dies and presses.
MACHINABILITYMachine with high speed or carbide tools at reason-
able speeds such as must be used on any metal of
similar hardness and yield strength.
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NACA
ALLOY 17W - Armealed* (B7182)
_TAi,Y_TACTL_ Universal-C2cicps Steel Corporation
13.12 Cr 1911 C0i,ff_0SITION 0.4_ C, 0. :_i]:_ISi,
TRE_T_{EI_ Melted in an electric arc furnace, 12,000 pound heat.
ingots_ ha,_"_.orcogged. Ao!!ed at 2015/1800° F to S/A-
inch square bar. Then e.lr cooled from 2150 ° F o
HA_RDNESS 192 Brinell
TLT,TSILE PROP_T: ,_S
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Propr:rtio_%al Reduction
ature strength (!b/Lq .... _ limit Elongation of area
(%-_'_ (lo,'_q _.n. _ 0 _n!iI_" '_: J
80 109.,000 5_,000 .48 _,200 ?5,000 59.0 44.6
109.,625 56,500 48,500 27,500 59.0 56.9
1200 70_000 28.000 15_000 15.0 16.7
68_500 28_000 15;000 19.0 i_.5
STRESS..R[IBTL!RE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area(_,,'_ in) _hr) _ i_ _ i_.) (_)
55,000 0.50 6.0 12.2
48,000 _.2 -- 6.1
55_000 83.0 2,0 1.5
32,000 6_!. 2.0 5.I
30,000 741. 2.0 2.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 208
After 741 hours at 1200 ° F - 2_8
Alloy 17W - Annealed continued
l
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STE..oo-R_TUR_ PEOP_RT1-ES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupt_e (lb/sq in. )
i 5_;000
I0 44.,000
100 38,000
I_0_ 39_000
C0_ME_fS SUPPLT_D BY THE _%NT_ACTURER
FORG_%B!LITY Used as a standard for comparison with other
Unlversal-Cyclo_s alloys. More difficul_ than
"18.-8" grades.
MACH_IBILITY Used as a standard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difficult than
"18-8" gradas.
s
*Alloys 17W, 17_, and 17WA are from the same heat and differ only
in processing.
8O
NACA
ALLOY
MA!_Z/FACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATPL-ZFf
HARD!_rESS
17W - Hot Rolled* (B 7182)
Universal.-Cyclops Steel Corporation
c, 13.12%Cr,19.1 
o. 5s_ Mo, 2.3_/_ w
Melted in electric arc ft_rnace, 12,000 pound heat.
Ingots h_aner coggGd. Rolled at 2045/1800 ° F to 3/4-
inch square bar. Stress relieved by soaking thru at
1200 ° F. Air cooled.
208 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERT TE,S
Temper-
at ure
(°F)
Tensile Yield stress
strength (ib/sq _n. ).
(ib/sq In.). 0.02_ 0.2_
Proportional Reduct ion
it_.it _longat ion of _re,a
_(lb/.,s% in. ) _ l.n 2 in. ) (_)
8O II0;000 45,500 57,500
108,000 56,250 .56,250
27,500 31.0 40.8
20,000 35.0 40.8
1200 63,250 33,500 i0,000 32.0 35.7
64,750 35,500 i0,000 51.5 32.2
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongat ion of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
58,000 0.65 34.0 32.0
53,000 1.92 24.0 26.7
40,000 ii.0 24.0 22.8
35,000 41.0 25.0 50.9
30,000 165. 24.0 26.7
26,500 170. 22.0 28.7
25,000 205. 26.0 34.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 219
After 205 hours at 1200 ° F - 200
Alloy 17WSot Rolled continued
81
S±=_.JoS-RL_TIREPROPER_TIESAT 1200° F
(.,,_ated f'rom plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rurture (!b/sq _._ j_
(hr>
i 563000
i0 42;500
100 50,000
i000 21,000
C0_)_S SUPPLIED BY THE _'_VUFACTURER
FORGEADILITY
MACHINABILITY
Used as a standard for comparison with other
T.T_IIVC_S_I-_yc_ops alloys, iqore difficult than
"18-8" grades.
Used _s a standard for comparison vith other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difficalt than
"18-8" grades.
*Alloys 17W_ 17WH, and 17WA are from the same heat and differ only
in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY
MA_ACTL_ER
COM_0SIT!0N
TREATME_
HARDNESS
17W- "Cold" Worked* (Rolled at 1200° F)(B7182)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.__±..';_ C, n.6J__,St._ 0,61¢ _, 15.12¢/o Or, 19.11.% Ni,
o. 58% : "Mo, 2.5c_] ;'r, "W, 0. '''_c_';_'_,-,.4,,Na
Melted in electric arc furnace, 12_000 pound heat.
Ingots he_auer cogged. Roiled at 2045/1800° F to 7/8-
inch square bar. }]oiled at 1200° F to 20.8/% reduction
in area. Stress relieved by soakir_ thru at 1200 ° F.
Air cooled.
535 Brinell
T empe:r-
at _ire
8O
1200
TE:_C,ILE PROPEI_T _S
Tensile Yield stre_s Proportional
strer_th (ib/sq in. ) li_,_it
D 2sqi..lo.o 
....... ,J.LI._..__._
164,000 102,000 151,500 62,500
165,750 121,000 154,000 65j000
99,000 72_000 57_500
100,575 76,000 30,000
Reduct ion
Elongation of area
.__w/o._.in2 in.) (%) ..
14.0 25.7
15.0 25.7
6.0 24.8
6.0 9.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in. ) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
84,000 0.45 8.0 7.3
74,000 1.18 9.0 10.9
45,000 50.0 12.0 13.3
38,000 70.5 I0.0 6.1
37,000 129.0 i0.0 17.8
31,000 176 5 8.0 6.2
25,000 456. 9.0 9.1
Vlckers Hardness: As received - 323
After 456 hours at 1200 ° F - 250
8_
AI] oy 17W- "Cold" Wcrked continued
STRESS-PJJ_I_JREPROP_TIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
i 76;000
i0 57.,000
I00 37_00
i000 20,500
COM_I4_S LTPLIEDBYTHEMANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHLNABILITY
Used as a standard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difficult than
"18-8" grades.
Used as a standard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difflcult than
"18-8" grades.
*Alloys 17W, 17WE,and 17WAare from the sameheat and differ only
in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY iTW-Hot Worked (Rolled at 1700° F.)(B7456)
MA/YJFACTUR_Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
" 4
0.66)_ Mo_ 2.55_ W.
TREATmeNT Melted in electric aro furnace, 12,000 pound heat.
Hammer forged. Rolled at 2045/1800 ° F to 7/8-inoh
square bar. Heated I hour at giO0 ° F and air cooled.
Reheated to 1700 ° F and reduced in area 25.74% by
by ro!lin_, Stress relieved by heating through at
1200 ° F and air cooled,
HARDneSS 228 Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
12_0
TENSILE PROPY_RTYE$
T ....s_le Yisl_ stress Propor_1onm-
strength (Ib_sq in. ). limit Elongation
(ib/sq in.) 0.02P 0.2% (l__.sq in.)__ (% in 2 in,)
ll&,500 74;000 88,000 60;000 52.0
i15,000 75,000 88;000 62;500 52.5
Reduction
of area
75;750 65;000 Z5;000 i0.0 17.7
72j250 58,000 52,500 14.0 21.1
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduct ion
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(l_l_b/sqin. ) (.hr) (¢ in i in. ) (_])
65;000 0.67 I0.0 15.6
55;000 5.85 4.0 6.2
45;000 98.5 S.O 8.6
A03000 2A9.0 6.0 8.6
35,000 550.0 5.0 1.0
Viokers Hardness: As received - 212
After 550 hours at 1200 ° F - 245
85
Alloy IVW-Ho_Worked (Rolled at 1700° F.)(BTA58) continued
STRESS-RL_TLREPROPKRTY_SAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time fcr Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
(hr)
6_,_000
i0 52._000
lO0 45 _)00
1000 32, OOO
C0_NTS SUPPLIED BY T_ M_NUFACTD_ER
FORGEABILITY
MACH_N._BILITY
Used as standard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloFs. _ore difficult than
"18-8" grades.
Used as star_ard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difficult than
"18-8" grades.
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NACA
}Z_LOY
MAIg._.ACTL_t_R
C 0MPOS IT I0N
TREAT_Y._f2
HARDN_]SS
!7W-"Co!d" Worked (R!644)(Rolled at 1200 ° F.)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
Cr; 20.2G_ Nij
Melted Jn an induction furnace; 33 pc:rod i_ot.
Hammer forged at 2050/1785o F. P,ol]ed at 2090/
1900 ° F to 7/8-inch square bar. Heated i hour at
2100 ° F and air cooled, R'_h_ated to 1200 ° F and
reduced _n area 17.80% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
313 _rinell
IENSILE PR OP.UGRTIES
at ure
(o: 1
Ta,msi!e Yield stress
strength (ib/sq in. 1
in.)
Prop, r _Iop_l
iImit El or_zat ion
(ib/sq in. ) (_ in 2 in.)
8O ]_8 ;_,00
149_500
llq,500 138j500
!03,000 130_000
Reduction
of area
,.
1200
90_000 15.5 30.2
82_500 13,5 28.2
94_000 81_250 50;000 10.0
98_750 86;250 50_000 10.0
18.8
18.8
STRESS-RL_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elong_t ion of area
i.lb/sq in. ) (hr) (/W'ofin ]. in. ) (_o)
82_000 0.70 8.0 14.5
75,000 1.83 5.0 6.2
503000 38.0 i0.0 12.1
_0_000 i05.0 14.0 IC.7
37_000 132.0 4.0 2.6
34,000 204.0 6.0 7.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 315
After 204 hours at 1200 ° F - 252
Alloy 17W-"Co_d"Worksd (Rl6&A)(Rolled at i_O0° F) continued
87
STRESS-RUPTURE PROP_TIES AT I_00 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/_q in,)
(hr)
1 79;500
i0 63,500
i00 40_'):.0
i000 23,000
CO_v[ENTS SUP?LIED BY THE MA!YJFACTL_ER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Used as standard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difficult than
"18-8" grades.
Used as standard for comparison with other
Universal-Cyclops alloys. More difficult than
"18-8" grades.
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NACA
kLLOY
_?CCFACTUR.V_
CO_4POSIT!0N
TREATHJ,_I,.,q_
H#A_DN__SS
1T^r-.I_{(R1658)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.48JIc,o._8%si, o.48_ _,_, 2o.22_ cr,2o.21%Nt,
o.67{;; _ .16;_-_Mo, 2.507o W_ 0 _.
M_ited in an induction furnace; 55 pound ingot. Hot
forged to 7/8-inch squares. Heated I hour at 2100 ° F
and air cooled° Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced in
area 20% b2 rolling. Stress relieved by heating
through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
523 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8_
1200
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensil.e Yield stress
_3trength (ib,/sq in. )
!!_L,_q_i__.l_.o2_ o2_
Proportional Reduction
i huit Elongation of area
_(Ib_i q in.) (_ in 2 in.) ('_) --
159;000" 8.0 ].8.9
153,500 I01,000 132;5n0 70,OSO 8.5 ii.i
102,000" I0.0 29.8
*Tensile tests on 0.160 inch diameter bars.
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupt v_e _longation of area
(1Vsq"in.) (hr) (_ in 1 i_.) (%)
90;000 .67 6.0 17.2
83,000 1.55 4.0 2.5
583000 40.5 5.0 3.6
50,000 06.0 2.0 c.6
453000 70.5 5.0 7,Z
40,000 180.5 6.0 7.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - ZSO
After 180.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 284
Alloy 17W-h%[continued
STRESS-RUPTDT_EPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Est_ated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
(hr')
i 86;500
IO 70,500
i00 46,000
i000 28;000
COMMEI_S SL_PPLIED BY THE MA_UCFACTURER
.L ; VVl
MACHINABILITY About the same as 17W.
9O
NACA
ALLOY 17 W-Cb (E735)
_hq]FACTI_ Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
C0Y20SITION --y ," o,61 12.59%Cr 19.0 ,i,0.._,;'o C, 0.8_7o Si_ .
0.6._ Mo, 2.53_%W, Z.08_ Cb
Melted in electric arc furnace, 2000 _ound heat.
Bo!led at Z0_5/1850° F to 7,h3-inch s_uar_o bar_ then
rolled a+, ].290° F to _ _ -'_ ' _-" - " _
_0.8y_ _.,__uc._ _on in ar_a. Stress
rellevGd b_ soaking thru at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
HARDNESS 555 Brine!l
Temper-
& ........e
(%,)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROPERT _S
Tensile Yield stress Propcrtional
strength (ib/s,? in. ) ] i_it
(ib/'sq in.) O. 07_>" O. 2_ _ '
........... . ,,, J "}.'_0(:..,... _ _.)
i_5,000 123,000 146,000 90;000
IS6,500 127;000 i{8,500 I05_000
102_500 91,000 22,500
105,500 91,500 50_000
Reduction
Elongaticn of area
r% in _ in.) b_'__'
15,5 52,7
15.0 51.7
7.0 21.&
9.5 18.5
STRESS-RLTTUR-E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress ruptlr_e Elougation of area
(lb/sq 9.n. ) (hr) (_/o in 1 in. ) (i_.)
88_000 1.28 2.0 6._
82_000 2.52 2.0 6.2
50,000 69.5 2.0 1.7
S7;000 218. 5.0 2.4
50;000 50,£. 4.0 2.4
Vickers Hardness: As received - 507
After 504 hours at 1200 ° F - 261
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Alloy 17 W-Cbcontinued
STRESS-RI_TL_EPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time Vor Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in.)
(hr)
i 84,000
!O 69,00o
I00 45_00
I000 25_000
COM_4E_S STTPPLIED BY THE MA3_JFACTURER
N.ACH_TABI-LITY About the so.me as 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOS IT I0N
TREATMZi'[T
HARDNESS
Low Carbon IVW - Annealed* (A9476)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.28% C_ 0.72% Si, 0.72% Mm, 12.5G% Cr, 19.5_/0 Ni,
o.6_;_Mo,2.:_ w.
M_lted In an electric arc f,_-r__ce; 12,000 pound
• _ _ 2090/1900 ° F toheat• Hammer forged Bol_e_ at
3/4-inch square bar. Heated i hour at 2100° F
and air cooled.
184 Brinell
TENS 7_E PROP_T_S
Temper-
at,ure
(oF)
Tensile Yield stress
strength (ib/sq in.
(ib/sq in.) O.L;_W 0._';_
Proportional
I_r] t
(l__k/c:?.In.)
Elongat ion
(% i: 2 i_ )
8O 101,500 40,000 48,750 52,500
i01,750 40,000 48, 750 52,500
43.0
42.0
].200 7_,250 Sl,O00 17,500
72,500 283500 17,500
Reduction
oi' area
(%)
57.5
56.2
27.2
27.2
STRESS-RUPTurE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
_s_ i:.) (_) (¢ i_: i:. ) (%)
66,000 0.53 17.0 24.5
56,000 2,57 12.0 20.6
45,000 91.0 12.0 18.9
40_000 276.0 i0.0 Z1.2
56;000 686.0 13.0 12.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 185
After 686 hours at 1200 ° F - 224
93
....... _____Alloy Low Carbon 1?W - Armee.].ed contLnued
STRESS-RUPTURE PROP_TI_S AT 1200 ° F
(Esti2m%tod from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in. )
i 60,000
i0 54,000
I00 44,0C0
I00_ 34,000
COMMEh_fS Sb-__PLIE_D .B=_ THE MA_FkCTD_
FORGEABIVJITY Somewhat better than 17W
MACHIN._BIW_ITY Somewhat better than ].VW
*Alloys Low Carbon 17W - Annealed, Low Carbon 17W - Hot worked and
Low Carbon 17W - "Cold" worked are from the same heat and differ
..... only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY Low Carbon 17W - Hot Worked* (A9476)
V__NL__ACTURER Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
C@.'E>0SITION 0.28_ C, !J.,_,'8",^_o_ 'm 0.72_Mm, 12.56% Or, 19.55_ N!,
0.62  Mo, 2.12% w.
TREAT_2_ Melted in an electric arc furnace; 12,000 potmd
heat. H_ner forged. Roiled at 2090/i900 ° F
to 7/8-inch square bar. Iieated I hour at 2100 ° F
and air cooled. Reheated to 1700 ° F and reduced
in area 2!.4,/_ by rollin{. Stress relieved by
heating throug_h at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
HARD_[ESS 250 Brinsll
T_,_ TT_' PROPERT IES
T emper-
at_re
Tensile YieLi stress Pro_29rtional
strength (lb/sq in. !. limit
().b/sq. in,) 0.02'5 0.2_ _(]:.b._b/Sq in..)
8O 116,750 76;000 90;500 62,500
i16;500 76,000 90,500 62;500
1200 72,750 60_000 40j000
77,280 62,000 57,S00
E_lon.at ion
(_in 2 in.)
26.0
25.5
15.5
17.0
Reduct ion
of _rea
@)
47.5
29.9
29.5
STRESS-RUPTL_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture _longation of _rea
(]_b./sq in.) (hr) (_ in I in.) (>)
70,000 I._2 9.0 10.8
65,000 8.20 7.0 20.7
56;000 44.0 12.0 22.5
46,000 135.0 9.0 25.6
40,000 507.0 7.0 4.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 257
After 507 hours at 1200 ° F - 258
Alloy Low Carbon 17W - Hot Worked continued
STRESS-RU_TUP_E PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in.)
i 72;000
I0 62,000
I00 49_o00
i00_ ST,GO0
COMME_fS SUPPLIED BY TI{E P_}YOFACTLgER
_ORGV_AB_niTY Somewhat better than iTW.
MACH_,_ABILITY Somewhat better than 17W.
*Low Carbon 17W - Annealed_ Low Carbon 17W - Hot worked, and Low
Carbon 17W - "Cold" worked are from the same heat and differ only
in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY Low Carbon 17W- "Cold" Worked* (A9A76)
_/_2CUFACTURFA_Unlversal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
co_osIT__oN0.28_c, 0.72_si, 0.'72__n, 12.56_Cr, 19.35__i,
0.62_Mo,2.12%W.
TRF_T__ Melted in an electric arc furnace; 12_000 pound
heat. Hammer forged. Roli_l at 2090/1900 ° F
to 7/8.,inch square bar. Heated i hour at 2100° F
and air cooled. Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced
in area 22,91, by rolling. _tress relieved by
heating through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 291 Brlnell
Temper-
ate<re
8O
1200
TET,TSII,E PROPF_,T IES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (_.b_q in.).
_,_ :m.) o.
Pr o nert ional Reduct ion
limit Elongation of area
ikbl_q in, ) (_ in 2 ._n.) (¢)
IZ9;500 108)500 125,S00
139;000 109,500 12A;_00
92j_00 20.0 43.1
95_000. 19.5 40.7
90;500 82,500 50,000
87j750 80,000 40;000
i0.0 18.8
9.0 25.2
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(l__Vsqin.) (hr) (¢ in i in.) (%)
85,000 1.68 8.0 i0.3
79;000 2.80 4.0 7.5
55;000 87.0 3.0 2.3
48,000 197.0 3.0 3.7
42,000 296.0 2.0 1.0
40,000 357.5 2.0 1.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 262
After 557.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 286
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Alloy Low Carbon ITW - "Cold" Workedcontinued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
I 85_000
I0 75;000
IOn 55._00
I009 3ijO00
COMP_NTS SUE.PLIED BY THE MAh_TFAC_"_ORER
_O_A_AL_f_ Somewhat hotter than i7W.
_CH_ABILITY Somewhat better than 17W.
*Low Carbon IVW - Annealed, Low Carbon 17W - Hot worked, and Low
Carbon 17W - "Cold" worked are from the same heat and differ only
in processlng.
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NACA
ALLOY
_[_NUFACT%_FR_
COJ_TOSITI0N
TR_:ATMENT
_RD_[ESS
16-25-6 - Annealed (Timken Alloy)*
Ir_ot obtained from The Timken Roller Bearing Co.,
Steel anti Tube Division_ and fabricated by the
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.15%c, 0.84%si, 1.14__, _ _io.75, Cr, 25.26% Ni,
6.29% Me, 0.01% P, 0o022_ S, 0.175_Na.
Melted in an electric arc fui-I_ce. Hammer forged
at 2065/1300 ° F to 5/4-inch sq,_re bar. Heated
i hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled.
20"7 Brinell
TENSILE PROP_TIES
Temper- Tensile Y_ eld stress Proportional
atl_re atrer_gth (Ib/..sq in. _ li_lit
(_) (Ib£_qIn.)0.027 0.2,_(1_/sqi_.)
8q 121_375 48,500 59_700 35,000
118_375 45_200 _..o,300 55,000
85,500 36,200 17,500
81,750 55,700 20,000
1200
_Icm_ation
('_ in 2 in.)
59.0
40,0
21.0
Reduct ion
of _rea
51.]
51.3
S%_ESS-RUPTI_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
75,000 0.62 18.0 17.3
67,000 2.67 !0.0 16.7
50,000 89.0 13.0 11.A
44,000 199.0 17.0 28.2
35,000 990.0 ii.0 21.6
Vickers Hardness: As received - 214
After 990 hours at 1200 ° F - 271
Alloy _6-2,_-_ - Annealed continued
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STRESS-RUPTUREPROPE_RTIESAT 1200° F
(Est_uated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
(hr)
i 72,,000
I_ 61;OC'O
!OO 49.O00
i000 55.000
J
C0_._NTS Su_LIED BY Ti_MAtJlIFACTUR__R
(Supplied by The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Steel and Tube Division)
FORGEABILITY As this material possesses excellent high-temperature
strength, it w_ll be fo_ui to be very hard under the
]mmmer at the forging temperatllre. A max!mtm forg-
ir_ temperat-&re of 2050 ° F is reeo_ended. The
material should not be soaked at temperatures above
2000 ° F, although soaking below this temperature is
permissible and ls advisable if large sections have
to be produced.
MACHINABILITY This material may readily be z_zohined. Its
machinabil.ity is at least equal to that of the
*Alloys 16-25-6 - Annealed, 16-25-6 - Hot Worked_ and 16-25-6 -
"Cold" Worked are _rom the same billet and differ only in processing.
lO0
N_\CA
ALLOY
MAN%_ACTL_ER
COMPOSITION
HA_RDNE_SS
16-25-8 - HowWorked (Timken Alloy)*
Ingot obtained from the TirS[@nRoller Bearing Co.,
Stool and Tube Division, and fabricated by the
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
6.2_/o Me, 0.175% N2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace. Forged and
rolled 20_5/!650 ° F to 7/8-1nch square bar.
Heated i hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled. Re-
heated to 1700 ° F and reduced in area 25.1_
by rolling and air cooled. Stress relieved by
heating through at 1.200° F anh air cooled.
279 Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
Tensile
strer_zth
(1)l qin.)
157_500
158_000
97j750
95,250
m_.VRTT _ PI<0PF_:2iES
Yield stress Proportional
(!b_sq in. ] limit
94,S00 III_ZO0
95,000 iii,000
7G,500 47,500
76,000 45,000
Elongat ion
2,in.)
19.5
18.5
21.0
20.5
Reduction
of area
STRESS-TUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(lb/sq in. )
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongat ion of area
(hr) (% in i in.) (%)
83,000 0.70 22.0 39.4
75,000 4.73 13.0 26.7
60,000 38.5 27.0 40.9
50,000 95.0 28.0 45.7
_8,000 15G.5 25.0 5_.4
58,000 1257.5 18.0 24.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 295
After 1257.5 ho_s at 1200 ° F - 290
Alloy 16-.2S-6 - Hot Workedcontinued
i01
ST-_S-R_01°TL_qEPROPgI{fIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
1 82,000
10 69_000
100 5_000
I000 59,000
COP_V_EETS STJPPLIED BY THE M_YCFAC_
(Supplied by The Ti_fi_en Roller Bearing Co., Steel _d Tube Division)
FORGE ABIL_i_Y As this matgria! possesses excellent high-
temperature strength, it will be folmd to be
very hard under the hammer at the forging tem-
peratureo A maxlm_m_forging temperature of
20S0 ° F is reco=_nended. The material should
not be soaked at temperatures above 2000 ° F,
although soaking below this temperature is per-
missible and is advisable if large sections
have to be produced.
MACHI_ABILITY This material may readily be machined. Its
machinability is at least equal to that of
austenitic 18-8 steel.
*Alloys 16-25-6 £unea]_ed, 16-25-6 Hot _rked, and 16-25-6
"Cold" Worked are from the same ingot and differ only in
processing.
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I_ACA
ALLOY
_UFACTURER
CO_OSITION
TP._EATMEIfff
HARD,TESS
i6-25-6 - Cold Worked (Timken Alloy)*
Ingot obtained from The Timken Roller Bearing Co.,
Ste_l and Tube Division 3 and fabricated by the
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.1 %c, 0,8¢%si, 16.75%Cr,
25,26% Ni, 6.2_Mo, 0.175,o N 2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace. Forged and
rolled 20S5/!650 ° F to 7/'8-fnch square bar.
Heated 1 hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled° Re-
heated to 1200 ° F and reduc<d in area 22.55%
by rolling. Air cooled. Stress relieved by
heating through at 1300 ° F and air cooled.
528 Brinel!
Temper-
ature
(o_,)
80
1200
Tensile
strength
(.lb/sq, In.,)
162,250
161,750
105,250
i07,500
T_{S !LE PR0_ER_f IES
Yield stress Proportional Reduction
(ib/s_ In._ limit Elongation of a_ea
o.o2% "" o.m,, .L_-_ in.)..L. _ in Z in.) (.):,_)
121_000 143,500
117,000 143,500
i02_500 15.5 33.8
9_,500 16.0 54.i
92,500 62,500
9_,000 60,000
16.0 28.8
13.0 27.9
STRESS-_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq In.) (hr/_) (% In ! in.) (_o)
963000 0.95 7.0 15.6
90_000 1.70 6.0 22.5
65,000 35.0 ii.0 18.9
54,000 125.5 8.0 7.7
52_000 354.0 6.0 14.3
41,000 1207.0 _.0 1.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 348
Afber 1207 hours at 1200 ° F - 316
Alloy 16-25-6 - Cold ]_orked continued
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STR___S-_JPTURE PROP_TIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (7_ Is )
i 9_000
i0 79000
i00 57_C'._0
i000 42,000
COi,Z_S S_PPLIED BY THE _gkNUFACTURER
(Supplied by The TiT_H_en Roller Bearing Co., Steel and Tube Division)
FORCEABILITY
MACHINABIV_ITY
As this material possesses excellent high-
temperature strength, it will be found to be
very hard under the hammer at the forging tem-
perature. A maximum forging temperature of
2050 ° F is recommended. The material should
not be eo_[ed at temperatures above 2000 ° F,
although soaking below this temperature is
permissible and is advisable if large sections
have to be produced.
This material may be readily machined. Its
machine_ility is at least equal to that of the
austenitic 18.-8 steel.
*Alloys 16-25-6 Annealed 3 !6-25-6 Hot Worked# and 16-25-6
"Cold" Worked are from the same ingot and differ only in
processing.
t
I04
NAuA
AILOY
MAhWJFAC TURER
COMPOSITION
TREA,'T_
E_RDNES. S
Garz_a Co!umbium - Annealed* (A8758)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.,,.04c, o.._6_si,o.e_%_, i5.o8% Cr, 2_.71_ _Ti,
4.59_Mo, 1.90% Cb, 0.056 N2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 12,000 pound
heat. Hazmer cogged and relied at 20S0/1860 ° F
to 5/4-inch square bar. He,_ted 1 hour at 2150 ° F
and air cooled.
189 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
ature strength (ib/]sq "
Prop or bIonal
limit
( _.-o/sa.ino)
80 !07,750 52,500 _63000 22,500
108,000 31,200 45,000 22_500
1200 79,250 53,500 25,000
81,500 52,000 20,000
Elongation(%in 2 i:_.)
$7.0
37.0
18.0
i9.0
Reduction
of area
(¢)
18.8
17.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(ib/sq in.)
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongation of area
(9_r) (%_ in i in. ) .... (_)
64,000 1.50 7.0 12.7
• 603000 2.77 8.0 17.2
45_000 56.0 i0.0 12.1
_0_000 256.0 6.0 9.7
56,000 1188.0 7.0 10.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 201
After 1188 hours at 1200 ° F - 252
_Gammz Columblum - Annealed continued
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ST}_SS-RUPTURE PROPF_TTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(_r) (l_...bb/.,s___,.__J.)
I 66,000
!0 5¢,000
I00 ¢¢,000
!O00 Z6,000
COB_VIEI_SSUPPLIED BY 2_E MAICU-FACTURER
FORGF_%BILITY More consistent than IVW
_i%CHIN_ILITY About the same as 17W
*Alloys Ganmm Columbium - Annealed, Gannua Columbimm - Hot
Rolled, Gamma Columbi[_a - Hot Worked, and Gamma Columbium -
"Cold" Worked are fromthe same heat and differ only in
processing.
B
I I
106
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION .
TRF_TMENT
HARDNESS
Ga_nua Columbium - Hot Rolled* (A8756)
Unlversal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.40_c, 0.46¢si, 0._4__, !5:08¢ Cr, 24.71%m, 4.39%Mo,
1.90_C'o,0.015%S, 0.018%_, 0.036__2
Melted in electric arc furnace, 12,000 pound heat. Ingots
h_er cogged. Rolled at 2050/1860 ° F to a 5o/4-inch square
bar. Stress relieved by soaking tlmu at 1200 F. Air cooled,
198 Brlnell
Temper-
ature
(o_,)
80
1200
Tensile
strength
___L/s_ _no)
!!I_750
iii,000
79,500
81,625
TENSILE PEOPERTIES
Yield stress Proportional
(lb_sq in._ limit Elongation
0.02_ 0.2_ (ib_s_q__In.___L(% in 2 In.)
38,500 52,500 25,000 54.0
51,000 Agj500 17,500 53.0
56_500 22,500 16.0
56,125 20,000 20.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(ib/_qIn.)
Time for Reduction
rupture _longation of area(_) (_ in i in.) (%)
72,000 0.65 15.0 15.6
65,000 0.90 i0.0 15.7
60_000 1.82 6.0 13.2
45,000 68.0 4.0 5.6
40,000 154' 6.0 7.5
51,000 1155. i0.0 14.5
Reduction
of area
(%)
33.5
59.1
20.6
20.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 214
After ll5S hours at 1200 ° F - 237
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Gazmna Columbium - Annealed continued
STRESS-RU_ PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(lb/s )
i 68,000
i0 56,000
i00 43_000
!000 $1,400
FORGEAB!LITY
_IACH!!_BILITY
Forging properties are morc consistent than those of 17W.
About the same as 1VW.
*Alloys G-Cb and G-Cb HWare from the same heat and differ only in
processing.
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NACA
ALLOY Gaz_ua Co!umbium - Hot Worked* (Roiled at 1700 ° F_)
(A8756)
MAND'FACE[E%_-_ Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
co_osiTiO_._o%_, o_,6%si,.c_ _, 15.0_%Cr, 2_..71%_i,
_..39%Me,!.90%Cb,0.036_'2.
TRFAiD',_J_ Melted in an electric arc furnace; 12_000 pound
heat. Forged and rolled at 2050/1860 ° F to
7/8-inch square bar. Heated 1 hour at 2100 ° F
and air cooled. Reheated to ?_700° F and re-
2_.98% by rolling. Air cooled.duced in area J
St;-ess relieved by heating through at 1200 ° F
and ai_" cooled,
HARDNESS 259 Brinell
TeniI)er-
ature
(°F)
8O
1200
TENSILE PR,OPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (ib/_sq in. )
(ro/_g. _-_.) o.o2_ 0.2%
Proportional Reduction
limit Elongation of area
_(]b/sq in.) (_.jn 2 in.) (%) _
I19,250 72,000 91,000
118,250 71;000 90,000
55,000 21.0 58.5
57,000 20.0 57.3
8_,000 69,500
81,500 70,000
40_000 20.0 58.5
37_500 21.0 41_2
STRESS-RUPTUPa7 DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupturG Elongation of area
(lb/sq. ln.) (hr) _(% in I in.) (%)
75,000 .25 20.0 41.8
64,000 2.52 15.0 _i.8
50,000 &2.0 16.0 39.8
_8,C00 83.0 16.0 51.5
A_,000 271.0 15.0 38.9
59,000 617.0 i_.0 25.4
Vickers Hardness: As received - 26_
After 617 hours at 1200 ° F - 223
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Gamma Columblum o Hot Worked (Rolled at 1700 ° F_) continued
STRESS-I_ PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (Ib./sq in..)
1 68,000
i0 58,000
lO0 48,000
!000 583000
FORGEABILITY More consistent than i7W
MACHINABILITY About the same as !7W
*Alloys Gamma Columbium - Annealed, Ga.mma Columbium - Hot
Rolled, Gamma Columbium - Hot Workedj and Gamma Columbium -
"Cold" Worked are from the same heat and differ only in
processing.
llO
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFAC_
C0_0S!TION
TREATME_
HARDNESS
Gan_aa Coltumbium - "Cold" Worked* (Rolled at 1200 ° F.)
(A 736)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
Melted in electric arc furnace, 12,000 pound heat, Rolled
at g050/1860 ° FAro 7/8-inch square'bar; then rolled at
1200 ° F to 22.1_ reduction in area. Stress relieved by
soaking thru at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
$55 Brinell
Temper-
atu.re
(°F)
8O
1200
TE_ILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (ib,lsq in. )
(Ib/s !ao)o.0g o.2%
Proportional Reduction
limit E_ongation of a_rea
(lbl_q in,.)_ (7o in 2 in.) (_)
160,250 115,000 i_6,000 75,000 12.0 28_5
161,500 121jO00 148,000 75,000 14.5 50.0
110,875 i00,000
110,750 ........
g7, S00 6.0 !0.7
...... 7.0 ii.8
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture E_ongation of a_roa
(lb/sq In.) (hr) (/_ in i in. ) (9_)
95,000 1o04 4o0 7_8
87,000 1.63 2.0 2.5
60,000 52,2 3.0 2.3
50,000 126.0 loO 5.7
40,000 612_ 2.0 2.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 542
After 612 hours at 1200 ° F - 500
Alloy GanLma Columbium - "Cold" Worked continued
ill
STRESS-RUP_ PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture
(hr)
!
i0
!O0
!000
Stress
.(lb/s% in. )
95_000
70,000
51,000
573000
CO_4E_S SUPPLIED BY THE _£_CCFAC_
FORG_F_ILiTY Forging properties are more consistent than those of 17W.
_CHINABILITY Aboutthe same as 17W.
*Alloys G-Cb and G-Cb HW are from the same heat and differ only in
processing.
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IqACA
ALLOY Non-Ma_etic (B4018)
MANUFACIZDRER Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
co_os_TTO_o.73_c, o.35_si, 9.32__, 3.96¢Cr, 6.21%_i, 0.28%Mo,
0.52%_, o.19_,,'_
TREATMENT Melted in electric arc f_rnace, 24,000 pound heat. Ingots
hammer cogged. Rolled at 20¢5/1855 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bar. Rolled at 1200 o F to 20.8% reduction in area. Stress
relieved by soaking tl_u at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
HARDNESS 533 Brinell
TENSILE RROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
ature strength (lb/.sq in.). limit Elongation of area
(°F). _lb/sq In ol' 0.029 0._% (lb/sq in_) (% in 2 in.) (%)
80 168,000 111,250 131,500 85,000 i_.5 14.7
171,500 122,500 135,000 87;500 20.0 23.0
1200 80,000 78,000 453000 1.5 6.7
80,000 77,000 50,000 2.0 10.1
STEESS-_JPTLTRE DATA AT 1200 ° F*
Time for
Stress rupture
40,000 3.40
30_000 16.75
25,000 71.3
20,000 268.
_!ongation
(? I_! in.)
Reduction
of_ea
1.0 0.5
0,5 1,0
2.0 2.8
2.0 10.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 351
After 268 hours at 1200 ° F - 551
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Alloy Non-Magnetic continued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (lb/sq, in..).
1 _8,000
lO 33,500
lO0 23,200
lO00 16,000
C_,_gE_I_S SUPPLIED BY TEE _NUFACTURER
FORGF_IBILITY Forges better than l_.
MACHINABILITY More difficult to machine than 17W.
*Rupture test specimens were 00300-inch diameter with 1-1nch gage length.
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NACA
ALLOY Hot Oi_ Steel(_{{7)(A865v)
MAICOFACTI_ER Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
C0_IPOSITION O.RA%_ C, 0_68%Si, 0.41_ _h%, 6.04% Cr, 1.04% Ni,
6._ I,.o,2.i6_w, 0._3_vao
TREAT_[_}_ Melted in arc furnace; 12_000 pound heat.
Ha_muered and rolled to 3/4-1nch rd. Heated to
2100 ° F for one hour and air cooled. Reheated
to !200 ° F for 72 hours and air cooled.
_/qDNESS 287 Brinel!
T_aper-
ature
(oF)
8O
!200
TIDTSl%E PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional
strength (lb_sq in._ limit _lon_ation
. _ ..... (2 in 2 in.)_l_Isqln.) o.o2_ o.2_ _i_.) _ " "
Reduction
of _.rea
i39j000 86,500 96;000 70_000 !_.0 29,1
136;750 85_300 9_;600 72;500 14.0 29.5
47;400 37,500 lO,O00 36.0
47,500 57;800 !0,000 36:0
77.4
78.3
STP_TSS-RT_TJRE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture _longation of (_rea_)(lb/_q J_, ) ibm)__ !_° -_ i i_o )
42,000 0_083 2¢°0 80.8
38,000 0.33 52.0 76.5
3_000 0.87 _2.0 78.5
STRESS-_E PROP_TI_ AT 1200 ° F
Sufficient data are not available to determine the rupture strengths
as reported for other alloys.
Hot Die Steel (E447) continued
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FORGEABILITY
½%CHINABILITY
COMMEN2SSUPPLIEDBY THEMANUFACTb-RER
Better than ITW
Bett_r than 17W
i!6
NACA
ALLOY RI058 - Annealed* (R1568)
MANUFACTL_RERUniversal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
COMPOSITION.09_ C, 0.80%Si, 0.77%Mn, 14.34%Cr, 6.79% NI,3.32%Mo
TREATMENT Melted in an induction furnace; 33 pound ingot,
Hammer cogged 2075/1730 ° F to 2 by 2 inc!:es,
Hammer forged to 3/4-inch square bar. Heated
1 hour at 1850 ° F and air cooled,
HARD}_ESS Brinell 214
Temper-
ature
(OF)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROP_-_TIES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in. ).
0.02?
i_roport ional
limit
(].b__/sq in. )
Elongation
(% in 2 in. )
125,750 39,700 "48,500 25,000 50.0
126,600 41_000 50,200 27,500 54.0
Reduction
of _rea
53.8
58,7
65,750 24,700 15,000 42.5 62.5
68,500 24,300 12,500 45.0 61.8
STIKESS-RI_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in, ) (hr) I% in ! ino ) (%) .__
60,000 .43 34.0 56.9
54,000 2,45 35.0 4].,8
45,000 46,5 24.0 32°4
42,000 i0!.0 19.0 32.4
35,000 402_0 24.0 32.9
Vickers Hardness: As received - 224
After 402 hours at 1200 ° F - 554
Alloy RI058 - _mnealed continued
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STRESS-RUPTi_REPROPFLRTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
T_mefor
rupture Stress "
, (hr) (ib/sq in.)
i 57,000
l0 52,000
i00 42,000
i000 51,000
COMMENfS SUPPLIED BY THE ,_&klVJ_'ACTURER
FORGEABILITY Better than l7W
MACHI_BILITY Better than 17W
*Alloys RI058 and RI058 - Annealed are from the same heat
and differ only in processing.
i18
NACA
ALLOY
MAN{[FACTURKR
COHPOSITION
TREATMEI_
HARDh_SS
RI058 - "Cold" Worked* (R1568)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.o97%c, o.8o%sl,0.77_ _, !4._4_ Cr, 6_79%m,
$. 52% Me
Melted in an induction furnace; 55 pound ingot,
Hammer cogged to 2 by 2 inches at 2075/1730 ° F.
Hot rolled 2070/1900 ° F to 7/8.-inch square bar°
Heated i hour at i850 ° F and air cooled, Re-
heated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 25°02%
by rolling. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
286 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress
_trength(lb¢_qin.
(ib/sq in.) 0.02_ 0.29
Proportional Reduction
limit Elongation of area
(___ib__sqin. ) , _ in 2 in. ) ___..__
157,000 76,400 98,500
165,000 81,400 99_600
47,500 21_0 18.4
50,000 22°0 15_6
80,250 69,400 27,500 18.0 58.5
80,000 68,750 22;500 18.0 4!.6
STRESS-RUPTITRE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for
Stress rupture
(ib/s% in. ) (ILr)
Reduction
Elongation of area
, i%inl in.)(%)_.___
72,000 .41 !6,0 58.1
65,000 2°25 9.0 15.5
48,000 59.5 5.0 1.8
45,000 94.0 0.5 1.8
41,000 96.5 _.0 4.8
40,000 165.0 8.0 1.0
58,000 577.0 5o0 7.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 502
After 577 hours at 1200 ° F - 559
i19
Alloy RI038 _ "Cold" Workedcontinued
STRESS-RUPTVREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
.(._st_.ted from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
1 67,000
i0 56,000
i00 443000
i000 34,000
CO__L1]2___,_...]T_R,qfT'PPT,TVI_ "P,V q"rVV _'_NTT_AF_mTTI_'_D
FORGEABILITY
MACHINAB!LITY
Better than 17W
Better than 17W
*Alloys R]038 - "Cold" Worked and RI038 - Annealed are from
the same heat and differ only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY 18-14 S-Me (A7480)
MANUFACTURERUniversal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
co os IoNo.os  c,o.6 si,1.91% 18.12 Or,13.54%Ni,
2.85_ Mo
TREATMENT Molted in electric arc furnace, 12,000 pound heat.
Ingots hammer cogged. Rolled at 2055/1830° F to 7/8-
inch square bar. Area reduced 23% b2 roll_ng at 1200 ° F,
Stress relieved by soaking thru at 1200 ° F.
HARDNESS 244 Brinell
Temper- Tensile
ature strength
(°F) (ib/sq in. )
80 112,500
115,575
1200 67, '750
68,250
TENSILE PR 0P gIRT1-ES
Yield stress Proportional Reduction
(ib/sq in. ) limit Elongation of area
0.02_/o 0.2_o (!b/sq in..).. (% in 2 in. )(_)
84,000 98,0!30 67,500 _0 0 66.0
863500 i00,000 72,500 SS.0 6G.7
60,000 37,500 28.0 52.7
60,700 20,000 26.0 55.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongat ion Of area
(hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
60,000 0.80 27.0 51.8
55_000 2.65 25.0 51.8
45,000 44.0 42.0 51.9
40,000 181. 14.0 44.7
56,000 270. i0.0 57.0
Si,000 1026. 8.0 22.5
Vickers Hardness: As received -256
After 1026 hours at 1200 ° F - 257
Alloy 18-14 S-Mo continued
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STRESS-_/RE PROPERTIES AT1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (ib/sq in. )
i 59,000
i0 50,000
i00 42,000
!000 31,000
CO_MENIB SUPPL_rED BY THE MANUFAC_K_ER
FORGEAB ILITY
MACHINAB ILITY
Forges better than ITW.
Superior to ITW.
122
NACA
ALLOY
MANL_'ACTUR__R
COPLP0S IT I0N
TRFATMENT
HARDNESS
19-9 W-Mo (B703o)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.l_ c, o._o_.s_, 0.60_ _, 19.1_ Cr, S.5_ Ni,
0.3_$Mo,1.4_ W,0._,_ Co: 0._,¢_Ti
Melted in electric arc furnace, 24,000 pound heat.
Ingots hammer cogged. Rolled at 2060/1825 ° F to 7/8-
inch sqtmre bar. Rolled at 1200 ° F to 2_ reduction
in area. Stress ]relieved by soak h_g thru at 1200 ° F.
Air cooled,
275 Brinell
Temper-
atu_e
(_)
80
1200
Tensile
strength
(zb/sq in. )
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress Proportional
(Ib_sq in._ limit
o.o27_ o.2'% (l_/sq in.)
124,250 83,000 104,500 67,500
121;625 75,000 101,500 50;000
70,500 63.,000 37,500
71_125 67,500 20,000
_longation
(,_ in 2 in.)
-,C.0
20.0
Reduction
of _rea
('_)
STRESS-RUFI'L_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in I in.) (%)
85,000 0.35 1A.O 65.3
60;000 2.52 18.0 6_.0
55,000 84;0 20.0 53.6
52,000 125. 19.0 51.7
49,000 190. IA.O 30.3
A2,00 _ 661. 22.0 40.5
Vickers Hardness: As roceived - 299
After 661 hours at. 1200 ° F - 296
Alloy 19-9 W-Mo continued
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STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
.(hr) (lb/sq in.)
i 82,000
i0 58,000
i00 53,000
lO00 _0,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forges better than 17W.
Superior to 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOS IT I0N
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
19-9W-Mo(R1802)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.09_ C, 0.62% Si, 0 _ Mn, 18.62% Cr, 9.0_ Ni,o.3_Mo,1.21_ w,o: Cb,o.3__i,o.o_N2
Melted in an induction furrmce; 33 poured ingot.
Forged at 2055/1300 ° F to 7/8-1nch sq_re bar.
Heated 1 hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled. Re-
heated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 23.9_
by rolling. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
234 Brinell
Temper-
attLre
(°F)
Tensile
strength
(lb/B _ in. )
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield Stress
(ibZsqin._
o.o_ o.2_
Proportional
limit
(ib/sq in. )
80 lla,5q0 70,000 85,000 57,500
109,500 76,200 87,000 62,500
12_0 69,000
69,000
63,109 42,500
63,in0 45,000
Elongat ion
(%in2 in.)
Reduct ion
of area
55.0
52.8
50.0
54.8
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(ib/sq in. )
Time for Reduction
rupture _longation of(_ea(hr) (/_ in i in.) .....
59,000
56,000
52,000
50,000
48,000
42,000
0.55 ii.0 56.9
8.15 12.0 53. 2
177.0 13.0 48.3
117.5 8.0 14.7
890.5 i0.0 28.8
Discontinued* 2.0 4.9
*Not fractured after
area values are for
discontinued.
2128 hours. The elongation and reduction of
the unbroken specimen after the test was
Vickers Hardness: As received - 259
After 2128 hours at 1200 ° F - 262
125
Alloy 19-gW-Mo(R1802) continued
STRESS-HUPT_PROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
....(hr) (lb/_ in. )
i 58_000
I0 5_,500
!00 52,000
i000 _9,000
CO_4,{ENTS SUPPLI_ BY TIIE MANUFACTUIhER
FOBGEABILITY
_CHINABILITY
Better than ITW.
Bettor than IVW.
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_ACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
CO_0SITION
TREATME_
HARDNESS
19-9W-Mo(R1956)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.u_ c, 0.56_si, o.ss__, 18.8_%Cr, 8._4%Ni,
0.3_'_Mo,1.27%W,0.45_Cb,0.3,_Ti
Melted in an induction furnace; Z5 pound ingot.
Hs_mmer cogged at 2055/1500 ° F to 7/O-inc.h sqaare
bars. Heated to 2000 ° F for I hour and air
cooled. Reheated to 1200° F and reduced in
area 25.95% by rolling. Stress relieved b_'
heating through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
251 Brinel!
Temper-
ature
(_)
Tensile
strength
(ib/sq in. )
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress
(ib/sqin. ).
o.o2_ 0.2'%
80 114,400 61,000 88:500
114,000 75,000 91,000
1200 72,700
75,000
73,125
Proport iona!
limit Elongat ion
(ib/sq in.) (% in 2 in.)
Reduct ion
of area
56,000 35.5 S5.5
57,500 55.0 52.2
63,500
65,000
64,000
523500 18.0 55.8
50,000 16.5 47.8
55,000 17.5 47.8
STRESS-RUF_URE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elor@at ion of area
(ib/sq .in. ) (hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
65,000 0.38 9.0 57.7
8n;O00 5.95 12.0 42.8
55,000 71.0 Ii.0 57.9
5_,000 199.0 i0.0 25°4
42,000 973.0 6.0 10.2
Vi.ckers Hardness: As received - 252
After 975 hours at 1200 ° F - 261
Alloy 19-9W-Mo(R1956) continued
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STRESS-RI_ PEOPFIK_IESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
T!me for
rupture Stross
i 6_jO00
i0 59,000
i00 5_;500
i000 42;000
CO}_4ENTS SUPPLIED BY THE _4A_rFACTUP_'R
FORGEABILITY Better than iVW.
_v_CHINABILITY Better than 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
_[_NUFACTURER
COP_OSITION
TRF_%TMENT
HARDNESS
19-9W-Mo HC-2 (R1957)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0._1%c, 0.5_%sl, 0._6_M,,,18.8_ Cr, S.7_ N_,0 4_ Mo,1.29_W,0..1%Cb,0.3S Ti
Melted in an induction furnace; 33 pound ingot,
Hammer cogged at 2055/1300 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bars, Heated to 2000o F for i ho_ and air cooled,
Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduce@ in area 24,50% by
rolling. Stress relieved by heating through at
1200 ° F and air cooled,
Brinell 302
Temper-
ature
(oF)
TENSILE PROP_TIES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional
strength (Ib/sq in. )W_ limit Elongation
(Ib/sq in.) 0,02_ 0.2yo (ib/sq in_:.)_.(% in 2 in.)
80 137,850
137,500
1200 77,250
83,500
82,875
Reduct ion
of area
(%)
,D=.495,500 112_500 Y7,500 51.0 _z
94,000 112,500 75,000 S¢;.5 52.8
72,500 52,500 11.5 59.8
75,000 40,000 11.5 40.1
75,000 45,000 14.5 41.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
78,000 0.30 12.0 47.5
68,000 5.27 6.0 25.6
60,000 157.0 2.0 3.6
55,000 295.0 2.0 1.8
5r_,O00 777.5 5.0 1.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 299
After 777.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 298
Alloy !9-gW-MoHC-2 continued
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STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (ib/sq in. )
i 75,000
I0 67_000
i00 61,000
i000 48,000
C0_,iENTS SI/PPLIED BY THE I_LA_YCFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Better than 17W.
MACHINABILITY Better than 17W.
150
NACA
ALLOY 19- 9W-MoM (R1805)
MANUFACTUR_ Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
COMPOSITION 0.2_o C, 0.57% Si, 0.5_ NLu_ 18.95% Cr, 9.05% Ni_
i 2_ Mo,i.I_w,o.2_ Cb,o21_ Ti
TREATMENT Melted in an induction furnace; 33 pound ingot.
Hammer forged at 2055/1300 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bars. Heated i hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled.
Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 21.35%
by rolling. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 289 Brinel!
TENSilE PROPFART IES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strength (ib/sq in. ) limit
(°F)(Ib/_qi_.) 0.02% n.2_ _(ib/_qi_.)
80 15@,750
i_0,750
1200 91,000
87,750
95,000 112,500
95,000 115,000
75,000
75;000
81,000 52,500
77_S00 52_500
Elongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
28.5
29.0
Reduction
of area
48.4
48.1
58.8
39.8
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
78,000 1.ZO 10.0 28.8
75,000 5.t3 8.0 25.0
60,000 202.0 3.0 7.5
55,000 585.0 2.0 6.1
50,000 1027.0 5.0 7.9
Vickers Hardness: As received - 319
After 1027 hours at 1200 ° F - 334
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Alloy 19-9W-MoMcontinued
STRESS-R_/PTUREPROPERTIESA 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
1 79,000
lO 70,000
i00 62,000
lO00 50,000
COMMENTSSUPPLIEDBY THE_%NVFACTURER
FORGEABILiTY
MACHINABILITY
Better than 17W.
Better than 17W.
152
NACA
ALLOY 19- 9W..Mo4 (E688)
MANUFACTURER Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
co_os_Io_ o.n_ c, o.58%si, o._7%_, 1_.79%Cr, 8.27%Ni,
4 ll_ Mo,2.58%W,1.i9_ Cb
TRFATMENT Melted in an electric arc furnace; 2000 pound heat.
Forged and rolled at 2045/1855 ° F to 15/16-inch
square bars. Heated at 2000° F and air cooled.
"Aged" 72 hours at 1200 o F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 284 Brinell
TENSILE PROPF2TIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strength (lb/sq in. ). limit
(OF) (lb/sq in. ) 0.02_/_ 0.25 (lb/sq in. )
80 138,500 40,700 78_i00 22,500
159,750 43,750 81,000 25,000
1200 74,500 50,500 20,000
72,800 48,750 22,500
Reduct ion
Elongation of area
(._oin 2 in. ).___)___
12.0 15,4
hi. 0 15.4
25.0 41.5
24.5 57.9
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(ib/sq in. )
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongat ion of area
(hr) (% in i in.) (%)
64,000 .77 25.0 45.7
60,000 1,75 25.0 59.9
45,000 58.5 20.0 29.5
40,000 58.0 16.0 17.8
40,000 144.0 16.0 24.1
55,q00 270.0 ii.0 19.1
Vickers Hardness: &s received - 296
After 270 hours at 1200 ° F - 555
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Alloy 19-9W-Me4continued
ST_SS-RD'2TU?_PROPFRTIEBAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupbure Stress
(_') (ro/sq i z. )
1 62,500
i0 52,500
i00 39_500
I000 29_500
FOBGEABILITY
MACHII_BILITY
Better than 17W.
Better than 1714.
13A
NACA
ALLOY
M_RJFACTVRER
COMPOSIT!ON
TREATmeNT
HARDNESS
19-$W-Mo4M
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
Melted in an induction furnace; 33-pound ingot.
_'orged 20SS/1500° F to 7/'g-inch square bar. Heated
i hoLJ_cat 21(_0° F and air cooled. Reheated to
1200 ° F and reduced in area 20% by rollir_. Stress
relieved by hea%ing through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
321 Brinell
Temper-
at]_re
80
1200
TENSilE PROPERTIES
Tensile
strength
(ib/sq in.)
Yield stress
o.o2%
Pro], _rtional Reduction
limit Elongation of area
( h' _ (% 2 (%)
150,500" 14.0 51.4
94,000* 12.0 56.4
*Tensile tests on O.160-inch diameter bars.
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(ib/sq in.)
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongation of area
(b_r) (% in I in. ) (¢1
e
85_000 .15 15.0 35.0
75_000 2.56 9.0 16.1
60,000 59.5 15.0 22.8
55,000 47.5 15.0 29.8
48,000 315.0 13.0 18.9
Vickers Hardness : As received - 332
After 3].3 hours at 1200 ° F - 327
Alloy 19-gW-MoAM continued
STPZSS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 12C0 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
155
..
Time for
ruptu.re Stress
1 78,000
l0 70,000
100 54,000
1O00 42_000
C0_v_S SUPPLIED BY TEE _.9_-JFACTURER
FORGEAB ILITY
MACHINABILITY
Better than 17W.
Better than 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOS ]_210N
TREAT_J_hT
HARDNESS
4 (r_io77)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o..5_ c, o.8_ si, o.6_'_M._,1s.69¢Or, 19.,_6¢_i,
1.65_Mo,1.0_ Oh,0.0_1%T,_
Melted in induction furnace; 3S-pound ingot, 5_
by 5_ inches square. Har_mered and rolled at
2090/1900° F to 7/8-inch square bar. Rolled at
c,4
1200 ° F to 21.4j_ reduction in area. Stress
relieved by soaking thru at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
SO0 Brinell
TENSZ_E PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strenjth (ib/sq in. )_ limit
(OF) (l_s,q in. ) 0.02_ 0°2,% _'sq in. )
160,000 i19;000 159_0008O 82,500
1200 i00_875 87,500 50,000
E1 ongat ion(% in 2 i,,.. )
9.5
8.0
Reduct ion
of area(¢)
23.5
16.7
STRESS-RUPTL_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(l___/sq in. ) (hr) (% in i in. ) (_)
88,000 1.05 2.0 6.2
82,000 1.48 2.5 4.2
50,000 56.5 2.0 4:.2
4n,O00 65.0 1.0 1.7
55,000 ii0. 2.0 2.4
S0,O00 557. 1.0 2.8
Vlckers Hardness: As received - 301
After 537 hours at 1200 ° F - 285
Alloy 4 (RI077) continued
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STP_A_SS-RUPTURE_ROPEETIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from _lot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hv) (___.JSqin.)
1 88_000
i0 58,000
i00 583000
i000 2_,700
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
COM_NTS SLq_PLIED BY THE M_INO-FACTURER
Forges better than 1TW.
Superior to 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
NL_aNUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMF_r
HARDNESS
9 (R1572)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0,21¢c, 0.9_ st, 0.62%v_, 13.04%Cr, 19.54%Ni,
10.50% Co, 6.17% Mo, 1.41% Cb.
Melted in an induction furnace, 33-pound ingot.
Hammer coggo0 2070/1750 ° F to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
rolled 2070/1900 ° F to 7/8..inch square bar. Heated
1 hour'at 2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to
1200o F and reduced in area 23.45% by rolling.
Stress relieved by heating through at 1200 ° F and
air cooled.
280 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
ature strength (Ib/!sq in. ).
__!%)_(iVsqin.__/)0.02f_ 0.2¢
80 132,500
131,500
1200 92,750
90,500
Proportional Red uct ion
limit Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (% _n 2 in. ) td/_,
__. . klV l
97,300 116,400 80,000 ]7.0 35.7
95,000 117,700 77,500 16.0 35.7
81,500 52,500 14.0 28.8
81,000 32,500 12.0 26.1
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/_s_qi____n.) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
80,000 0.60 16.0 34.9
71,000 1.45 16.5 34.9
50,000 iii.0 6.0 715
45,000 241.5 4.0 2.6
38,000 608.5 6.0 2.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 258
After 608.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 28O
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Alloy 9 continued
S_..,_.,_SS-RLTTU_.E_0 ERTIFS AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupturo Stress
i 76,000
i0 655000
i00 51jO00
I000 55_000
C0_,_TE:'_SSL_PPLIEDBY T_ Y_I'[t[FAC_
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Somewhatmore difficult them 17W.
Somewhatmore difficult than 17_C.
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NACA
ALLOY
M#2_TFACTURER
C01_0SITI0N
TREAT_m_
HARDNESS
9M (Rl_v3)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.__% _: _ .6_ _, 1._.1_ 19.11%C, 1.0../_ . i, 0 Cr, Ni_
4.8_ Mo, 1.2_J Cb.
Melted in an induction furnace: 55-pomqd ingot.
Hammer oo6ged 2075/1750 ° F to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
rolled 2070/!_c00, to V/S-inch square bar. Heated
i hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to
1200 ° F and _'educed in area 23.6 ._o by rolling.
Stress relieved by heatir@ through at 1200 ° F and
air cooled.
291 Brinell
Temper-
ature
Tensile
strength
(ib/sq in. )
80 152,250
152,000
1200 90,250
90,500
D _D _ LTV_''_TEI[SILE _RO. _RT_.so
Yield stress
(!b/_qIn.)
o.o_ o._
Proportional
limit
_(l_V_qi_. )
78;500 IIC,000
C_
_o,800 117,600
50,000
70,000
Elcngat ion
(_ "n2 in.)
19.5
18.0
Reduction
of area
40.4
41.5
8],000 22,500 i0.0 24.1
81,900 22,500 ii.0 26.1
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(l___sq in.) (!_r) (% in I in.) (%)
78,000 .47 8.0 22.2
68,000 2.17 4.0 9.7
54,000 127.0 8.0 18.8
52,000 156.5 i0.0 Z5.8
48,000 255.5 0 0
45,000 420.0 2.0 5.5
Vickers Ha__iness: As received 292
After 420 hours at IZ00 o F - 268
Alloy $Mcontinued
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ST__,ESS-RI_I_TREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
i 74,000
I0 64,000
i00 55,000
i000 56,000
FORGEABILITY
MACHI _[ABILITY
C0_V_[_S oulc'_TrY°'rT1_1_',--_ BY THE _NUFACTURER
About the ssane as 17W.
About the same as 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREAT_,_,NT
HARDNESS
5 (RIO74)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.s_ c, o.9,:_%si,2.12%i_, lS.SG%Cr, 19.SS%Ni,
i0.9_ 0o, S._S#Me,0.91#Cb,1.,_,8%Ta
Melted in induction furnace_ 3Z-poumd ingot, 33 by
5_ inches. Hammered and rolled at 2060,/1905o F to
7/3-inch square bar. Rolled at 1200 ° F to 20.5%
reduction in area. Stress relieved by soaking thru
at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
555 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strength (ib//sq in. )_ limit
(°F) (zVsq in. ) O.02_S 0.2_ ,.'1._'_..i_,.)
1200 93,500 70,000 20,000
Elongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
Reduct ion
of area(¢)
8.0 16.V
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in. ) (hr) (% in I in. ) (%)
87,000 0.77 4.0 7.0
80,000 0.97 4.0 6.1
50,000 48.0 5.0 4.2
55,000 289, 4.0 5,7
50,000 758. 6.0 5.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 525
After 758 hours at 1200 ° F - 285
Alloy 5 (_i074) continued
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STPESS-RD_TUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Tlme for
rupture Stress
(_r) (lb,/_ _.n,..).
i 84,000
i0 66_500
i00 44,000
i000 28,300
C0!_M_:_S SD_PL.LED BY TKE Y_iNUFAC_
FORGEABILITY Somowhat more difficult to forge than 17W.
MACHINABILITY Somewhat more difficult to machine than 17W.
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NACA
ALLOY
MAICL_ACTURER
CO_,_OSITION
TREATME}_
HARDI'_SS
5M (s15s5)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
7, _ ",7 _,_ 2,1% C',c, o.6 s,,, 055 13.
19.z_s%;_i, zl, lt_15,co, 2.75_oMo, s.33% cb.
Melted in an induction f_nace; 33-pound ingot.
Hammer cogged 2075/1720 ° F to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
roiled 2070/1900 ° F to 7/8-inch square bars.
Heated i hour at 2!00 ° F _nd air cooled. Reheated
to 1200 ° F o:_d reduced in area ZO% by rolling.
Stress relieved by heating through at 1200 ° F and
air cooled.
298 Brinell
Temper-
at are
(oF)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROPEf:ITiES
Tensile Yield sCre,_:s h'oporhionai
strength (ib/sq in. ). limit
(Zb/sq i_.) 0.02% o.2¢ (zb/_ _n.)
Elongat ion
()_ in 2 in.)
151,500" 9.0
i0.099,500*
*Tensile tests on 0.160-inch diameter bars.
Reduction
of area
(%)
31.4
25.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
88,000 .15 13.0 36.9
76,000 2.08 6.0 15.8
58,000 23.5 10.0 18.9
50,000 G6.5 7.0 6.7
_5,000 74.0 12.0 8.4
42_000 174.5 6.0 6.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 336
After 174.5 ho_s at 1200 ° F - 281
Alloy 5Mcontinued
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ST_ESG-PITPTUP_EPROPF2TIESAT 1200° F
(Estimate d from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
i 78,500
i0 66,000
i00 4S,000
I000 51j590
CO._,_4Y._SSUY'PLIEDBY TW_EMARTRcAC_
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Somewhatmore difficult than 17W.
Somewhatmore difficult than IVW.
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NACA
ALLOY 5MM(R1567)
MA_TOFACTURh_Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
C0_OSITION 0.11_ C, 0]4_ Si, 1.314 _a_, 15.52% Cr, 19.48% Ni,
I0.7_ 00, 2.77% Me, 1.25f, Cb.
TREAT_I' Melted in an induction f_vnace: 33-pound ingot.
Ha_m_er cogged 2075/!750 ° F to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
ro_.ed 2070/1900 ° F to 7/3- by V/8-inch square
bar. Heated I hour at 2!00 o F and air cooled.
Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced _n area 25.72% by
rolling. Stress relieved by heating through at
1200 ° F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 247 Brlnell
TENSILE PROPI_=_TIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strength" (ib_sq in.) ].]]nit Elongation
(OF) (ib/§q in,) 0 029 0,24 (l__/sq in,[ (% in 2 in.)
80 117,250 86;000 103,i00 67,500 24.0
i18_750 87_%00 105,750 70;000 25.0
1200 86,750 80,000 45,000 18.0
86,250 82,100 47_500 18.0
Reduction
of _rea
57.8
58.0
STRESS-RUPTUIKE DATA AT i200 O F
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongation of area
(hr) (% In i in.) (%)
81,000 0.20 i0.0 46,9
72,000 4.42 4;0 14.Z
50,000 67.0 2.0 8.5
45,000 i00.0 2'0 i_5
58,000 234.5 2.0 0.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 255
After 254.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 272
Alloy 5F_4continued
147
STRESS-RUP_aWJI_EPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
T_mefor
rupture Stress
(_.__bj._._in. )
1 76,000
lO 70,000
I00 45_000
1000 28_000
C0_4Fi'_S SUPPLIED BY _ MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
MACHIN,_ILITY Somewhat more difficultthan 17W.
148
NACA
ALLOY
M_/VO_ACTURER
C0_0SITI0N
TREATk_
K&RDNESS
i (_io35)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
O.ld_c,1.i_ si, !o5_ '_. 18.sd_ c_, 15.3_ l_i,
12.s5%co.,_._ No, i_o6)_:'cb,0.048%Ta
Melted in induction furnace; 55-mound ingot_ 5_
i_c_e_._q,_._,o.H_ore__:_,_.ro_,ledat2o65119oo°_
to 7/'8.-inch ,_q.uare bar, !_en reduced in ar_a_ -"25,o7o
by roiling at _ ._,-,_o.cu_, _. Ctress relieved by soaking
thru at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
Brinell 286
Temper-
att_e
(°F)
Tensile
s or_ ,_th
(lb/_q!:_.)
80 127_875
123_500
120_ 95, ..... .0
TENS 17_E PROPERTIES
Yield stress
(ib/sq in. ),
o.o_ _0: '
Pro_D_-t ional
limit
flb,'sq in,)
k . _
95,500 114,250
95,000 116,000
65,000
65,000
Elongat:ion
(_ in 2 in o )
25.0
25.0
80_000 55,000 21.0
Reduction
of area(%)
52,7
55.0
45.5
STRESS-RI/PTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
( lb/8a in, ) .,.n.""_ .._' (_ in 1 in., ) (____._o)___
76_000 1.48 16;0 48.7
71,000 5.A8 ].4.0 40.0
50,000 75.0 6.0 6.2
45,000 115. 2.0 3.0
40,000 175. 4.0 16.7
55,000 533. 4,0 6.9
Vickers Hardness: As received - 229
After 333 hours at 1200 ° F - 165
Alloy 1 (RI033) continued
149
STRESS-Ku-PTUREPROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(i_) (ib/sq in. )
i 78,000
i0 66,000
i00 46,000
i000 27,000
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
COM_[ENTS SUPPLI-_D BY THE MAIUIFACTURER
Somewhat more difficult to forge than 17W.
Somewhat more difficult to machine than 17W.
150
NACA
Am,OY IM (_1564)
MA!_JFACTL_ER Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
C0Y2OSITION 0,22% .C, 0.95_ Si, 0,52% kLq, 18.20% Cr, 15.15_ Ni,
lo.58 co, 2.91  1.25f cb.
TREATB_I_ Melted in an induction f_nace; 53-pound ingot.
H_ner cogged 2073/1700 ° F to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
roiled 2070/]..900° _ to 7/'8.inch square bar. Heated
i hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to
1200 ° F and reduced in are_ 22.ob,_ by rolling.
Stress relieved by heati_ through at 1200 ° F and
air cocled.
HARD, TESS 29S Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
Tensile
strength
(ib/sq in, )
140,500
139,500
95,500
92,750
TENSILE PROP½]T IES
Yield stress P:.'or)ortional
(ib/.sq in. ). limit
o.o_ _, _¢ (1.bis___!._._!
i06_000 125,000
102,800 122,500
85_000
82_500
_longation
Reduction
of area
(_,;)
82;600 22,500 17.5 59.8
81,700 20,000 17.0 40.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress r _ptu_'e Elongation of a_ea
(Ib/sq in.] (hr) (% in 1 in.) (?u)
85,000 .17 26.0 52.7
72.,000 i. I0 16.0 44.7
58,000 91.0 8.0 16.7
55,000 156.0 6.0 10.9
50,000 204.0 _.0 4.8
45;000 486.0 4.0 1.8
52_000 Discontinued at 1021 hours.
Vickers Hardness: As received - 267
After 486 hours at 1200 ° F - 284
Alloy IM continued
151
STR-_o-RL'._F_UR,E P OPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
T_mefor Stress
rupttu_e (lbl/s q in. )
i 74,300
i0 6S_OOO
I00 57_000
i000 40_500
COMMENTSSUPPLIEDBY THE_\I_ACTLRER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Somewhatmore difficult than IVW.
Somewhatmore diffict_t than 17W.
152
NACA
ALLOY
MAIWJFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
8 (R157o)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.24%c, 1.30%si, 0.6_%_, 17.79%or,
10.40_ co, _.93_ Mo, Z.35%Cb.
14.82% Ni,
Melted in an induction furnace, 33-pound ingot.
Har_r cogged 2075/1730 ° F to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
rolled 2070/1900 ° F to 7/8-inch square bar.
Heated 1 hour at 2100 ° F and air cooled. Re-
heated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 22.30%
by rolling. Stress relieved by heating throt_h
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
302 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
Tensile
strength
(lb/sq in. )
80 141,500
1403500
1200 97,250
97,000
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress
(ib/sq in. ).
o._ o.z_
Proportional
Iimit
(ib/sq in. )
Elongat ion
(% in 2 _.)
99,800 126,800
i03,000 127,200
70,000
723500
17.0
15.0
Reduction
of area
(%)
28.8
33.4
85,200 40,000 14.0 54.1
81_500 352000 13.5 53.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
84,000 .72 14.0 36.4
72#000 2.18 13.0 17.7
52,000 89.5 5.0 3.7
48,000 223.0 4.0 3.7
44,000 538.5 4.0 4.2
38,000 608.5 4.0 1.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 314
After 608.2 hours at 1200 ° F - 320
155
Alloy 8 continued
.,-_......-...... u_'_F_CP_TIESAT 1200° F
(Z:stlmated from plot of test data)
Time for [_tress
rupture (ib/sq in. )
k:3_j
1 8(:j0O0
I0 64 000
I0,9 _-' ,2 _ ,.JO
I000 3.I,000
,% I'3 r'm,: i_ TOC0__NTS SUPPLED BY TZE M-, ____CTD_,FLR
FORGEABILITY
MACHID_AEI%2!2Y
• +"F-' ,_Some_Jh3t more d].... _.ult then 17W.
Somewhat more difficult than IVW.
154
NACA
ALLOY
MANi_ACTL_ER
COi_OSITICN
TRF%T_ZT
HARDNESS
8M (R!571)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.23%c,_,,-_,_o63%_, 1779%Cr,15.31%N_,
5.97_ ._o_ I._C% Co.
Melt_d ._n an induction f_m-n.%ce_ 3S-pound ingot.
Han_r co_.g(_d 2080/i750 ° _ to 2 by 2 inches. Hot
rolled 2070/!900° F to 7/_!_inch square bar.
Heated I hour at 2!00 ° F and air cooled. Re-
heated to 1200 ° F and reducod in area 22.42%
by rolling. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
3_6 Brinell
T em_er-
ature
(°F)
Tensile
strength
(lb/sq in.)
80 158,300
140,000
1200 98,250
98,000
TENSILE PROPERT I-E3
Yield stress Proyortional
(Ib_isq in.). limit
0.02_ 0.2% (ib/sq in.)
90,600 ].25,200
i01,000 128,000
55_000
62,500
Elongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
Reduction
of area
<%),.
31.1
31.4
81,8()0 25,000 12.0 51.5
84,700 25,000 13.5 33.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture _lor_ation of _rea
(_ib_sq _n.) (hr) (_ in i in. ) (_)
84,000 0.45 15.0 41.Z
75,000 1.47 I0.0 22.3
50,000 158.0 5.0 9.7
45,000 219.5 6.0 4.9
38,000 468.0 3.0 1.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 298
After 468 hours at 1200 ° F - 331
Alloy 8Mcontinued
155
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated fremplot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
......
1 78,000
i0 64,000
i00 52,000
i000 31,000
C0_E_S SUPPLED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
MACHINABILITY Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
156
NACA
ALLOY
_%Nq/FACTL!RER
COMPOSITION
TREATI_/_NT
H_D_SS
2 (RIO34)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.22% C, 1.55% S..i, 1,86% _tn, 18.77% Cr, 15._ Ni,
!9.46_ co, 2.2s_ _io, 1.13_ cb, 0.92_ Ta, 0.052%N_.
Melted in induction furrz.ce, 33..pound ingot, Z_ by
3_ inches. K_nmere'l and rol:_ed at 2070/1895 ° F to
7_8.-inch square bar. Them reduced 22% in area by
rolling at 120C ° F. Stress relieved by soakir4 thru
at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
297 Brineli
Temper-
ature
(OF)
TENo .... E Pld ...... _o
Tensile Yield stre:_s l_r%_-,rtionsl
strength (ib/sq in_ ). limit
(lb/z q in. ) 0.02% 0, r_ (i_%Jr_in.)
80 148,000
148j875
1200 91_625
91,850
112,000 128,900
108,000 131,500
82_500
80,000
82,000 15_000
Elongation
(% in _,in.)
21.0
21.0
15.0
18.0
Reduction
of area
<%)
39.1
36.6
STRESS-RUPTUEE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
in, ) (hr) (% in i in. ) (,%)
82,000 0.49 17.0 30.8
72,000 1.25 14.0 26.1
55,000 93.5 24.0 42.7
50,000 177. 30.0 50.2
45,000 459. 18.0 49.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 290
After 459 hours at 1200 ° F - 316
Alloy 2 (R1034) continued
157
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPR_TIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estir_ted from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
1 77,000
I0 65,000
i00 54,000
i000 41,000
COMMENTS SD_PL.T/_D BY THE MANUFACTL_r_ER
FORGEABIL ITY
M&CHLNADILITY
Some_hat more diffict_t to forge than 17W.
Somewhat more difficult to machine than 17W.
158
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COHPOS IT I0N
TREATMENT
HARDHESS
2M (R2002)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.23%c, 1.17¢si, 1.80%_, 18.88%Cr, 14.5_ Ni,
20.31%Co, 2.21¢Mo,2.20?Cb.
Melted in an induction furnace, 55-pound ingot.
Hammer cogged at 2055/1500 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bar. Heated to 2000 ° F for i hour and air cooled.
Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 21.25%
by rollir_. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
277 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(OF)
Tensile
sbrength
(lb/_q in./
80 142,850
145,550
1200 102,000
i05,000
TENSILE PROP_RTIES
Yield stress Proportional
(Ib_sqi_. ). l_it
0.02_ 0.2_ (ib/sq in. )
97,5,30 121,C'0O
102,000 124a000
Elongation
(% in 2 in. )
23.0
22.0
Reduct ion
of area
49.8
43.4
89_000 50,000 14.0 40.7
86,500 45,000 15.0 59.1
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in. ) (%)
90,000 0.15 12.0 45.6
78,000 2.10 13.0 25.4
55,000 85.0 5.0 6.2
50,000 529.0 1.0 1.2
45,000 828.0 2.0 2.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 297
After 828 hours at 1200 ° F - 315
159
Alloy 2Mcontinued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
i 81,000
I0 72,000
I00 56,000
i000 44j000
COMMENTSSUPPLIEDBYTHEMANUFACT_u_ER
m ¸
FORGEABILITY
MACHINADILITY
Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
Somewhat more difficult than IVW.
iGO
NACA
ALLOY
_INUFACTURER
COMPOSITI0N
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.25%C,0.47%Si,1.76%Mn,18.95%Cr,14.74%Ni,
2042#Co,209#Me,2.n%cb
Melted in an induction furnace; 53-pound ingot.
Hammer cogged at 2055/1300 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bar. Heated to 2000 ° F for i hour and air cooled.
Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 25.61%
by rolling. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
298 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
strength (lbZs q in. ). limit Elongation of area
(Ibisq in. ) 0.02_ 0.2% (l__b./sqin. ) (% in 2 in. ) (%)
80 143,100
144,700
12_0 104,750
99,250
99,500 124,500 80,000 23.5 49.5
99,500 125,000 77,500 23.5 48.7
89,500 55,000 12.5 40.7
89,500 55,000 14.0 55.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
90,000 0.20 i0.0 43.8
80,000 1.35 I0.0 28.2
60,000 58.5 2.0 1.8
55,000 251.0 5.0 3.8
50,000 556.5 2.0 1.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 521
After 556.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 525
161
Alloy 2N_i continued
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
(hr)
1 81,000
i0 68,000
i00 57;000
1O00 48,500
CO_ENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MINUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
_CH_ABILITY Scmewhat more difficult than IVW.
182
NACA
ALLOY
½II'gJFACTURER
COMPOS IT I0N
TRF_TMENT
HARDinESS
6 (RI075)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.26%.0, 1.44% S.i, 2.14% Mn, 17.83% Cr, 24.75% Ni,
19.e3%0o, 3.66%Mo,l.Sl% oh, 1.05%Ta, 0.071%
Me]ted in induction furnace; 33 pound heat, 3_ by
5_ inches square. Hammered and rolled at 2090/1900 ° F
to 7/8-inch squ_re bar. Rolled at 1200 ° F to 22.6%
r_duction in area. Stress relieved by soaking thru
at 1200 ° F. Air cooled.
286-307 Brinell
TENS ILE PROPERT IES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
at_'e strength (ib/sq in. ) limit Elongation of area
(OF) (Ib/sq in.) 0.02_ 0.2% (ib/sq in.) (% in 2 in.) (%)
80 147,750
147,875
12nO 96,250
lq0,500 130,500
115,000 13A,500
57,500 15.0 29.6
87,500 15.0 30.1
81,250 25,000 20.0 29.5
STRESS-RUFrURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture _longation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) () in 1 in.,) (%)
85,000 0.30 20.0 39.3
72,000 2.27 26.0 31.9
50,000 90.2 i$.0 27.7
45,000 335. 15.0 19.0
40,000 1109. 12.0 25.9
Vickers Hardness: As received - 297
After 1109 hours at 1200 ° F - 509
165
Alloy 6 (RI075) continued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
1 76,000
lO 62,000
!00 50,000
i000 40j200
COMMENTSSL_PLIEDBYTKE_%NUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Somewhatmore difficult to forge than IVW.
Somewhatmore difficult to machine than 17W.
IG4
NACA
A/_OY
MPdTJFACTURER
CO_OSITION
TP,EATMENT
H_/_D_[ESS
GM (_2000)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
o.31%c, 1.44%si, 2.25¢_,_,17.88%Cr,
23.75% Co, 3.1_/o Me, 2.44% Cb.
24.45% Ni,
Melted in an induction furnace, 3S-pound ingot.
Hammer cogged at 2055/1300 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bar. Heated to 2000 ° F for 1 hour and air cooled.
Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area 26.09% by
rolling. Stress relieved by heating through at
1200 o F and air cooled.
317 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
attire strength (Ib_sq _n. ) limit
(OF) (lb/sq in. ) 0.0228 0.2% (l(__/sq in. )
8O 157,000 115,500 idO,000 82,500
158,000 i12,0_0 140,f_O0 82,500
1200
Elongation
(% in 2 in )
Red uct ion
of ar9a
(¢)
31.8
28.3
103,750 83,000 35,000 Ii.0 23.4
108,0qO 93,000 50,000 i0.5 20.6
STRESS-R_PTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
__/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
90,000 0.23 7.0 10.8
78,000 1.13 5.0 14.4
56,000 94.5 4.0 7.3
50,000 226.5 4.0 3.7
45,000 859.0 1.0 1.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 316
After 859 hours at 1200 ° F - 309
165
Alloy 6M continued
STRESS..RUPTLRE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in.)
I 81,000
i0 71,000
i00 56,000
I000 443000
COMMENTS SL_PLIED BY T_E _MUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
YACHINABILITY Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
IC6
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
C0MPOSlqIION
TREATF_JqT
HARDNESS
6_ (R2OOl)
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation
0.51% C, 0.63% S i, 1.75%Mn, 17.78% Cr, 24:.A2% Ni,
20.49_co,3.25_Mo,2.66%cb.
Molted in an induction furnace, 5S-pound ingot.
Hammer cogged at 2055/1500 ° F to 7/8-inch square
bar. Heated to 2000 ° F for 1 hour and air cooled.
Reheated to 12110° F and reduced in area 24.8_% by
rolling. Stress relieved by heati_z through at
1200 ° F and air cooled.
321 Brinell
T emper-
ature
(°F)
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress Propcrtional Reduction
strength (lb/sq in. ). limit Elongation of %rea
(1V_ in,) o.o2% o.2_ (1V_ q in.) (%in 2 in.) (_o)
80 156,500
157,500
1200 112,000
102,750
106,000 113,500
117,000 140,000
72,500 17.0 38.2
85,000 15.0 51.2
97,500 37,500 12.0 29.2
92,000 50,000 13.0 32.8
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of(A_rea_)(ib/sq ,_,n.) (hr) (%in 1 in.)
95,000 0.50 9.0 31.9
90,000 1.56 8.0 25.G
66,000 73.0 7.0 9.7
S0,000 345.0 6.0 6.2
56,000 456.0 5.0 8.6
50,000 1552.0 4.0 7.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 298
After 1552 hours at 1200 ° F - 516
167
Alloy 6MM continued
STRESS-RUPTURE FR.0PERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
TJ_e for Stress
r1@ture (lb/sq in.)
1 91,000
i0 84,000
i00 64_000
i000 52_500
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE _!_JFACTURER
FORGEABIL!TY
_%CHINABILIT.Y
Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
Somewhat more difficult than 17W.
168
NACA
ALLOY
½tNUFACTL_ER
C0_,f_0SITION
TREA_ME_
_RD_SS
H550
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o;5_ c, o.6c__., si, 1.5¢ _, 15.o¢ Cr, 1G.O¢_i,l o.O_co, o._,_ Mo
Mslted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot w_s forf!_od to a l_..imch round bar and then rolled
to a 3/4-inc}_ roun_ bar. Initial forging temperature-
2o00 to 2]_00° F, final rolling t_mpera_t_e - 1350 to
i&25 ° F. No _ubsequent heat treatment.
285 .295 Brinell
Temper-
atm'e
8,0
1200
Tensile
strcngth
(_. in. )
150,000
151,500
137,250
_._::_ILE PROP_T IES
Yield _t.ress Proportional Reduction
(!b/sq in. ] ].±.nit Elo_ation of %rea
o.o_i,_ o.2_ (lb/sq in.) (% i_ 2 i_. ) (_)
85,000 105,250 62,500 21.0 59.1
105,000 123_000 85,000 25.0 56.0
90,000 I12,000 _7,500 18.0 A4.5
75,000
71_250
5,000 20.0 o2. J
55,000 ]8.0 54.4
STRESS-RUFrK_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(lb/sq in.)
Time for Reduction
rupture _longation of area
(_r) (_ in 1 i_.) (¢)
85,_00 0.01 22.0 41.5
70,000 0.67 22.0 41.5
60,000 5.05 29.0 56.0
48,000 75.5 26.0 26.7
40,000 202. 12.o 17.2
30,000 822. 50.0 34.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 328
After 822 hours at 1200 ° F - 238
&69
Alloy H350 continued
STRESS-RUPTUPE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in,)(hr)
1 68,000
t0 56,000
100 &6_O00
1000 28,700
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE YANUFAC_JRER
FORCEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
170
NACA
ALLOY 1073 - Annealed* (Union Carbide and Carbon Research
Laboratories, Inc., Alloy HZSO)
MAICJFACTURER Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
COMPOSITION 0.57_ C, 1.48% _, 15.21% Cr, 16.0% Ni, 15.954 Co,2.94  Mo, 0.017% 0.021%s, o.052%%.
TREATMENT Me]ted in an electric arc furnace and cast into a
9-inch ingot, forged at 2175 ° F. Required about
lO rehearings to brilkg ingot down to 3/4 inch
square. Heated i houm at 2200 ° F and air cooled.
HARDI_ES S 207-199 Br inell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
ature strer4_th (lb/sq in. ). limit Elongation of area
(OF) (ib/sq in.) 0.02_ 0.2% (lb/sq in.) /% in 2 in.) (%)
80 104,000 $4,000 50,000 20,000 42.5 47.5
115,750 40,500 _I,000 25,000 40.5 41.9
1200 82,500 52,500 25,000 19.5 21.6
76,000 52,500 25,000 15.5 16.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
67,000 1.17 i0.0 7.8
80,000 2.10 4.0 12.1
52,000 72.0 6.0 12.1
45,000 149.0 5.0 5.i
58,000 551.0 4.0 6.1
Vickers Hardness: As received - 211
After 551 hours at 1200 ° F -261
171
Alloy 1073 - Annealed continued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (ib/sq in.)
I 68,000
l0 58,000
i00 49_000
iC00 SO,O00
C0MME!TfSSUPPLIEDBY TKEMANUFACTURER
FORGEABIL!TY Forged and rolled without difficulty.
_CHINABILITY Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys 1073 - Annealed and 1073 - "Cold" Workedare from the same
heat and differ only in the processing following hot work.
172
NACA
AI_0Y 1073 - "Cold" Worked* (Union Carbide and Carbon
Research Laboratories, Inc. Alloy H350)
MANUFACTURER Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
C0_{POSITION 0.32_ C, 1.45.% Mn, 15.21% Cr, 16.0% Ni, 15.93% Co,
2.94% 1,_o .017% P, _" _ _
.021, o, "'_, S"
TREATMENT Melted in an electric arc furnace and cast into
a 9-inch in_ot, forged at 2175 ° F. Required about
l0 reheatlngs to bring ingot do_Jn to 3/d-inch
• --O O
square ba_. Forged at i_<o -1400 F for the
last 5-i0_ reduction. Dra_mback 6 hours at
1200 ° F.
HARDNESS 251-300 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(_)
Tensile
stre1_Gth
(l_/_q_. )
TENSILE I_ROPERTIES
Yield, stross Proportional
(lb/_q_n.) limit
(_, q in.).... ,'-
80 1.23,090 75,500 98,CO0 ,_',="500
146,250 87,500 115,500 S2,500
1200 81,250
74,250
69,500 42,500
Elongat ion
____ (_ _ 2 _.)
15.0
17.0
25.5
21.0
Reduction
of area
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in. ) (hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
66j000 1.00 28.0 51.8
60,000 1.87 22.0 44.7
45,000 $9.0 22.0 34.0
40,000 281.0 6.0 14.3
3_,000 554.0 20.0 38.0
Vlckers Hardness: As received - 259
After 554 hours at 1200 ° F - 254
Alloy I_73 - "Cold" Worked continued
175
STRESS-RD-F_UREP OPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
I 66,000
i0 55,500
i00 _3,000
i000 55,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE M&NUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACH_q_'ABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys 1075 - Annealed and 1073 - "Cold" Worked are from the same
heat and differ only in the processing following hot work.
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NACA
ALLOY
MPdVUFACTURER
COMPOSY£ 10N
TREATMENT
K_RDNESS
H351
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.35%C,0.60_Si,1.5%Mn,15.0%Cr,16.0%Ni,
25.0_Co,3.0_Mo
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l{-inch round bar and then
rolled to a 3/4-inch round bar. Initial forging tem-
perature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final rolling temperature -
1550 to I125 ° F. No subsequen5 heat treatment.
250 Brinell
Temper-
at ure
8O
1200
TENSILE PROP.E_RTIES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
strength (ib/_q in. ) ]_mit Elongation of area
(!b/sq in.) 0.02_ 0.2% (Ib/sq in.) (% in 2 in.) (%)
124,750 62,500 83,700 47,000 32.0 41.9
132_000 74,500 95,000 50,000 29.5 39.1
129,500 75,200 91,500 50,000 54.0 45.2
90;750 65,000 45,000 25.5 31.8
90,850 59,500 37,500 27.5 32.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of(_rea_)(!b/sq in.) (hr) (_ in 1 in. )
82,000 0.63 23.0 36.0
78,000 1.70 16.0 25.5
55,000 19.8 28.0 36.0
40,000 167.5 18.0 25.1
303000 1854. 6.0 12.1
Vickers Hardness: As received - 273
After 1854 hours at 1200 ° F - 261
175
Alloy H351 continued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (Ib/sq in.)
I 79,000
I0 61,000
i00 44,500
i000 52,500
CONE4ENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
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NACA
ALLOY
NL_4_FACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATR_h_f
HARDI'YESS
H357
Union Carbide and CarbonResearch Laboratories, Inc.
0.35_C,0.60%Si,1.5%Mn,15.0%Cr,16.0%Ni,
25.0%0o,5 o%Mo
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l!-inch round bar and then
rolled to a 3/4-inch round bar. Initial forging
temperature - 2000 to 2100 o F, final rolling tem-
perature - 1350 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
258 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
Tensile
strength
(lbl_ in. )
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress Proportional
(_t/sq _n.) limit
0.02_ 0.2% (ib/sq in. )
80 133,250 68,500 92,500 45,000
132,000 68,500 88,250 45,000
1200 102,000
99,000
64,500 37,500
62,000 35,000
Elongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
25.5
29.0
21.0
25.0
Reduct ion
of area
@)
19.9
35.4
17.7
26.8
STRESS-RK_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(ib/sq in. )
Time for Reduction
ruptua'e Elongation of area
(hr) (% in I in.) (%)
90,000 0.65 15.0 15.5
80,000 2.33 12.5 13.7
54,000 41.5 8.0 12.2
42,000 97.0 7.0 15.6
40,000 238. 12.0 12.2
30,000 1801. 12.0 19.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 304
After 1801 hours at 1200 ° F - 264
177
Alloy H357 continued
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200o F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
1 88,000
I0 82,500
i00 45,000
i000 32j400
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged a_ rolled without difficulty
MACHINABILITY Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
f
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NACA
ALL 0Y H4 79
_%NUFACTURER Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
C0_OS]72ION 0.35% C_ 15.0% Cr, 20.0% Ni, 20.0% Co, 5.0% Me
TREAT_I_f Melted in an induction furnace; 50 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a 5/4-1noh romad bar. Initial
forging temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final forging
temperat'_'o - 1_50 to 1425 ° F. No st_sequent heat
treatment.
HARDNESS 265 Brinell
Temper-
at ur e
8O
1200
Tensile
strength
(Ib/sq in,)
T_2_SILE PROPERT IES
Yield stress Proportional
(ib_sq in._ i_mit
0.02% _.n_,_ (!b/sq ino)
125,000 75,000 95,750 30,000
125,750 74_900 9_,700 50,000
90_750
90,000
68_500 52,500
68,000 52,500
Elongation
(% in 2 in.)
21.0
25.0
19.0
24.0
Reduction
of area
.....
34.1
56.0
21.i
29.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for
Stress rupture
(lb/sq in. ) (_)
Reduct ion
Elongation •of area
(_ in i" in. ) (%)
80,000 1.67 I0.0 25.6
70,000 7.58 7.0 8.5
50,000 45.0 5.0 4.2
57,000 422. 5.0 7,5
55,000 568. 8.0 10.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 285
After 568 houms at 1200 ° F - 278
179
Alloy H479 continued
STRESS-RUFfUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
T_mefor Stress
rupture (lb/sq _n.)(hr)
1 86,000
i0 62,000
i00 45,000
i000 32,300
COMMENTSSUPPLIEDBY THEMANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged without difficulty
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
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NACA
ALLOY
NL_NUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATmeNT
HARDNESS
H496
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.3._5c, 15.0%Cr, 25.0%Ni, 10.0_ Co, 4.05 Mo,
2.0%C_, n.08%_.
Melted in an induction furnace; 50 to 35 poLmd heat.
Ingot was forged to a 5/4--inch round bar. Initial
forging temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final forging
temperature - 1350 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
235-224
Temper-
at_rc,
(OF)
8O
1200
Tensile
strength
Llb/_q in. )
-T T 'I"T_NS±LE PROPERTIES
Yield stress
(Ib/dsq ini_
O. 02 ,"_ O. _/_
Proportional
i imit
(lb/sq i_. )
Elongat ion
(_join 2 in. )
Reduct ion
of a_rea
(,%)
116,000 59_490 78,500 47_500 31.0 52.4
115,500 58,200 73,000 47j500 54.0 5&.4
83,000
78;500
54,000 55_000 21.0 24.9
55,()00 55,000 22.0 55.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
(lb/sq in. )
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongation of area
(hr) (% in i in.) (%)
72,000 1.28 18.0 28.8
6_000 1.89 18.0 55.4
47 C0n 9e.0 12.0 18.3
58,000 425. 6.0 8.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 273
After 425 hours at 1200 ° F - 266
181
Alloy H496 continued
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200o F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
i 743500
i0 58,000
i00 44_000
I000 54,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FOEGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged without difficulty
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
182
NACA
ALLOY
MA_NUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
H414
Union Carbide and CarbonResearch Laboratories, Inc.
0.35_c, !5.0_Cr,25.0__i,1_.0_Co,S.O_Mo
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-inch round bar and then rolled
to a 3/A-inch round bar. Initial forging temperature -
2000 to 2100 ° F, final rolling t6mperature - 13S0 to
1425 ° F. No subsequent heat treatment.
290 Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
12_0
TENSILE PROPERT IES
Tensile
strength
(IX l_jq in. )
Yield stress Proportional Reduction
(lb/sq in.] limit Elongation of area
0.o23 o.2,,_(_b/_gin.) (i_in 2 in.) (%)
150_250
130,250
77_000 98_500
82,000 102,500
52_500 16.0 24.8
57,500 7.0 10.7
94,750
91j250
72,000 30,000 ii.0 14.1
72,500 25,000 19.0 28.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongation of area
(hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
92,000 0.85 I0.0 14.4
85,000 2.35 13.0 28.8
59,000 71.5 6.0 5.4
45,000 239. 8.0 10.2
40,000 328. 6.0 6.6
Vickers Hardness: As received - 286
After 528 hours at 1200 ° F - 270
Alloy H414 continued
183
STRESS-RE_TUREPROPERTIESAT i_00° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
(hr)
1 90,000
10 75,500
100 54_000
1000 3_500
C01_4ENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACH1-Nf_BILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
i %
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NACA
ALLOY
_LI_U_TACTt_ER
C0_r_0SITION
TREATMENT
HARD_SS
H353
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.35_ C, 0.60% Si, 1.5% _, 15.O% Cr, 25._ Ni,
16. co, Mo,s.o w
Hg!ted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-inch round bar and then
rolled to a 3/4-1rich round her. Initial forging tem-
perattu_e - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final rolling temperature -
1350 to i_25 ° F. No subsequent heat treatment.
o_ Brinell
-p
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensile
atrength
(!b/sq in.)
Yield stress
(lo/sq in,]
0.0_,:o ,..,._1_
Proport lonal Reduct :ion
limit Elongation of area
(l____b/sqin.) (_o in 2 Ino) (%)
126,750 69_000 89_500
129,375 75,000 95,000
50,000 27.0 Z7.3
57_500 28.0 37.6
92,750 703000
90,750 65,000
37,500 12.5 ii.5
37,500 12.0 13.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (9 in 1 in.) (%)
82_000 0.12 18.0 21.2
70;000 0.55 18.0 21.0
80,000 2.7Z 22.0 28.7
42,000 69.0 20.0 26.7
55,000 155. 22.0 22.2
52,000 A62. 13.0 9.0
Vlckers Hardness: As received - 301
After 462 hours at 1200 ° F - 255
Alloy H555 oontinaed
185
ST_.ESS-RLTTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 o F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Tim_ for Stress
rul_ture (ib/sq in. )
<h<!_
1 66,000
I0 53,000
100 59_000
lOO0 28,700
C0_AfENTS SUPPL1-ED BY THE M_:JF.ACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged and rolled without difficulty
MACHINABILITY Metal tuamed and threaded without difficulty
18G
NACA
A_T_Z,0Y
½_RIFACTURER
COF_0S IT I0N
TREAT},_}_
Z%RD._UESS
HAl2
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o.35%c, !5.o# Or, 25.04 Ni, Z_.O:_Co, _.0%Mo,
3.0_ W, 1.5¢ Cb
Melted in an induction furnace; 50 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-inch round bar and then
rolled to a Z/4-1nch round bar. Initial forging
temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final rolling tem-
perature - 1550 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
269-281 Brinell
Temper-
at ur e
(9)
Tensile
strength
(15/'_q in. )
80 129;575
152,500
1200 92,500
91,625
TENSliE PROPERT IES
)field stress
(ib/sq in. ).
O. 0 _:::' O. 2%
Proportional
Iimit
(_L._./sg.in. )
77,000 i0].:000
85,500 1083S00
47,500
62,500
Elongat ion
(_ in 2 in )
20.0
16.5
Reduction
of _rea
(?)
72,500 40,000 21.0 31.6
74,000 57,500 19.O 28.6
STRESS-RUBTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(Ib/sq in.) .(hr) (% in 1 in..) (%)
80,000 1.55 21.0 5].9
74,000 2.15 i0.0 12.1
50,000 42.0 7.0 10.8
42,000 258. 9'0 12.1
57,000 401. 8.0 Ii.0
Vickers Hardness: As received - 506
After 401 hours at 1200 ° F - 259
-I
187
Alloy H&I2 continued
S_,ESS-RUPTURE _0PERTIES AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
ruptt_e (lb/sq in.)
(hr)__
1 85,000
iO 60,000
iO0 44,000
lOOO 52,400
C0_gNTS S_/_°PLIEDBY THE _'ANUFACTURER
Forged and rolled without difficulty
Mgtal turned and threaded without difficulty
188
N_CA
ALLOY
MAhUTFACTURER
C@{POS]Z210N
TREAT_N]7
HARDNESS
H497
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0._5_c, _5._ c_-,25.0_Ni, 20.0_co, 4.0%Mo,
2.o_ cb, ¢.os_ l_.
M_ited in an i_uction furnace; 50 to 55 potmd heat.
Ingot was forged to a 3/4-inch rotmd bar. Initial
forging temperattu-e - 2000 tc 2100 ° F, final forging
temperature - ISS0 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
245 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(%)
Tensile
strength
(_bl_qi_. )
TENSILE PROP_TIES
Yield stress
(rb/_q in. )_
0.02_'_ O. 2?o
C0 125,250 81,500 81,600
125,000 59_400 78,000
1200 77,500
88,250
Proportional Reduct ion
!imlt Elongation of area
ikb.Zsq in.)_.. (% in 1 in. ) ____(_)
47,500 24.0 34.0
45,000 26,0 43.7
65,000
65,000
57,500 24.0 41.5
55,000 24.0 57.8
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in. ) (hr) (_ in ]. in. ) . (%)
75,000 I..43 ii.0 15.6
70_000 2.85 17.0 25.8
48,000 56.0 iZ.O 24.5
42,n00 159.5 8.0 8.6
55,000 595. i0.0 15.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 265
After 595 hours at 1200 ° F - 285
189
Alloy HA97 continued
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
i 80,000
i0 59,000
I00 45,000
i000 31,000
COMMENTS SVPPLIED BY THE _[_NUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged without difficulty
MACHINABILITY Metal turned and t_eaded without difficulty
190
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTUf_R
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
H554
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0 35_c, 0.60_si, 1.5__, 15.0:%Or, 25.0_Ni,
2._.0_Co, 2.0%I,_o,5.o_W
Mglted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-inch round bar and then
rolled to a 3/A-inch round bar. Initial forging
temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final rolling tem-
perature - 1350 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
270 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F..)
Tensile
strength
(ib/sq in. )
80 157_250
157,250
1200 97,500
105,000
TENSILE PROI'ERT 17_S
Yield stress
(lb_scL in. ).
Proportional
I imit
Djsq in./
75,000 i00,000
82,500 105,000
45,000
57,500
703700 40,000
70,000 55,000
Elongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
25.0
20.0
22.0
16.0
Reduction
of area
(¢)
50.8
17.8
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(Ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in. ) (%)
95,000 0.18 14.0 25.3
90,000 0.27 12.0 15.5
75,000 1.88 12.0 15.5
50,000 55,5 16.0 15.7
42,000 114.5 15.0 15.7
40,000 115. 18.0 14.5
50,000 1258. i0.0 10.8
Vlckers Hardness: As received - 525
After 1258 hours at 1200 ° F - 256
Alloy H554 continued
191
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
r1_tt_e (ib/sq in.)
(hr)
i 80,000
i0 64,000
i00 443000
i000 31,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MA/VUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty
Metal turned and thn_eaded without difficulty
192
NACA
ALLOY
_L_NLTACTURER
COMPOSITION
TILEAT}_r
K_RDNESS
HAl6
Union Carbide and CarbonResearch Laboratories, Inc.
o.35_!c, o.50_
is.of co, _.0iI
si, 1.,_ _, 15.0_,0,,, 5_.of_i,
Mo
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-znch rom_ bar and then rolled
to a Z/A-inch round bar. Initial forging temperature -
2000 to 2].00° F, final rolling temperature - 1350 to
1425 ° F. No subsequent heat treatment.
269 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(_)
8O
1200
"_T_S!LE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress
/ m
s%rer_th (Ib/s= in. ).
_(l_A.o..t2_).o.o2_ "-o_'l._.f.l_,
Proportional Reduct ion
!Jmit Elongation of area
_(__b/sqin. ) (% in 2 in.) (_)
124,500 6D,500 81:000
12G_500 79,000 98:000
42,500 23.0 31.5
62,500 13.0 18.8
90_000 68,500
98,500 79,500
47,500 12.0 12.5
50,000 17.0 24.8
STRESS-RL_TURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
TLme for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongaticn of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr)___ (% in 2 in.) (%)
85,000 0.85 19.0 56.0
78,000 1.93 15.0 19.6
55,000 50.0 ii.0 11.5
48;000 40.0 i0.0 14.5
45,000 76.5 19.0 20.1
40,000 559. 9.0 12.1
Vickers Hardness: As received - 299
After 359 hours at 1200 ° F - 265
Alloy H416 continued
195
STRESS-RUFfLKtE PROPERTIES AT 1200o F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in.)
(hr)
1 82,000
i0 62,000
I00 46,500
i000 55,000
C0N_ENTS SUPPLIED BY TI_ hL&NUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged and rolled without difficulty
MACHINABIL__TY Metal turned and t_eaded _ithout difficulty
194
NACA
AILOY
_v_NUFACTURER
COM2P0SITION
TIRF_%TF_IqT
HARDNESS
H617
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories_ Inc.
o.5_ c, o.5o_ si, 1,_ _,_, l_.Of_Or, 35.0_ _i,
16.0_ Co, 3.0_ Mo,2.0_ W
Melted in an irJuction furnace; 50 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-inch round bar and then
rolled to a 5/4-inch round bar. Initial forgir_
temperatu_e - 2000 to 2100 ° F; final roiling tem-
perature - iZ50 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
256 Brine!l
Te_oer-
ature
Tensile
strength
(Ib/'sq in. )
TEZSi!_ PEOPERTI-ES
Yield stress
(ib/sq inj
O.O,.io O. c,_
Proportional Reduct ion
limit Elongation of area
(Iblsg in.) (% in 2 in.) (%)
80 127 _575 77. _nO0 o_.__<'_,_<, 50;000
127 _O0_n 72_=<00 99,C00 50_000
1200 94_125
98_125
71j500 55;000
75_900 303000
21.0 52.1
tl.0 36.8
18.0 16.5
15.0 15.6
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation cf area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (f$ in 1 in.) (¢)
85;000 1.18 18.0 27.2
78,000 5.01 12.0 12.6
48,000 75.0 14.0 16.7
40,000 212. 14.0 11.5
Vickers IIardness: As received - 509
After 212 hours at 1200 ° F - 265
195
Alloy H417 continued
STRESS-RUPTURE PR0_WERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq In. )
_hrj
1 86,000
i0 67,500
lO0 45,500
10004 50,500
COMMENTS SUPPLIR_) BY THE MANUFACTL_ER
FORG_BILITY Forged and rolled without difficulty
MACHINABILITY Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
196
NACA
ALLOY HA19
MANUFACTDII,ER Union Carbide and CarbonResearch Laboratories_ Inc.
C0_06]_2I0N oS°'co MoS"
TR_T_Yf M:_Ited in an induction furnace; 50 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a zg_nch round bar and then
/4 •
rolled to a 5,_-Inch round bar. Initial forging
temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final rolling tem-
perature - ].350 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
HARDNESS 272-270 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(_)
Tensile
strength
(l_Z_ q in. )
T_kNSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress
(lb2_ain.1_
O. 0_/_ 0.2 ,,o
Proportional
Iimit
(].b/sq in.)
80 159;500 78,750 102_000 55,000
137,875 76;000 98;000 50,000
1200 96,750
i00_750
Elongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
19.0
20.0
Reducticn
of area
(¢)
52.7
51.7
71,500 42,500 24.0 27.7
76,200 47,500 20.0 25.7
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
93_000 1.27 17.0 21.7
85,000 3.23 6.0 12.1
60,_00 52.0 13.0 1.5.6
50,000 81.0 18.0 19.4
46,000 171. ii.0 12.1
40,0_0 404. 5.0 7.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 307
After 404 hotbrS at 1200 ° F - 285
197
Alloy H419 continued
STRESS-RLrPTURE PROPRRTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
1 95,000
i0 76,000
i00 50,000
iCO0 55,700
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACZlNABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
198
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREAT_ENT
HARDNESS
E418
Union Carbide and CarbonResearch Laboratories, Inc.
o.32.%c,o.5_si,l.__, 15.o%Cr,35._Ni,
25._Co,3._.o,2._W
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_-inch round bar and then
rolled to a 3/4-inch round bar. Initial forging
temperature - 2000 to 21qO o F, final rolling tem-
perature - 1350 to 1425 o F. No .subsequent heat
treatment.
275-272 Brinell
TETTSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strength (ib/sq in. ). limit Elongation
(°F) _q in.) 0.0_ 0.2% (__ib/sq in.) (% in 2 in.)
8O 141,250 85,000 108,500 62,500 21.0
135,500 78,500 101_250 50,000 15.5
Reduction
of area
(%)
12nO
56.1
51.2
99,375 77,800 37_500 IS.5 13.1
102,575 77,500 &2,500 17.0 21.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 O F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(Ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
95,000 1.67 12.0 12.8
85,000 2.99 18.0 22.7
55,000 82.0 14.0 15.5
45,000 625. 6.0 7.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 315
After 623 hours at 12q0 ° F - 277
' 199
Alloy H418continued
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESAT1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for Stress
rupture (lb/sq in. )
(hr)
1 99,000
i0 74,000
i00 56,000
i000 43,000,
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MAIgJFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged and rolled without difficulty
MACHINABILITY Metal turned and threaded without,difficulty
II I •
2O0 : _ '_
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
H729
Union CarbideJandCarbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o.2_%c, 16.o%Or, _4:0%_i, 3.o%Mo,G.o%w,
,in% N 8 .
M31ted in an induction furnace; 30 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a 3/4-inch rotmd bar. Initial
forging temperature of about 2100 ° F, final forging
temperature about 140q ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
HARDKTESS 252 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(oF)
Tensile
strength
TENSILE PROPF2TIES
Yield stress Proportional
(ib/sq in. ). limit
o,o2_ 0.2% (ib/sqIn.)
Elongat ion
(%in 2 in.
Reduct ion
of area
8O 129,750 73,000 94,500 45,000 24.0 40.9
126,250 65,000 88,200 42,500 20.0 35.7
1200 86,000 65,750 42,500 18.0 31.9
84,500 65,000 42,500 20.0 56.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(!b/sq in. ) (hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
74,000 0.55 18.0 26.2
67,000 1.62 i0.0 12.8
48,000 45.5 ll.n 12.8
43,000 128.5 16.0 58.0
36,000 599.0 14.0 13.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 275
After 599 hours at 1200 ° F - 241
201
Alloy 4729 continued
STrESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) !ib/_ _..)
]. 70,000
i0 58,000
i00 44,000
i000 54,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE _i_NUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged with difficulty.
MACHINABILITY Metal turned without difficulty but was
threaded with difficulty.
202
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATM]_T
HARDNESS
H480
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.35% C, 20.0% Cr, 20.0_ Ni, 20.0_ Co, 5.0_ Mo
Melted in an induction furnace; 50 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a 3/4-inch round bar. Initial
forging temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final forging
temperature -1550 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
266-277 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yieldstress Proportional
ature strength (Ib_sq in.) limit
(OF) (lb/sq in,) 0,02% 0.2% (Ib/sq in.)
8O 135,000 7!, 50,0 102,500 55,000
154,000 67,000 98,000 40, O00
93,125 72,500 42,500
91,000 68,000 55,000
1200
E!ongat ion
(% in 2 in.)
iS .0
20.0
13.0
21.0
Reduction
of area
52.1
52.7
50.8
28.3
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongat ion of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (%)
85,000 0.58 12.0 ].7.8
74,000 1.30 22.0 35.0
50;000 32.0 23.0 21.2
42,000 142. 18.0 29.5
37,000 363. 20.0 51.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 507
After 565 hours at 1200 ° F -291
203
Alloy H480 continued
STrauSS-RUPTURE PROPERTI_ AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time "for
rupture Stress
(hr) (!b/sq in. )
1 79,000
i0 58,000
I00 44,000
iO00 32,400
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY Forged without difficulty
_{&CHI_BILIT? Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
2O4
NACA
ALLOY
MA}_FACTURER
COMPOSITION
TRF2_TMENT
HARDNESS
H355
Union Carbide and Oarbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.5.5% C, 0,60% Si, 1.5% Mn, 20.0% Cr, 25.0% Ni, 25.0% Co,
3.(_ Mo
Melted in an induction _urnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot was forged to a l_--inch round bar and then rolled
to a 3/4-inch round bar. Initial forging temperature --
2000 to 21C0 ° F, final rolling temperature - 1350 to
1425°F, No subsequent heat treatment.
279 Brinel].
T_-_SILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile YXeld stress
ature strength (ib/sq in. )
(OF) (ib/eq in.) 0.02_ 0.2{0
8O 138,500
138,000
Proport ional Reduction
Iimi t Elongat ion of (_e a(lb/sq in.) (% in 2 in.)
1200
82,000 105,000 57,500 20.0 33.4
79_000 101,750 57,500 23.0 36.3
92,750 70,300 40,000 20.0 22.3
92,875 68,000 55,000 19.0 27.1
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (_)
90,000 1.15 22.0 27.7
82,000 2.76 20.0 25.0
50,000 96.0 -- 8.1
40,000 455. 6.0 7.2
Vickers Hardness: As received -338
After 455 hours at 1200 ° F - 300
2O5
Alloy H355 continued
STR_:9-P.LrPTURE PROP_/RTIFS AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of %est data)
Ti_e for
rtw'.ure Sires s
1 91_000
i0 70_000
!CO 50_000
lOGO 55j000
CO_{_,T?_SSL_PLI_D BY TiE M/:iZoTAC7J__
FORGFA_ILI_"f
MAt_IINABIL!TY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turr.ed and threa&ed without difficulty.
2O6
NACA
ALLOY
_r_ACT[_E_
CO_OSITION
TREATmenT
HARDNESS
H413
Onion Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.3 c, 0.50 si, 1.5¢ 20.0 Or,25.0 Ni, 25.0%Co,
3.O9Mo, 1.5i_ cb
Melted in an induction furnace; 50 to 55 pound heat.
1
Ingot _as forged to a l_--inch round bar and then rolled
to a 3/4-inch round bar. Initial forging tez_erature -
2000 to 2100 ° Fj final rolling temperature - 1350 to
1425 ° F. No subsequent h_t treatment.
517 Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
T_[SILE _ ._T_PR0_Eo ....S
Tensile Yield st.e_s
strength (ib.isq in. ).(lb/s_ in.) 0.0_ 0.2
nz'cnort ional Reduc t ion
limit _longat ion of 9rea(ro/sq In.) (_oin _ i:_.) (_)
141,625
138,500
80;000 109;500
77; 500 i01,000
62:500 30.0 20.7
_ 18.0 27.852, o00
91,125 72.,500 42,500 19.0 29.3
94,250 76,500 40:000 21.0 29.5
STRESS-R[?TJRE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress Time for Reduction
(lb/sq in.) rupture E_ongation of _rga
(hr) (?in ! in.) (_)
90,000 0.98 2_.0 20.6
85,000 2.40 18.0 20.7
60_000 56.0 i0.0 15.6
48,000 95.0 17.0 15.2
40,000 435 8.0 8.5
Vlckers Hardness: As received -- 317
After 435 hours at 1200 ° F - 286
2O7
Alloy H_13 continued
STE.__8-_UPTL_EP_0PERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estilr._ted _"• _omplot of test data)
Time for
ruptur_ Stress
(b._') (_.b,'_,3. in, )
1 90_ 000
i0 72,000
I00 50,000
i000 55; 000
COhfi_TS _JPrLIED BY _E _KIFACTURER
F OROEABILITY
MA_HINAB ILiTY
ForGed and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turngd and threa_ed ,;;ithout difficulty
2O8
NACA
ALLOY
M_d-FAC TUP,,.'ZR
C0i_0SiTION
HA_RDN_$S
H359
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o.3 ¢ c, o.6o%si,1.5% 20.0¢Or, 25.0%Ni, 25.0%0o,
2.0_Mo, 5.0%W
Melb_d in au induction fu:-'r_ce; 30 to 35 pound heat.
1
Ir_ot was forged to a l_-imch round bar and then rolled
to a 3/4-im_h round bar. Initial forging temperature -
2000 to 2!00 ° F, f__nal rolling temperature- 1550 to
1425 ° F. No subsequent heat treatment.
244 Brinell
T emper-
attlre
(_)
8O
1200
"" "D_ ;, "TE_:iSILE _Re. -_.TIF-S
Tensile Yield stress
strength (Ib/sq in. )_(:tb/sq in.) 0.027_ 0.2_'o
Prc oo_ ,___onal R educ t ion
limit Elongation of area
(!b/sq in.) (% in 2 in.) (_)
134,000 47_ 500 71,500 30,000 25.0 22.0
158,250 68,500 90,000 45_ 000 20.5 ].8.8
136,500 55,500 8o,500 32,500 27.0 5!.8
94,000 61,250 37,500 16.0 15.2
94j000 62,030 :55,000 15.0 13.0
STRESS_{[fDTUPE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduct ion
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/'sq in.) (hr) _ in 1 in.) (%)
88,000 1.0 16.0 15.5
84,000 1.6 20.0 35.0
55,000 57.0 13.0 14.4
40,000 290. ii.0 13.5
50,000 1801. 5.0 18.6
Vickers Hardness: As received - 297
After 1801 hours at 1200 ° F -- 289
Alloy H359 continued
209
STR_S-RUPTLT/EPROPERTIESAT 1200° F
(_stimated from plot of test data)
Tim<_f or
r_-ptt_re S%:cess
]. 88,000
i0 67_000
i00 AT;O00
i000 32,800
FORC_%BILITY
MACHINABILiTY
CO_¢_TSSUP_PI,IEDBY _3E ._t_:_C0_'AC_O-RZR
Forged a_ui rolled withc_._tdifficulty
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty
210
NACA
ALLOY H439
M_qVLq,_ACTURER Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
COMPOS IT I0N o.3_ c, o.so5si 1.55M_, 2oo5 Cr, 3o.o5_I
/,d ' " '
30.u?_ Co, 5.C_ Me
TREATFZNT Melted in an induction fuaonace; 30 to 35 po_md heat.
Ingot was forged to a 5/4-1nch round bar. Initial
forging temperature - 2000 to 2100 ° F, final forging
temoerature - 1850 to 1425 ° F. No subsequent heat
treatment.
HARDNESS 345-331 Brln_ll
Temper-
ature
(o;)
8O
1290
Tensile
strength
(ib/_qin. )
Yicld stress ProDortional
(ib_q in. I limit
o.nZlo o _;5 (It,,'_qin.)
155,000 91,000 115,500 50,000
169,5'90 103,750 14S;000 50,000
149,'750 78,000 100,000 50,000
E1 ongat ion
(% in 2 in. )
25,0
15.0
30.0
Reduction
of area
29.._
27.8
37.7
102,575 77,600 37,500 i0.0 12.1
111,375 87,000 20,000 12.0 12.3
STRESS-.RUPTU!RE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rufture Elongation of area
(_!i_oysqin.) (hr) (% in i in.) (5)
98,000 1.08 12.0 12;S
90,000 3.22 12.0 12.1
65,000 51.0 6.0 7.2
50,000 205. 9.0 i0,3
44,000 453. 6.0 6.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 355/396
After _53 hours at 1200 ° F - 326
Alloy H459 continued
211
F 0RGEABIL!TY
MACHINABILITY
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(Ib/ qin.)
i 99j000
i0 81_000
i00 56_000
i000 58j000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE Mt:NUFACTURER
Forged without difficulty ._,
Metal turned andthreaded without difficulty
212
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
H630"
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories_ Inc.
0.205 C, 15.05 Cr, 25.0% Ni, 4.0% Mo, 2.0% Cb, 0.10% N 2.
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 p0und heat.
Ingot forged, Heated at 1850 ° F, air cooled. Reduced
-_ _ O31_98/o by roll_n_ at 1200 F to 3/4-inch square bar.
Reheated for 3/4 hour at 1000 ° C (1832 ° F) and air
cooled.
170 Brinell
T_'_SILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
ature strength (ib/sq in.)_ _ limit Elongation of area
(OF) (lb/sqlin.) 0.02% 0.2/_ (ib/_q in.) (_ in 2 in.) (%)
80 96,500 33_000 45,500 203000 39.0 55.7
95,570 50,500 43,300 17,500 59.0 55.7
1200 87,000 503000 17,500 56.5 55.8
STRESS-Rb_PTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for
Stress rupture E_ong_tlon
(Ib/sq in.) (hr) (_ in 1 in.)
Reduction
of (_ea
59,000 0.42 36.0 59.3
52,000 4.98 14.0 42.8
40,000 61.0 13.0 22.3
37,000 154.5 15.0 13.8
34j 000 433.0 i0.0 26.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 184
After 433 hours at 1200 ° F-- 263
213
Alloy H650 continued
S_SS-RUPI_E.wROPERTIEDAT 1200° F
(Eooimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(iuO " ' _(lo/sc_ in.)
1 59_000
i0 47_000
I00 _9,000
I000 513000
COM_NTS SUPPLIED BY THE _fi_/FACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaled without difficulty.
*Alloys H650 and H65i are from separate heats made to the same
composition and proceosed in the same way except for the final
annealing treatment for K630.
214
NACA
ALLOY
MA_VJFACTURER
COMPO21TION
TRFAT_'T
HARDNESS
HG31* .
i
[.
Union Carbide and Ce_bon Research LaboratorieG, Ino.
0.2o%c, 15.o%Cr, 25.0%_i, 4.0%Mo,2.0%Cb, .10%N2.
Melted In an induction furnace; SO to 35 pound heat.
ingot f0rged. Heabed at _850 ° F, air cooled. Reduced
33.419 by rolling at 1200 F to 3/4-inch square bar.
Stress relieved by heating tlu-ough at 1200 ° Fj air
cocled.
256 Brinell
TZ_SILE pROp_-_RTI_
Temper- Tensile Y__eld,stress Proportional Reduction
ature strength (ib_sq in.). llmit Elongation of area
(OF) (lb/sq in.) 0.02V_ 0.2 % (lb/._q in,) (% in 2 in.) (%)
80 123,250 87:500 i07; 800 55; 009 17.5 39.9
123,000 8'3,500 108,500 52; 500 16.5 34.6
1200 84_ 500 77;800 52,5C0 16.0 39.7
STRESS-RVPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of a_ea
(ib/sq in,) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (
76,000 O. 47 18.0 35.0
66_000 1.48 17.0 43.2
40,000 93.5 8.0 27.1
36,090 208.0 3.0 3.7
32,000 531.0 3.0 8.5
Vlckers Hardness: As received- 281
After 53! hours at 1200 ° F- 270
215
Alloy H651 continued
STRJ_$-RUPTUREPROPERTIF_AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time f or
Srupture __ess
1 69_500
i0 55)000
i00 40,000
i000 50,000
CO_'_]_llSSUPPLI_ BY 9._E._'i_TUFACTUR_
FORG_ILITY
MA_HINABILITY
• Forged without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys H630 and nooz....are from separate _._.... _de to the same
composition aud processed in the s_-naeway except for the final
annealing treatment for H630.
]]'I
216
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COb_POSITION
TRFATMSE_
HARDNESS ' !
H624"
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories; Inc.
0.352c,iso%cr,16.o%,;i,16.o%co,5.0%No.
Melted in _u in_c_ion furnace; 50 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot/forged. Heated at 1850 ° F; air cooled. Reduced
26.14/o by rolling at 1200 ° F to 5/4-inch square bar.
_ .]R_neate¢. for 5/4 hour at i000 ° C (1852 ° F) and air
cooled.
221 Brinell
T_<SILE PROPE2T IES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
ature strength (lb/sq in._
(°F) (Ib/sqi_.) o.o2_ o.2,_
80 120,250 58j000 77,800
120,250 56;000 77;000
1200 75,750
Propovtional
I iml t _longat ion
(I_.V_i_..)(_ i._2 in.)
35; 000 27.5
55; 000 27.5
R_duction
of e_ea
(i0)
52;000 22,500 29.0 47.7
STI_S--RUPIT_,E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rueture Elongation of _rea(lb/_q i_.) (1_r) (% in 1 i_.) (,%)
65;000 0.52 15.0 13.7
57_000 2.08 25.0 27.1
42;000 50.0 33.0 27.2
57,000 127.0 32.0 42.7
50;000 868.5 18.0 20.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 245
After 868.5 hours at 1200 ° F-- 255
217
Alloy H624 continued
S!/R.?_S-_Jq_rgREPROPERTI_AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of t_st data)
Time for
rupturo Stress
I 62,000
i0 48,000
i00 57,000
i000 29,000
COM_-_NTSSUPPLIEDBY THEN_FgFACTO_ER
FORCEABILITY
_'_CHINABILITY
Forged and rolled %-ithout difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded _Jithout difficulty.
*Alloys H624 and H625 are from separate heats made to the s&_m
composition and processed in the same way except for the final
annealing treatment for H624.
218
NACA
ALLOY H625"
MANUTACTU_.ER Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
C0_{BOSITION 0.35% C, 15.0% Cr, 16.0% Ni, 18.0'% Co, 5.0% Mo.
TREAT_NT Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 55 pound heat.
Ingot forgs_. Heated at ].850° F, air cooled. Re-
duced 3!.76/_ by roiling at 1200 ° F to 5/&-inch
square bar. Stress relieved by heating through at
1200 ° F air cooled.
HARDNESS 227 Brinell
Temper-
at ure
(_)
80
1200
Tensile
strength
(ib/_qi_.!
140,500
159,000
93,250
TE_iSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress Proportional
(/b](sq in+_ limito.<,_% o._ (z_!h/sqin. )
103,750 124,700
103,750 124,5(10
82,500
75,000
82,800 52,500
_longation
(_ in 2 in+)
15.5
Reduction
of _rea
27.6
35.1
34.7
STRESS-Rt/PTL_RE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/'eq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) (_)
83,000 0.37 14.0 37.9
75,000 1.42 14.0 24.1
58,000 19.5 18.0 28.8
49_000 57.0 7.0 1.2
43_000 374°0 5.0 8.6
Vickers Hardness: As received - 296
After 374 hours at 1200 ° F - 292.
219
Alloy E825 continued
STPESS-I_JPTL_E PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(F_timated from plot of test data)
Time for
ru.pt_u_e Stress
(hr) ( lb,,"s q in.)
1
I0
!00
I000
77,000
6].,000
49,0C0
39%000
C01_Z_TS SwJFPLIED BY THE _@Z,_ACTUR_
FORGE}_ILITY_
MACHINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*A!lo_@ H624 and H625 ere from separate hea_s made to the same
composition and processed in the same way except for the final
annealing treatment for H624.
220
NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREAT_[_'_
HARDNESS
H626"
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.35%c,15.o%Or,25.0%Ni,25.0%co,5.0/0Mo.
Melted in an inCucbion furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat,
Iogot forged. Heated at 1850 ° F, air cooled. Reduced
29.83% by rolling at 1200 ° F to S/4-inch square ,bar.
Reheated for 3/4 hour at 1000 ° C (18S2 ° F) and air
cooled.
212 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(OF)
8O
T_'31LE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb/sq in. )(Ib/sq i_.) O.O_f_ 0.2_
Proportional Reduct ion
limit Elongation of area
(!b/_ i_.) (_ in _ i_.) _)
i18_000 46_500 62,400
115,250 44,800 58, I00
25,000 52.0 40.7
30,000 24.5 23.8
1200 83,250 48_000 27,500 25.5 31.7
ST_S-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for
Stress rup ;Lure Elcngat ion
(lb/sq in.) (nr) (% in 1 in.)
74_000 0.27 20.0
62 _000 0 ° 98 18.0
40, COO 48.5 17.0
35, CO0 133.0 18.0
28,000 513.0 23.0
Reduction
c.-" E.._rea
17.8
18.3
20.2
24.4
21.7
Vickers Hardness: As received -- 234
After 513 hours at 1200 ° F - 235
221
Alloy H626 continued
STRESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from pl0t' of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (Ib/sq in. )
1 64,000
i0 52,000
i00 36,000
I000 25,000
FORGEABILITY
MAC INABILITY
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFAC_
Forged and rolled without difflculty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys H6Z6 and ....no_, _ ___ o_. ........ _ ........._ same
compositlon and processed In the same way ex0ept for the final
annealing treatment for H626.
222
NACA
ALLOY H62 7"
MANUFACTURER Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories,
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
Inc.
0.55%C,_5,0%Cr, 25.O%Ni, 25.0%Co, 5.0%Mo.
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot forged. Heated at 1850 ° F, air cooled. Re-
: duced 23.45_ by roiling at 1200 ° F to 3/4-inch square
bar. Stress relieved(by heating through at 1200 ° F,
air cooled. _......
500 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper-
ature
(_F)
Tensile
strength
(lb/sq in.
• i ,J
. :i ,, "80, IS_,OOO
152,000
1200 i07,000
Yield stress Proportional
(ib/sq in. ). " limit Elongation
0.02_ 0.2% (ib/sq in.)(% in 2 in.)
113,500 136,250-' ':: 87,50'0., .. 15.0
ll&_,200 137_500 90,000 14.0
89,500 50,000 i0.0
Reduction
of area
(%1
30.9
28.8
19.7
t " " h .
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
..... Time for Reduction
I: . _ strei3s:-.': rnpture .. Elongation of area
(Ib/sqin.) .(hr,.) ,_,,..,(_ in f.iin'.) :. (_) , ,;,
92,000
80,000
50,000
42,000
37,000
0.33 16.'0_ _:_!'8
1.60 12.0 17.8
83.0 6;0 9.2
267.0 . 4.0 9.7
359.0 4.0 2.9
Vtckers Hardness: As received - 30i
After 359 hours at 1200 ° F - 281
223
Alloy H627 continued
STRESS-R[_E FROPERTIFS AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
r_-_t_,,,_ Stress
• (:=j in.)
i 83_000
i0 70_000
i00 49_000
i000. 32.000
CO_v_!TS SUPPLIED BY _£E M}_Z/FAC_Rk-_
FORGEABIL!TY
MACHINAB ILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*nll_v_ _Q_ _ _97 _ f_nm _eDe._s.te heats melted to the same
composition and processed in the s921e way 8xcept for the final
annealing treatment for H626.
,224
NACA
ALLOY
M_\_/F ACTour
C0_ 0S IT I0N
HARDNESS
H628"
Un_on Carbide _ud Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.55,% C; 15.0% Cr, 55.0%Ni, 25.0% Co, 5.0'%Mo.
Melted in au induction furnace; 30 to Z5 pound heat.
Ingot_orged. Heated at 1850 ° F, air cooled. Reduced
25o65_$ by rolling at 1200 ° F to 5/4-inch square bar.
Rc]:_eated for 3/4 hours at 1000 ° C (1852 ° F) a_,d air
cooled.
228 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
TENSILE _ROPk_. __'_S
Tensile Yield stress
strength (ib _sq in.(ib/sq in.) 0.02_ 0.2
Proportional Reduct ion
31mit Elon_at ion of area
(ib/sq in.) (%in 2 in.) (%)
122;000 47,800 59,500 52_500 29.0 29.7
121_500 44_000 59,400 27,500 35.0 42.1
1200 82_ Z50 45,500 52_ 500 17.5 51. ?
STRESS-RD-P_E DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation in area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.) ('%)
72_000 0.87 15.0 17.5
65#000 ]..18 9.0 14.5
46,000 36.0 12.0 21.2
38_000 125.5 16.0 14.9
30,000 441.0 16.0 17.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 235
After 441 hours at 1200 ° F - 255
225
Alloy H628 continued
ST._RESS-RLTPTUREPROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
T linefor
rupture
(hr)
Stress
(ib/. qin.)
i0
i00
i000
69,000
59,000
39,000
26,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MA_TU-FACTURER
FORGL_3ILITY Forged wlth difficulty.
MACHINABILITY Metal turned without difficulty,
with difficulty.
but was threaded
a
*Alloys H628 and H629 are from separate heats made to the same
composition and processed in the same way except for the final
annealing treatment for H628.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANL_ACTURER
CO_OSIT I0N
TREATMENT
HAP,,DNESS
H629"
Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o._5%c, 1s.o_c,,, _s.o%Ni, 25.0%co, 5.0%Mo.
Melted in an induction furnace; 30 to 35 pound heat.
Ingot forg_d. Hea_ed at 1850 o F, air cooled. Re-
duced 30.8_i% by roiling at 1200 ° F to 3/4-inch square
bar. Stress relieved by heating through at 1200 ° F,
air cooled.
525 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(oF)
Tensile
strep_th
(lb/sq in. )
8_ 160,500
160,500
1200 112,500
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress Proportional
1 L_it Elongat ion
,/Lk__ L_ _-__ in. )
122,500 145,000
123,000 144,000
Reduction
of area
. (%)
95,000 12.0 25.3
i00,000 12.0 29.3
100,750 50,000 i0.5 24.7
STRESS-EUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(Ib__,,_qin. ) (hr) (% in I in, ) ___f_
95,000 0.50 15.0 24.7
85_000 2.53 17.0 23.3
55;000 66.5 8.0 12.1
48,000 156.0 3.0 2.4
40,000 437.5 2.0 8.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 355
After 437.5 hours at 1200 ° F - 503
Alloy H629 continued
S'I_P,_S-RUP_JREPROPERTIFSAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr)
I 91,000
I0 76,000
i00 51_000
i000 54,000
CO_4_TS SUP_PLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORG_BIT,ITY Forged with difficulty.
MACHINABIL!TY Metal turned without difficulty 3 but was threaded with
difficulty.
*Alloys H62B and H629 are from separate heats made to the same
composition and processed in the same way except for the final
annealing treatment for H628.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
NI5S - Annealed*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union
Carbide and CarbonResearch Laboratories, Inc.
03_ c,05_ six17_ _, 162_ Cr,14.o_Ni,
12._Co,3.01_Mo,2.1_W,1.06_oCb,0.0__2"
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat
cast in 45-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
1550 ° F to 3/A-inch square bar. Air cooled after
1 hour at 2100 ° 3'.
207 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional
ature strength (ib/sq in_ ) lim_.t
(OF) (Ib/sq in.) 0.0_ 0./'_ _(!b_sq in,)
8O
Elong_ation
(% in 2 in. )
R educt ion
of area
<¢)
12q0
120_000 57_500 58;000 20,n00 59.0 _6.6
119,575 58,500 5'7,000 20,000 36.0 Ab.0
82,500 53,000 22,500
87,500 5&,7hO 20,000
STRF_SS-,RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Ti_e for Reduction
Stress rupttu, e Elongation of area
_(!b_sq in. ) (Dr) (% i_ 1 in. ) (%)
78_000 0.25 18.0 19.0
65,000 4.¢0 9.0 21.2
50,000 84.5 .... 20.2
45,000 271.0 7.0 IA.4
_0,000 651.0 ii.0 15.6
• Vickers Hardness: As received - 238
After 651 hours at 1200 ° F - 265
229
Alloy N155 -- Annealed continued
STRESS-RUIFI_JRE PROPERTIESAT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (Ib/sq in.)
1 72,000
i0 62_000
I00 .50,000
i000 58,000
C0_NTS SUPPLIED BY THE MA_TcTFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*A].ioys Ni55 - Annealed, Ni55- Hot Worked, and Ni55 - i'Cold" Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
25O
NACA
ALLOY
_ikNUFACTURER
COMPOS ]TfI0N
TREATMEm _
HARDNESS
NISZ - Hot Worked*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o.38%c, o.52%si,1.78%_, iG.20_Or,14.98%m,
12.82_Co,3.01_Mo,2.195W, 1.065Cb,0.07%N2"
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
1600 ° F to 7/8-inch square bar. Heated i hour at
2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to 1700 ° F and
reduced in area 24.18% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating through at 1200 ° F and air cocledo
296 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
ature strength (lb/sq in. ).
(OF) (ib/sq in.) 0,02_ 0,2%
80 142,500
140,750
1200 92,750
94,000
Proportional Reduct ion
limit Elongation of area
(Ib/sq in. ) (% in 2 in. ) (_6)
97,500 121,800 75,000 17.5 36.6
93,000 119,000 70,000 20.0 41.6
82,500 45,000
82,500 45,000
18.5 42.2
16.5 38.2
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of(area%)(Ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.)
83,000 0.97 16.0 40.4
78,000 2.97 8.0 16.1
58,000 66.0 i0.0 20.1
50,000 161.0 16.0 25.6
45,000 419.0 8.0 20.i
Vickers Hardness: As received - 318
After 419 hours at 1200 ° F - 277
231
Alloy NIS3 - Hot Worked continued
STRESS-RUPE/RE PROP_RTI_ AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time f or
rupture Stress
(hr) (lb/sq in. )
1 83,000
i0 733000
i00 54,000
i000 40,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABIX_ITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficultY.
*Alloys N153 - Annealed, NiS3 - Hot Worked, and Ni53 -- "Cold" Worked
are frcm the same heat and differ only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
C0MP 0S IT I0N
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
N153 - "Cold" Worked*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.58% C, 0.52% Si, 1.78% Mn, IG.20% Cr, 14.9.8% Ni,
1_.82%co,3.o1%Mo,2.1_ w, 1.o6%Cb,.O7%N2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
A5-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/1600 ° F to
7/8-inch square bar. Heated 1 hour to 2100 ° F and
air cooled. Reheated to 1200 ° F and reduced in area
23.15% by rolling. Stress relieved by heating through
at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
324 Brinell
Temper-
ature
(°F)
8O
1200
TENSILE PROPERT IES
Tensile Yield stress
strength (lb_sq in.).
(Ib/sq_n.)o.o2% o.2%
157,500 i17j500 141_000
157,250 112,500 140,500
Proportional Reduction
limit Elongation of area
(!b/sq in.) (,% in 2 in.) (%)
i00,000 18.0 Z6.5
95,000 17.5 Z5.7
iiO,000 95,000
104,750 88,750
57,500 13.0 51.i
50,000 12.0 27.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in i in.) (%)
90,000 0.95 4.0 13.8
84,000 4.50 4.0 5.5
62,000 67.0 i0.0 14.3
54,000 216.0 5.0 9.7
45,000 723.0 4°0 10.9
Vickers Hardness: As received - 529
After 725 hours at 1200 ° F - 313
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Alloy N153- "Cold" Worked continued
STP_ESC_RUPTURE PROPERTI_ AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture stress
(hr) (lb/sqin.)
'I 90,000
i0 80,000
I00 "60,000
I000 43,000
COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFAGTURhR
FORGF_BILITY
MACH INABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys NiSS- Annealed, Ni53- Hot Worked, and Ni55 - "_Coid" Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
25,_
NACA
ALLOY N154 - Annealed*
_%NUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREAT_NT
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.32¢ C, _.61% Si, 1.58% Mn_ 16.17% Cr, 23o95¢ Ni,
2o.95¢co, 3.06¢Mo,2.20¢w,1.o3_c_, .07¢N2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45,pound ii_ot. Hammer forged at 2075/
IS40 ° F to 3/4-inch square bar. Heated i ho[_ at
2100 ° F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 209 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper-
at ure
(_)
Tensile
strength
(iblsq in. )
Yield stress
(ib/sq in.).
0.02¢ 0.2¢
Proport ional Red uct ion
limit Elongat_on of area
(ib/sq in.) (% in 2 in.) (%)
8O 120,000. "i56,000 _ 57,000
119,000 58,200 5A,500
17,500 55.0 40._
17,500 36.5 44.1
1200 87,000 59,000
89,000 41,5!90
12,500 18.0 20.8
20,000 21.0 21.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
/
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of( ea(lb/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 in.)
80,000 0.18 16.0 18.9
70,000 1.55 ii.0 16.7
50,000 92.F ].2.0 18.4
40,000 520.0 12.0 20.0
35,000 I061.0 12.0 21.2
Vickers Hardness: As received - 258
After 1061 hours at 1200 ° F - 259
255
Alloy N154 -- Annealed continued
• b,
STRESS-RUPTLF2E PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (lb/sq in. )
i 72,000
i0 62_000
i00 48_000
i000 35,000
COMY_NTS SUPPLIV_9 BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGFABILITY
MACH INAB iLITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Mstal turned and threaded without difficulty.
T ?. o*Alloys N154- Annea.leH, NE54 -Hot Wo..ked, and N154 "Cold" Worked
az-e from the same h_at an! differ only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY
I_NUFACTURER
C01v[POSITION
TREATIV[ENT
HARDNESS
N154 - Hot Worked*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.3_ C, 0.65% Si, 1.58% NLn, 16.17% Cr, 23.9_/o Ni,
20.9_ co, 3.04 Me,2.2_ w, 1.03_ Cb, 0.04 _2'
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
1600 ° F to 7/8-inch square bars. Heated 1 hour at
2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to 1700 ° F and
reduced in area 28.32% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
298 Brinell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress
ature strength (ib/sq in. )
(OF) (__Ib/sqin.) 0.02_ 0.2_
8O 144,000
145,000
98,750 122,000
107,000 125,750
1200
Proportional Reductlon
limit Elongation of area(D._/sq_n.) (%_,__ in.) (%) .
98,500 85,000
i01,000 90,000
77,500 17.0 51.5
85,000 17.5 32.8
47,500 15.0 31.5
45j000 16.0 31.i
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) (hr) (% in I in. ) (%)
88,000 0.53 12.0 23.4
82_000 1.12 14.0 29.1
58,000 57.0 20.0 30.8
52,000 140.0 17.0 21.3
45,000 855.0 9.0 20.1
Vickers Hardness: As received - 297
After 835 hours at 1200 ° F - 277
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Alloy N154- Hot Workedcontinued
ST_EHS-Bb-PTI_EPP_OPERTIESAT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time,for
rupture Stress
(ib/sq in.)
i 83,000
i0 68,000
!00 54,000
i000 44,000
COM_[ENTS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORGEABILL"_/ Forged and rolled without difficulty.
MACHINABILITY -Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys N154- Annealed, N154 -Hot Worked, szld N154- "Cold" Worked.
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
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NACA
Alfb0Y N154 - "Cold" Worked*
M_AVUFACTURERUniversal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and CarbonResearch Laboratories, Inc.
COMPOSITIONo.32%c, 0.65%si,1.58%_, 16.17_c_,2s.gsfiNi,
2o.9s_co,s.o6_Mo,2.2o%w, l.OS_Cb,o.o7_N2.
TREATMENT Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 4$_p0tmd ingot. Hammer forged
at 2075/1600 ° F to 7/8-inch square bars. Heated
1 hour at 2100 ° .F and air cooled. Reheated to 1200 ° F
and reduced in area 25.88% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
HARDNESS 331 Brinell.
Temper-
ature
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
strength (ib/sq in. ) limit Elongation of area
(ib/sq in.) 0.02%'_ 0.2%, (Ib/sq in.) (_ in 2 in.) (%)
80 164,000 124,000 14'7,500 I05,000 14.0 29.1
164,500 136_500 163,000 i05,000 13.0 28.8
1200 110,500 98,000 55,000 11.5 25.8
117,500 102,800 47,500 10.5 50.2
STI_ESS-.RUPTUREDATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture _longation of _rea
(ib/sq in.) (hr) ([o in i in.) (9)
95,000 0.92 i0.0 22.3
86,000 2.45 8.0 16.7
58,000 102.0 4.0 7.3
52,000 164.0 4.0 7.3
45,000 573.0 4.0 8.6
Vickers Hardness: As received - 521
After 575 hours at 1200 ° F - 289
239
Alloy N154 "Cold" Worked continued
ST2__S-EUPTb_E PROP_TI_-S AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(l r) (ib'  q )
1 94,000
i0 74;000
I00 58,000
I000 42,000
COM_-NTS SUPPLIED BY THE _TFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACH I_NABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned _ud threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys N154 - Ar_ealed, _- .u_,_ _:_ _,J_J_- ou±d
Worked are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSIT I0N
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
N155 - Annealed*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
o.3_ c, o.5_ sl,1.54%_, _1.085 Cr, 20.8_%_*,
20.54%Co; 3.00_ Mo, 2.18# W, 0.98_ Cb, O.11#N2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
1320 ° F to 5/4-inch square bar. Heated i hour at
2100 ° F, air cooled.
22C) Brinell
Temper-
at ure
(oF)
80
1200
Tensile
strength
i½/._q in. )
127_500
128,000
87_250
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Y_eld stress
(lb/sq i_, ).
Proportional
limit
(lb/sqi_.)
_longation
(_ i_ 2 in.)
Reduction
of _rea
@) ,
37,000 65,500 25,000 37.0 37.5
40,500 65,000 20,000 55.0 58.0
42,600 22,500 18.0 16.9
42,500 50,000 15.0 18.0
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Stress
.(1,b/sqin. )
Time for
rupture
(hr)
Reduction
Elongation of _rea
(% in 1 in.) J,,(_) ,
77,000 0.57 15.0 20.5
70,000 1.72 12.0 15.2
50,000 157.0 i0.0 17.2
45,000 308.0 15.0 18.9
40,000 828.0 18.0 22.3
V1ckers Hardness: As received - 242
After 828 hours at 1200 ° F - 285
241
Alioy N155 - Annealed continued
STP_S-RUPTUEE PROP_TIES _ i_00 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (lbi< in.)
I 74,000
I0 G4,000
I00 52,000
I000 58,000
CON24ENTS S_PPL!ED BY THE MANUFACTURER
FORG-EABILITY Forged e=_d rolled without difficulty.
MACHINABILITY Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys Nl_5 Az,_le_ ' :<TI<< HA+ u,_._._._ _T_== ,,_.,, ,--_ ....
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY
_$F0-F_A CTI_RER
COMPOS IT I0N
TREAT_FENT
HARDNESS
N155 - Hot Worked*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.3_ c, 0.5_ s,, 1.5_ _, 21,0s_Cr, 20.S__i,
20.s_¢0o, 3.0@Mo,2.1_ w,o.98_cb, o.n%_2'
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
IG00 ° F to 7/S-inch square bar. Heated 1 hour at
2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to 1700 ° F and
reduced in area 21.75% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating through at 1200 ° F, air cooled.
554 Brinell
TENS1-LE PROPERTIES
Temper-
ature
Tensile
strength
(lbisq in. )
Yield stress Proportional Reduction
(ib/sq in. ). limit Elongation of _rea
0,02_ 0.2_ (lbZs q in,) (% in 2 in. ) (_6)
8O 158,000
160,500
ii0,500 155,000
108,000 158,500
90,000 16.0 28.5
8.5,000 17.0 28.8
1200 107,500
106,500
92,500 47,500 15.0 30.8
95,750 52,500 15.0 28.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
rupture Elongation of area
(hr) (9 in I in.) (%)
90,000 1.00 i0.0 $4.0
84,000 5.27 14.0 29.8
62,000 74.0 12.0 22.5
54,000 212.0 3.0 12.1
50,000 426.5 S.0 10.9
45,000 1295. 4.0 10.9
Vickers Hardness: As received - 336
After 1295 hotu_s at 1200 ° F - SII
243
Alloy N155 - Hot Worked continued
STRESS-P,UPTURE PEOPERTI_ AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
in.)
!
I 90,000
lO 76,000
I00 59,000
I000 463000
C0MME_FS SUPPLIED BY THE [gNUFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
.MACSINABILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
...................._ ._ _ _ , ......._ -- _ Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
r
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NACA
ALLOY
_%NUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TRFATMENT
H_dgDNESS
N155 - "Cold" Worked*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc. '
0.52% C, 0.59% S i, 1.54% Mn, 21.08_ Cr, 20.80% Ni,
 0.54 co,3.o0%Mo,2.18 w, 0.98 Cb,o.n N2.
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pottudingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
1800 ° F to 7/8_Inch square bar. Heated 1 hour at
2100 ° F and alr cooled. Reheated to 1200 ° F and
reduced in area 25.62% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating throughat 1200o F, air cooled.
549 Brinell
Temper-
attune
(OF)
Tensile
strength
(ib/sq in. )
80 167,000
169,500
1200 117,000
118,750
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Yield stress Proportional
.(ib/sq in.). limit Elongation
0.02_ 0.2%. (ib/sq in. ) (% in 2 in.)
125,000 150,500
125,000 ].52,500
105,000 15.0
102,500 14.0
98,750
95,000
Reduct ion
of area
(¢)
29.8
50.8
52,500 12.0 24.8
47,500 ii.0 26.5
STRESS-RUPTURE-DATA AT 1200°.F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(Ib/sq in.) (hr) (9 in 1 in.) (%)
98,000 .88 8.0 15.3
88_000 3.52 6.0 6.2
62,000 150.0 4.0 6.2
56,000 443.0 4,0 8.5
54,000 202.5 2.0 1.3
5_,000 552.5 5.0 5.7
45_000 1249. 2.,_ 9.7
Vickers Hardness: As received - 341
After 1249 hours at 1200 ° F - 310
Alloy NI5S- "Cold" Worked continued
STR]_S-R_E PROPERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (Ib/s 
I 98,000
i0 80 _000
i00 65,000
i000 46,000
COM_fl_I_TSUPPLIED BY THEMA_IFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACH INAB ILITY
Forged and rolled without difficulty.
Metal turned and threaded without difficulty.
*Alloys NIS5 - Armealed, N155 - Hot Worked, and N155 "Cold" Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
COMPOSITION
TREATMENT
HARDNESS
N156 - Annealed*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.35% C, 0.57% Si, 1.48% Mn, 15.66_ Cr, 55.25% Ni,
23. 9 co, 3.0 f Mo,2.10%w, 1.0 f cb, o.o4%N2.
Melted in an eSectr_c arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pound ingot. Hammer forged at 2075/
1340 ° F to 3/4._neh square bar. }feared i hour at
2100 o F and air cooled.
208 Brinell
TENSILE PROPEI_T IES
Temper- Tensile lleld stress Proportional
ature strength (ibLsq in.). limit _longation
(9) (ib/sqin.) 0.029 0.2% (lb/sqin.) (_ i_ 2 _n.)
80 124,000 57,500 57,000 20,000 57.0
122,750 57,500 56,500 25j000 55.0
1200 89,000 _i,000 27_500 16.0
87,250 45,000 52,500 15.0
Reduct ion
of _rea
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(!b/sq in.) (hr) (% in 1 In.) (%)
77,000 1.35 12.0 18.2
70,000 5.43 i0.0 12.5
50,000 90.0 16.0 23.5
40,000 333.0 9.0 13.2
30,000 1885.0 7.0 14.8
Vickers Hardness: As received - 238
After 1885 hours at 1200 ° F - 264
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Alloy N156 - Annealed continued
STR_S-Rb-PTURE PROPERTI_ AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (lb/sq in.)
1 79,000
i0 67,000
I00 49)000
i000 53,000
COMME_2S SUPPLIED BY THE MA_TFACTURER
FORGEABILITY
MACHINABILITY
Forged with difficulty.
Metal turned without d_fflculty but threaded with
difficulty.
*Alloys N156 - Annealed 3 N156- Hot Worked, and N156- "Cold" Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
h
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NACA
ALLOY
MANUFACTURER
C0_0S_ION
TREATMENT
KaARDNESS
N156 - Hot Worked*
Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
0.33% C, 0.5_% Si, 1'48% Mm, 15.66_ Cr, 33.23.% Ni,
23.6 co, 3.o Mo, w, 1.o3 0Cb, o.o4 
Melted in an electric arc furnace, 600 pound heat,
cas t in 45-pound ingo t. Hammer forged at 2075/
1600 ° F to 7/8-inch square bar. Heated i hour at
2100 o F.and air cooled. Reheated to 1700 ° F and
reduced in area 26.32_by rolling. Stress relieved
by heating through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
303 Brinell
Temper-
ature
8O
1200
TENSilE PROPERTIES
Tensile Yield stress Proportional
strength (ib_sq in._ limit
(l__/sq in.) 0.02_ 0.2% (ib/sq in.)
146,250 105,500 lao,_,O0 82,500
148,000 103,500 124,000 82,500
106,625 92,500 _2,500
E1 ongat ion
(_ in 2 in. )
18.5
18.5
16.0
Reduct ion
of area
(%)
29.5
STRESS-RUPTURE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(Ib/sq in. ) (hr) (% i,n,, 1 in. ) (%)
90,000 0.92 12.0 23.8
84,000 2.43 14.0 29.3
60_000 66.0 20.0 24.9
52,000 171.00 ii.0 24.5
45,000 810.0 3.0 8.5
Vickers Hardness: As received - 283
After 810 hours at 1200 ° F - 291
2,_9
Alloy N156 - Hot Worked continued
ST?,F$S-Rb-gTL_E P__0PERTIES AT 1200 ° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time for
rupture Stress
(hr) (ib/so.in.)
1 9i,000
i0 72,000
i00 56,000
i000 44,000
COMMENgS Sb-gFLIED BY THE MA/_ACT_ER
FORGEABILITY Forged with difficulty.
MACHINABILITY Metal tu_u%ed without difficulty but threaded with
diff iculty.
*Alloy N156 - Annealed, N156- Hot Worked, and N156- "Cold" Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
25O
NACA
ALLOY N156 - "Cold" Worked*
NLtNUFACTURER Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation and Union Carbide
and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.
composition 0.33_c, 0._7_si, 1.,.8%_,_,15.6_%Cr, 33.23_Ni,23.69%Co,3.02_Mo,2.10%W,1.03%Ob,0.04_N2.
TREATMENr Melted in an electric arc ft_nace, 600 pound heat,
cast in 45-pound ingot° Hammer forged at 2075/
1600 ° F to 7/8-inch square bar. Heated i hour at
2100 ° F and air cooled. Reheated to 1200 ° F and
reduced in area 24.24% by rolling. Stress relieved
by heatir_ through at 1200 ° F and air cooled.
H_/_DNESS 538 Br tnell
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Temper- Tensile Yield stress Proportional Reduction
ature strength (ib/sq in._ limit Elongation of area
(OF) (lb/sq _n.) 0 02% 0.2,_ (]b/sq in.) (% in 2 in.) (%)
80 168_750 130,500 153,800 _,_-7 =r_...... _........ 1.4.5 33.7
168,000 125_000 149_000 102,500 13.0 29.5
1200 I19_750 ii0,000 67,500 10.5 22.7
STRESS-RUFI'URE DATA AT 1200 ° F
Time for Reduction
Stress rupture Elongation of area
(lb/sq in. ) (hr) (% in 1 in. ) (%)
98,000 l.iq I')._ 25.5
89,000 5.58 i0.0 21.8
69,000 78.0 5.0 8.6
55,0_0 256.0 4.0 6.2
45,000 770.0 2.0 7.3
Vickers Hardness: As received - 351
After 770 hours at 12000 F - 520
251
Alloy N156-- "Cold" Worked continued
STR.ESS-RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200° F
(Estimated from plot of test data)
Time f or
rupture Stress
(hr) (lb/sq in. )
1 99,000
i0 783000
I00 593000
i000 443000
FORGEABILITY
MACH INABILITY
C0_MENTS S_ BY _E MANUFACTURER i
Forged with difficulty.
Metal turned without difficulty but thre_ with
difficulty.
*Alloys N156 -- Annealed, N158- Hot Worked, and N156 - "Cold" Worked
are from the same heat and differ only in processing.
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